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Fran
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ADDRESS.
Read by

Ike

and Norwich

the Norfolk

<\t

Mu. Octavius Corded,

President,

Naturalists'

to

Members

the

Society

Twelfth Animal Meetiny, held at the Norfolk

at

their

and Norwich

Museum, 29th March, 18S1.
Ladies and Gentlemen

— In

my

resigning

position as President

of your Society, I cannot but regret that a variety of pressing

me

business engagements has obliged
that close attention to

its

some extent

to

which

interests

could have desired

I

without further apology, I can only add, that

but,

to neglect

is

it

;

a part

of that failure which will ever result, from the oft-repeated attempt
to

lit

a square

man

Members has
year.

;

our

Wo

members;

hole.

lost

— Miss

by “

notice

that

our List of

during

the

past

excess

in

circle of friends

Miss Bobbins,

;

of any

twelve
previous

death, that ever will be slaying,” four

Candler, of Bawburgli, whose

Norwich

who has been

can

numbers being now

have

Close,

I

considerably increased

endeared her to a large

The

round

with gratification that

It is

months

into a

several years a

;

life

of usefulness

the llev. Charles Howes,

Queen’s

Load, Norwich,

member; and Mrs. Wheeler,

the

wife of our Secretary.

Our monetary condition
satisfactory state

;

for,

will,

I

believe,

although the balance

previous occasions, yet heavy outlays
will

more than account

bo found in a fairly
is

not so large as on

for

binding and shelving

for the deficiency.

Through the courtesy

we have been enabled
our many valuable books

of the Committee of the Literary Institution,
to provide suitable

and

transactions,
VOL.

III.

accommodation

and

these being

for

now thoroughly bound

are at the

M

15G
service of

any of our members.

Probably, few are aware of the

and increasing value of some of them, which can never be

great

replaced

;

for

as,

and many

States Survey,

from the United

various works

the

instance,

In addition to these I would

others.

notice during the present year the acquisition of Eodd’s

Cornwall,’ Andrew’s ‘Birds of
Infusoria,’

Damara Land,’

Woodward's ‘Manual

and many yearly

whom we are

volumes issued by the Natural History Societies with
‘

in the early

summer.

large party

Taking the railway

walked along the sea wall which

in

Transactions.’

Through the kindness of Lord Leicester a

Holkham

‘Fauna

Briglitwell’s

of the Mollusca,’

correspondence, and exchange our

Birds of

‘

skirts the

home

visited

to Wells, they

farm, which has

been reclaimed during the past few years, and has very rapidly

more than sandy

become

fertile

dunes.

Several rare plants were noted on that occasion, one or

land, though but recently little

two indeed almost limited
remarks I

cairn ot

Whilst making these

to this locality.

but regret that Naturalists, as a body, seem

to

have an uncomfortable faculty of endeavouring to exterminate rare

whether of

species,

An

across their notice.
is

animals, or

unusual

which may come

plants,

visitor, in

the shape of a bird,

driven to our coasts by stress of weather or other circumstances,

and being a
and

fine

day the Englishman must keep up his unenviable

and forthwith

prestige,

to

birds,

“ the
settle

kills

A

something.

new

adventurous botanist eradicates the
in

it

circumstances

his

he

garden,

will

forgetful

succeed

in

plant

lot,”

found,

is

endeavouring

only under

that

growing

in

it

a

special
state

of

confinement.

The park
lake,
is

its

at

Holkham, with

its

magnificent trees, and splendid

abounding in wild-fowl, which breed in great numbers on

too well

known

to

gardens and pictures, and other works of

specimens in the

must here

museum being

notice the attention

many

art,

great value, afforded the visitors great pleasure
stuffed

The

need any description of mine.

;

hall,

of

it,

with

them

of

the library and

of especial interest.

I

and kindness of Mr. A. G. Napier,

son of the Vicar of Holkham,

who devoted

excursion might prove a successful one.

his time that the

The next

visit

was

to the

mansion of the Marquis Cholmondeley, whose hall ranks among

On

the finest in the county.

home from Houghton

the return

the party were hospitably entertained at a substantial repast by

Willoughby Jones; and, although the day was wet, yet the trip
was a pleasant and successful one.
The concluding excursion
was to Surlingliam ; the day, as many during the past summer, was
fSir

not conducive to pleasure.

we have never shown
recently, but little

we have nothing

me

has struck

sufficient interest in

known

so

It

out of our

own

that, as

our Broads

though,

county, yet, to

my

till

mind,

worthy of exploration, whether we regard them

as remains of by-gone estuaries,

up by deposits, they are

all

which

arc gradually being silted

worthy of minute

notice.

I

loveton, as one

the few breeding-places ot the Black-headed (bill;

ol

Naturalists,

:

I Jan

worth, for

Great Crested Grebe and Swallow-tail Butterflies; Surlingliam,
for Lastrea cristulu, happily difficult of access to
wholesale
its

collectors ot rare ferns; all of

of Teal,

them

as

Wild Duck, Snipe, and other

this part ot

the subject,

I fear

homes and breeding-places
In concluding

water-fowl.

that but little active scientific

work has been accomplished by these excursions
;
day’s outing they are most enjoyable,
fulfil

to

and

in that respect, perhaps,

their intention.

Our evening meetings have been fairly attended, and in addition
the papers, which I will briefly notice, I must call
attention to

the kind thought of one of our

many

members (Miss Barnard) who, on
and interesting plants.

occasions, has exhibited rare

The number of papers contributed this year is not
some occasions, but I have to notice several valuable
which
lor

as a pleasant

will appear in our yearly volume.

many

Society

ot

the

^Norfolk

on

contributions,

late President,

years our most indefatigable Secretary, to

and welfare

position

Our

so large as

and Norwich

whom

and
the

Naturalists’

mainly due, has given us a paper on “ The Extinction of
Species by the indirect agency of Man.” This will form
a fitting
is

companion-paper to the
to

you

animal

last
;

J car.

happily,

main subject of

\Ye cannot but
however,

“ the

his address

feel that

evil

thought, as well as by want of heart.”

is

man

is

delivered

a destroying

wrought by want of
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We

have to thank the Eev.

M. Du

J.

Port, of Mattisliall, for a

very interesting and instructive paper on “ Fungoid Diseases of

Wheat.”

Whether

growth

rather questionable, although

is

expression

the term disease

a change of circumstances,
altered

would have formed
Smut,

common mode
life,

the

Wheat

Ergot on Eye and

of

and

a valuable supplement to that of Eust

resulting, as it does in the first case,

of

resulting from

producing a growth suitable to

The growth

conditions.

a

it is

merely a change of

after all, it is

;

applicable to a vegetable

is

from what

is

called the

honey-dew of Eye, which very rapidly develops into a white spongy

mycelium of

the

tissue,

young fungus.

the

mycelium

This

penetrates the caryopsis (as the fruit of the Graminaceac

changing

called),

growth, and forming a compact kernel-like body of

its

violet-black colour,

unchanged

is

which

for years

This

the future Ergot.

is

in the ear, but falling

on the

may remain
damp earth

remains ready for another year’s growth in the Eye to continue
the formation of another year’s Ergot.
exercise

no check upon

Frost and snow seem to

only for a time retarding

its vitality,

its

development.

Eye grown

All

picked to deprive

in infected districts
it

has to be carefully hand-

of the Ergot, the use of bread containing

producing most disastrous and even

it

fatal effects.

At our January meeting Mr. Bidwell read a paper on “Norfolk
Names, derived from Animals and Plants,” a
but of very general

local

will be valued

interest.

by our members

subject, not only of

The paper was one
as a

new

of those

which

field of investigation,

one which has not been hitherto noticed in our ‘Transactions.’
little

of

think

how much we may

which had a meaning

gives

also

a notice

of

biscayensis at Peterhead

;

at

or

the

undoubted occurrence of

to

know

that

this

one time on rare occasions met with in our

To Mr. John Henry

names,

all

who first used them, whether
Norman origin. Mr. Southwell

and, although this happened

since, yet it is interesting

was

common

We

to those

Eoman, Saxon, Danish,

of

from our

trace

and

Cfurney, Jun.,

we

Baltena

many

years

long-lost visitant
seas.

are indebted for a paper on

the “ Spring Migration of Birds at St. Leonards,” which gives us

159
an

account

interesting

Waders, &e.,

Two

notes

of

time of

the

coining and

going of

at that place.

by Mr. Plowright, of King’s Lynn, on the occurrence

of Sparassis crispa in the park of Lord Stafford, at Costessey, one
of our rarest fungoids
after an

;

Geasier coU/onnis,

and of

absence, or rather

of eighty years

interval

— these,

noticed during that

period

Fungi

by the Rev.

at Mattishall,

;

Captain Foilden, your

t

with a note on

M. Du

J.

not being

some

rare

Port, form interesting

Through the kind courtesy of

additions to our last year’s work.
‘

at Hillington,

ransactions

’

will be further enriched

by a

most lucid account of the Natural History of Franz-Josef-land,
the more

some of the

so, as

made

present, not been

facts contained in

it

It will not only

public.

have,

up

to the

prove a valuable

addition to our papers, but also a pleasing remembrance of one,

whose name

known

so well

is

scientific research,

in connection

with Arctic and other

and whose kindliness won the esteem of

all

who

have had the pleasure of being acquainted with him.
Mr. A.
Field

W.

Preston gave us an account of the “Barrow-in Furness

detailing the

an excursion

with notes of

Club,”

work and position of

Coniston

to

Water,

His photographs

that Society.

of the district, and well-preserved specimens of

the rarer plants

and Ferns, met with general approval.
It

has

often been

districts of

remarked,

that although the uncultivated

Norfolk must have swarmed with bird

life

in

past

times, and, whilst frequent mention of the birds of other districts

occur

in old authors,

the birds of our

own

there

or

which

remedy

and publishing
its

Our Society has made

county.

objects to endeavour to
collecting

a singular neglect with regard to

is

all

one of

its

this omission, so far as possible,

by

it

the information that can be found,

members have been

able to discover

;

and

this session,

through the kindness of Miss Chandler, and the indefatigable
watchfulness of
is still

prevented by

no means

Stevenson (who, though to our sincere
ill

regret,

health from being amongst us, has been

idle in our interest),

members some

W.

Air.

we

are enabled

to present to

he

by
our

interesting extracts from the journal of the Rev.

Whitear, one of

the authors

of

Sheppard and Whitear’s

160
1

Catalogue of Norfolk and Suffolk Birds.’

Mr. Whitear on more

than one occasion, about the year 181 G, takes us to the Winterton
marshes, and introduces us to breeding Iieeves, Black Terns, and

One man

Avocets.

he had discovered

him

tells

fifty-six

1818

that in the spring of the year

eggs of the Shoveller

;

and that the

Sheldrakes, which used formerly to be in great abundance, were
ruthlessly destroyed because they disturbed the Babbits in their

burrows

:

Bustard in

spring he had killed nine Moor-

also, that in a single

Of

buzzards at the same trap.
its

wild state

;

Mr. Whitear had seen the

course,

and he

tells

us on one occasion he had

These and many other

approached one within one hundred yards.
notes of his will be read with interest by
that the writer

will be noticed

It

all.

became more and more deeply interested

which came under

his notice

;

and we

feel that,

but

in the birds

for the sad

and

untimely accident which closed his career of usefulness, the contribution to the

alone he

is

‘

Transactions

known

of the

’

to Naturalists,

Linnean Society, by which

would not have been

his sole

contribution to ornithological science.

For some time past
that, whilst so

much

it

has been strongly impressed on

my

mind,

has been speculated of late on progressive

development, and a good deal of sentimental talk about man brought

upward from the mollusk,

may

or

some low

origin, that a great deal

also be said about the unchangeableness

Although old phases of

things.

belief

by the present ideas of development,

we

not,

may

yet,

are near akin to the philosophers

and

eternal fitness of

threaten to be set aside

whether

it

please us or

who were never satisfied
new tiling.

unless they were either hearing or debating on some

Let

me for a few

minutes say a few words on the permanence of Plant

I will not

Life.

now

say anything about the venerable Dragon-tree

of Teneriffe, estimated to be, at least, six

has alas

lately

succumbed

;

;

which

to the force of a tropical tornado

Oaks of Bashan, celebrated

of the

Judah

!

thousand years old

as in the

days of the kings of

nor of the Cedars of Lebanon — some of them considered

coeval with those which existed

Solomon

to provide

wood

—

when Hiram made

for building the first

to

be

a covenant with

Temple

— these are

101
but individuals which have survived

permanence of existing species under,
circumstances.

interested

many

of us), that especially at Brandon, he found cer-

the time

when

on the top of Helvellyn?

mind very strongly during the
idea

is,

;

and whether

had

I

summer, whilst walking through

my

surmise

many

Ili ppophae

officinalis

(Sea-tamarisk),

maritima

(Sea-campion),

the foot of the

at

full

is

of marine fossil

Cromer and you

annerca

Slat ice

Sea-sandwort,

and

1

as

say then,

when

;

and

are

formed a

life

now

We are apt,

one of two beliefs
arc

;

all

fossilized

too apt,

far

idea.

I

to
feel

either that all things were

by

its potentiality,

which has progressed so that the highest forms have

old-fashioned though
creation, rather

it

may

I

cannot throw aside the former,

appear, but hold firmly to a belief in

than in development.

very small evidence.
is

:

or else that matter,

been developed from the lower.

long,

there in

now

form an opinion, and then force everything into that
created as they

escaped

they, perchance, enlivened the

in the structure of those mountains.

to accept

not

is it

may have

shores of that primeval sea, whose inhabitants are

am bound

the

the changes and upheavals of

the tens of thousands of years of change

and beauty,

Take

others.

these 15,000 feet of limestone, that these plants

their brightness

Silene

(Sea- thrift),

now.

will find these
all

Tamarisk

(Sea-buckthorn),

rhamnoiilcs

worth a thought, that amidst

I

the

not,

of our well-known littoral species of plants, as for

instance,

coast at

or

correct

are probably aware, mostly

you

are, as

is

found

I

formed of magnesian limestone, and which
shells,

my

forced on

this

past

at least, worth a thought.

Dolomite Mountains, which

?

essentially a salt-water plant,

is

t

South Tyrol

these survived since

the sea-beach was over Brandon

that Cochlear ia which

is it

lives

which have ever been

Have not both

considered as sea-side species.

still

diverse

has been noticed by a well-known and most

as also several Lepidoptera,

plants,

How

my mind, strangely

to

entomologist, Mr. Barrett (whose researches have deeply

reliable

tain

It

would rather speak of the

I

;

A

But we pin our

beliefs

on

fragment of bone, two and a half inches

exhumed, and forthwith a new

species is

pronounced

very speedily depicted with horns and hoofs complete.

;

and

162

And

now,

for a

few minutes, may I ask your attention to a

subject of considerable interest and importance,

which has occupied

the attention of Naturalists in America more than
this

side

the

why

—I

mean on

is it

that whilst

we

In the

find an

has done on

Migration of

the

from Europe to America.

especially

ask,

Atlantic

it

first

Plants,

would

I

place,

immense emigration

to

the

West, we have but few instances of plants becoming established by
immigration

1

— one or two marked examples excepted, which

briefly allude to.

First, in general

I will

and most rapid spread, we have

the Anacharis, or Elsdeci canadensis, which, in a very few years,

has overrun our ditches, rivers, and broads, at one time seriously
threatening to impede the navigation in

not anticipate that

districts

but

;

I

do

be long-lived amongst us, as I have

will

it

many

noticed in several places that

it

has already died out.

was

It

first

noted in this country about the year 1847, in the northern and

midland counties, and in the south of Scotland
introduced

The

is

;

how

became

it

not known.

North of England furnish a considerable
and North American species, but these only

ballast hills in the

number

of Canadian

exist awhile, as

were,

it

by sufferance

;

and

have been

as far as I

able to notice, no single plant has been established permanently

by

the means of ballast, which, a few years since, was very largely

deposited

on the sea banks of several of our northern

especially those of the

Tyne and Wear.

We

might suppose that

these

would produce abundant and valuable additions

flora

but, as I

;

have before

Must

duction of them.

it

said,

something

is

alone any new-comers.

same would apply

be that the old country, so to speak,

little difficulty, as it

and inland

Did time

permit,

we should

places.

I

North American
has sprung up, as

have found

it

species,

Newmarket Boad, Norwich f
it

own,

find the

it

has caused

mo

were per se, in remote

very plentifully, thirty years

ago, near Ampthill, Bedfordshire, near a largo sand-pit

* I find that

its

to the introduction of animals.

Clciytonia perfoliata, a

some

our

to

against the intro-

has been worn out, and has quite enough to do to support
let

rivers,

also in the

;

near the

Workhouse Lane, Norwich;*

was intentionally introduced

in

both these

localities.

163
and

abundance near liocklaud Broad,

in great

.Norfolk, entirely

covering both sides of a deep ditch, from which the gravel had only

been thrown out the previous season. I do not look on this plant
as by any means a recent introduction, but rather that the
seeds
have been exposed to the surface after being buried fora long period
in the

soil.

Im pattern fuloa,

frequent in Surrey and other parts

plant to our considered native species,

tbe

seeds

of

these

as

of

all

by a springing dehiscence of

Im pattens

the

Balsams,

the

carpels,

North American

being distributed

which

is difficult to

eradicate after

causes

This

is

the

also the

species, Oralis stricta,

will account for their rapid spreading

plant

a companion-

noli-me-tangere,

seeds to be projected to a considerable distance.
case with another

;

which

indeed, the last-mentioned

;

once introduced.

it is

Onoclea

North American Fern, appears well established in the
Channel Islands, and at \ ork. Engeron canadensis on the banks

sensibihs, a

,

of the Thames, is the only remaining instance which

I

ol a A\ ('stern importation.

permanent

duction ot

I

eronica

I

plant.

our

It

can very well remember

At the present time

common

I

must

htirbaiimu

suppose, Central European.

and

But

notice the

this

is

it is

it

call to

mind
intro-

not American, but,

was unknown

when

can

to

Smith

was considered

in this country,

at

in

I

1821

;

a very rare
least,

one of

and thoroughly established \ no doubt, through
the importation of foreign Clover and other seeds.
I am indebted tor my information on the
migration of European

America

species to

by

species,

Professor

A.

entirely to a lengthened notice of the subject

W.

Claypole, B.A., Antioch College, Ohio.
a matter which can hardly be worked out by any
of us
on this side the Atlantic, from personal investigation and we
there-

This

is

;

foie

must

on information from the eye-witness and individual
othci's.
The remarks which follow will therefore be

rely

reseal ch oi

considered, to a great extent, as

Professor

Claypole.

coming from the observations of

L nderneath

the

giant

wave of human

emigration from the so-called Old to the so-called

New World

underneath the busy surface-tide that has swept westward from the
shores of Europe to those of America during the last two hundred

1G4
years, there lias existed another

another though

prominent

less

direction like the former,

its

which, though they

may

though a

less

conspicuous wave,

Westward

tide, of emigration.

in

has silently accomplished results,

it

not strike the superficial eye, yet are not

the less to be noted as of vast importance.

I allude to the slow

yet noiseless emigration of European plants, which has been going

on

for so

the

first

many

years

;

and which most probably commenced when

Eastern vessel touched the shores.

displacement of the red
displacement

man by

man

the white

has gone on the

of the red man’s vegetable companions,

which accompanied the white man from

When

Side by side with the

who went

the Pilgrim Fathers,

by plants
home.

his transatlantic

over in the

‘

Mayflower

’

from Plymouth Sound, made themselves at home on the banks of
the Charles

when

;

the successors of Champlain and Cartier estab-

lished themselves along the Saint

of

the

earliest

colonists

Lawrence

;

and

as the descendants

peopled Maryland and

first

Virginia,

and appropriated the shores of the Chesapeake, thus ousting the
native inhabitants, and pushing them further and still further west;
so

have the homely weeds of England and France made themselves

at

home

New World;

in the

appropriated

established themselves in

gardens, and

its fields, its

its

waysides.

its

soil,

Nor have the

older States alone been seized by these European invaders

:

stream has flowed with the ever-flowing tide further west

as

no

population of European descent,

so,

village or
too, it is

hamlet

is

without

never without

its

its

plant population of European weeds.

To the Americans born and
have but

little

and

;

the

reared amongst them, these things

of the significance

which they possess

to

him who

comes across the Atlantic thoroughly conversant with the

flora of

Europe, and naturally expecting to find as complete a change, as well
of plants as of place, as

it

would be reasonable

to look for

with three

thousand miles of Atlantic Sea between.

Differences there will be,

but the fact that the new country, with

millions of inhabitants,

its

is

using the same language, laws, and customs as the old one he has
so recently

left,

makes

this similarity less striking.

The same

true of the flora, the whole country teeming with plant

by any means indigenous

to

it,

life

is

not

but very largely made up by

deserters

him,

who have

he has eyes to

if

World

the Western
strangers

to

followed the fortunes of the emigrant, reminding

so hospitable,

and

to claim naturalization,

winter, or the
I

cannot

tell

first

and the Eastern

so

then

is

inhospitable

away during the

readily fall

so

much

certain,

is

first

Why or wherefore

train of adverse circumstances.

but this

;

Why

left.

with us they come so strange as not

that

so

1

home he has

of the

see,

that whilst European soil

hardly suffers an immigrant to obtain a foothold, on the Western
side all

new-comers obtain a welcome, and are readily installed

new and permanent

Wo

rest.

are told that in

plants in

America the

stages of naturalization

all

and gardens

;

in a

others,

which

:

arc of a

careful

observer will notice

some only

in cultivated fields

more roving

nature, have got

beyond the spade and the plough, maintaining a precarious existence,

which may be brought

to a close

other adverse circumstance.

Others have a stronger hold, and occupy

the wayside or the hedgerow
out on their

own account

by an unfavourable season or any
others, still hardier,

;

a line of

bated the aboriginal inhabitants

;

life,

and, as

By crowding upon them,

them, by appropriating their nourishment, they have in

stilling

many
heirs

were, have com-

and, not only have they done this,

but have proved victorious in the struggle.

by

it

have opened

cases succeeded in dispossessing their antagonists, the rightful
;

as

by

man from

similar practices the white

man

has pushed out the red

his land; netting his fish, destroying

game, building towns on his

prairies,

and driving back

and running

a railroad

his

through

his hunting-grounds, so that he, too, like the vegetation, has been

ousted in the antagonism of existence

;

and, in both cases, only

portions of the hardier tribes have been able to withstand the fierce-

ness of the attack.
I

noticed in a magazine a few days ago (I believe the ‘Gardener's

Chronicle’), that last year considerable alterations were

Manhattan Park,
acres in extent

the surface,

it

;

New

and

was

York.

after filling

made

in

These grounds are about sixteen

an old pond and generally levelling

noticed, after a short time, that the

ground was

covered with one hundred and forty varieties of wild plants, the
greater portion of

which were of European

origin.

All this to

me

1GG
points to a something I cannot at
prodigality of growth of our waifs

present explain.

and

strays in America,

the sparse occurrence of Western species
amongst us

Without doubt

a great deal of the

contains a very considerable

amount

this

and why

1

Wheat imported from America

of other seeds

Wheat

Why

Why

;

and that foreign

has from time to time been frequently used
as seed Wheat.
then do we not meet with imports of

Western

their consequent establishment

now notice a few out of the numerous
common hedgerow and field plants have become
I will

ward Ho.”

plants,

and

?

cases in

which our

naturalized

“West-

seems strange that our well-known Eed Poppy
(Pa paver rhoeasj, so common amongst our
cultivated corn, that
It

there

is hardly a parish in this
country in which it is not found—
and many a Wheat-field appears one sheet of
glowing red, when it
is in flower; and which
must have been sent over many times

seed Wheat,

in

only occasionally met with amongst the corn
found in Wisconsin, and some other Northern
and
is

Western

Outside of these
itself;

The
old

thus

great

States!

does not seem to have succeeded in
propagating
may be considered quite an uncommon resident.
it

Elecampane (Inula

lielenium),

so

renowned amongst

such as Culpepper, as a remedy for chest comfrequently found naturalized near Poston and
Montreal,

the East

and very abundantly

;

the Ear West.

gardener,

in

Ohio and Indiana,

The common Groundsel

greater favorite with lovers of Canaries

the

being

herbalists,

plaints, is

in

it

;

in

(Senecio vulgaris ), a

and other

birds,

than with

only sparingly found

and appears to lose that
;
power of reproduction, which makes it in England the
first weed
in the spring and the last in the
autumn.
The Salsafy or
is

Vegetable-oyster (Tragopogon porrifolius), a native
of the Mediterranean region, but established in a few places
in the South of

England, from whence

it

was probably imported,

is most likely a
and
has
been
found
in
;
Ontario in considerable
flowering, and apparently bringing
its seed to per-

recent introduction
quantities,
fection.

The Henbane ( IJyoscyamus niger)

is frequently found near
Montreal, growing in the same situations as in
England, in waste

places

and amongst old rubbish.

monium ), a

The Thorn-apple (Datura

stra-

native of Europe and Asia, extending as far north as

—

Sweden, and scantily met with in England where it is an escape
from gardens occupying similar situations to the Henbane, has

—

been introduced under a new name, as the “ Jimson
this

name seems

to indicate that it

was

first

neighbourhood of Jamestown, in Virginia.

Hemp

( Cannabis sativa), so valuable for

Caucasus,

known

Europe as a cultivated

”

and

plant,

The common
a native of the

its fibre,

and of the mountains of Northern

in Central

;

noticed as a nuisance

in the

(

Weed

and well

India,

which was doubtless

introduced for economic purposes, has run completely wild, and

may

now be found

and

in

waste places near dwellings in Montreal

Boston, and to the west of Ohio, and probably further

still.

Grape-hyacinth and Star of Bethlehem, both

to gardens

in England,

may

common

occasionally be found in the vicinity of Montreal.

Ihe Corn-cockle (Lychnis githago), so mischievous
Barley-fields,

The

tolerably

common

in

English

but as in Europe,
;
has not succeeded in establishing itself beyond cultivated iields.
is

in similar places

ihe common Bed Clover (Trifolium pratense) is not common; it
seems as it it could not stand the cold and severe winters. Its

White Clover (Trifolium reignsJ, was
introduced in early days, and called by the Indians “ The Whitcman’s-foot.”
Longfellow, in the story of “ Hiawatha,” says

near relative, however, the

:

“ Wheresoe’er they tread, beneath them
“ Springs a flower unknown among us—
“ Springs the ‘ White-man’s-foot in blossom.”
’

This

is

much more hardy than

excepting in severest

mons
by

its

holding

;

own amongst

larger

seeds, gives it

;

and

common

is

seldom

Early in the spring

it

killed,

and com-

makes such

arc compelled to

Honey-bee so rich a harvest, that
this double reproduction,

an advantage

has rapidly spread

is

the aborigines, strangling them

and coarser plants

(lowers afford the

surely fertilized

congener, and

It overruns fields, waysides,

frosts.

tangled perennial roots.

headway that
its

its

its

by

its

succumb
seeds are

roots

and by

in the struggle for existence, so that

over the country

;

it

and many an American

white with Clover, as an English lawn

is

white with
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I he

L>aisies.

Buttercup

(Ranunculus

has followed the

cicris)

emigrant through the backwoods and Canadian clearings, so that
it is almost looked upon as a native
its quick increase being
;
doubtless due to

being carried amongst the hay of the back-

its

woodsman and lumberer.

The Barberry

( Bevbevis

vulgaris)

is

more frequent than with us, having followed the Pilgrim Fathers,
and now thickly covers the bleak hills of New England. I do
not learn that

it

has attained an evil

as causing a blight

amongst Wheat

likely a traveller’s tale, hardly
it

may, Barberry has an

to eradicate

to

;

me

it

evil

;

name with them
which said

;

if

with

evil report is

worthy of credence.

name and

as

us,

most

Let that be as

erroneously, error

is

hard

has a pleasant remembrance of childhood,

in the form of Barberry comfits.

ihe common Water-cress

(Nasturtium vulgaris)

most of the streams in the
;
Western Ohio arc thickly covered with it.

state of

saliva) covers the hedge-banks in

places

established

springs

up

latum has established
its

many

itself as far

;

how

and

as

Only a few days

deeply

:

viacu-

it is

Whilst on the

to be regretted

ago, three sailors were poisoned

wliat they supposed to be Celery

with us

west as Indiana, and maintains

better information does not exist as to the danger of eating
roots.

York and

The Conium

well-known poisonous properties as in Europe.

subject of poisonous plants,

New

The Parsnip (Pastlnaca

almost every railway cutting.

in

thoroughly

is

it

proved

to

that

unknown
by

eating

be CEnantlie crocata.

Monk’s-hood has many times been eaten instead of Horse-radish,
and numerous other instances might be quoted. The great Oxeye
Daisy (Chrysanthemum leucanthemum) has crossed the Atlantic
with hay seeds ; and now completely whitens with its blossoms

many

of the pastures of the Eastern States, and

both west and south.
bitter,

of

with.

are so well

known

The Greater Mullein

than with us
difficult to

;

how

rapidly spreading

The Tansy ( Tanacetim vulyare ),

has become frequent.

which

is

this

a stomachic

Chicory ( Cicliorium intyhus), the roots
as
(

an addition

to Coffee,

Verhascum Ihapsus

is

is

often

met

more frequent

and the preceding plant got introduced

is

understand, as neither of them would be found amongst

corn or grass seeds.

The Yellow Toad-flax (Linaria

vulgaris)

is
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met with

often

the hedgerows

in

( Nepeia catarici)

common

is as

and to school-boys by

spread

which

do

;

is

its

so well

on the

to

herbalists for

curiously hooked seeds, has rapidly

on the manes of

Celandine ( Chelidonium ninjas), with

and

known

not a matter of surprise, the seeds clinging as they

to the fleeces of sheep, or

acrid

The Catmint

as in England.

The Burdock (Arctium lappa),
its roots,

and waysides.

found

narcotic, is

its

horses.

The Greater

golden milky juice, both

the Eastern States, and generally

in

Shepherd’s-pnrse ( Capsel/a bursa-pastor is)

coasts.

as

is

frequent in Canada as with us.

But enough has been

said to

Of

American Continent.

to the

ones are well established
(

show how

Phleum

great have been the imports

most of our common

Grasses,

the Annual Grass ( Poa annua ), Timothy

;

Fox-tail ( Alropecurus pratensis), Coek’s-foot

pratense),

( Dactylis glmnerata ), Couch-grass ( Triticum repens),

and the Sweet

Vernal Grass ( Anthomnthum odoratum) which gives the sweet

perfume

to

fresh-made hay as

in

England. But strange, the Daisy, the

Primrose, and the Cowslip, so dear to English homes, have none
of

them obtained a

The

foregoing

footing.

might have been very

list

enough has been said
have been confined
included

many

to

to

show

is

very

of our

the climate

and

to

that whilst our imports from

common

worked out

difficult

plants.

It

and one which
;

and, as

I

is

;

but

America

a subject full

I trust in

not help us, as

arc not so widely different
to be further elucidated

;

we

well

of

time to come

have previously noted,

account for the discrepancy.

soil will

it

Differences of

know

that they

and, therefore, I must leave the subject

by other and abler hands.

‘‘
Farewell, farewell, but this I
“ To thee, thou wedding guest

“

He

l'

Both man and bird and beast

prayeth well,

“ lie prayeth best,

who

who

tell

loveth well
;

loveth best

“ All things both great and small

For the dear God that loveth us,
“ lie made and loveth all.”
‘‘

extended

but a few species, so also the exports have

interest to the Naturalist,

will be fully

largely
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I.

UN THE SPUING MIGRATION OF BIRDS AT
LEONARDS.

ST.

Bv

Gurney, Jun., F.Z.S.

J. II.

Read 28 th
Ihe observations recorded

1880

Sept.,

.

in the present article

have all been made
Leonards, in Sussex, during the two
springs ot 1879* and 1880, but principally
in the latter.
I will
within a few miles of

preface

varies.

St.

my

paper by saying that the coast in this part of
Sussex
east of St. Leonards there are lofty
cliffs, broken
small but richly wooded glens, called
Ecclesbourne

To the

by two

To the west

Fairlight.

and

a long low tract of common-land
brackish pools of various sizes at intervals,

and shingle, with
tempting to Waders.

marshy spot

lies

The

largest

of

pools

is

a very

long.
This was a
was only a four-mile
was often there, and was enabled to

very favourite resort of mine, and as

walk fiom

these

at Bexhill, nearly half a mile

St.

Leonards

I

it

observe the passage of several interesting birds with
great exactness.
I his part of England is where a great
many of our
Insessorial migrants alight

from the Continent.
Most of these
1879 than in 1880, which is easily accounted for
by the difference of weather.
1879 was one of the wettest
and coldest springs ever known compared to it 1880
was warm
and genial.
I noted the first arrival of seventeen
t species
veie

much

later in

:

'

A

s,lort

P aP er

011

th e birds

‘Zoologist’ (3rd series, vol.

iii.

observed

in

1879

appeared

in

the

p. 376).

t Wheatear, Chiffchaff, Swallow, Swift, Cuckoo, Willow
Warbler, Sand
Martin, Yellow Wagtail, Greater Whitethroat,
House Martin,

Whinchat,
Sedge Warbler, Wryneck, Nightingale, Sandpiper,
Red-backed Shrike, and
Turtle Dove.
A few others were noted in one spring only, but the above
were noted in both springs.
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both springs, and

but two, the Swift and the Nightingale
earlier
in 1880; but I was laid up with
a sprain
during a part of April, 1879.
In 1880 I noted the House
Martin on March 30th, whereas in 1879 I
did not see one
before May Gth.
On the other hand, the Swift, which in
1879 I saw on April 22nd—a very early date—
did not appear
in 1880 until May 12th; but
this species was
all

wero

to the general

an exception

My

rule.

idea

is

that individuals, such as this

Swift,

and the House Martin seen on March

makes

its

30tli, go very far
noith to breed; to Iceland, or to the north of
Scandinavia, and that
more moderate latitudes content the later- coiners. The
manner of
arrival of our Insessorial birds at St.
Leonards is well exemplified
by the Wheatear. About the middle of March
the first Wheatear

appearance, and

sure to bo a male ; a week or two
them, another week and not a bird is
At the end of April you may see a few pairs settling
is

later there are quantities of

to be seen.

themselves

down

at long intervals to nest.

These are the resident
which do not number a hundredth part of what
are seen on
passage.
The same remarks apply to the Yellow Wagtail* and
the TV hinchat, and all the other spring
birds more or less.
But
it
is
not necessary to run over all the common species
one of the rarer and more interesting is
the Bock Pipit,
which is to be classed as a migrant at St. Leonards;
birds

at

any

rate,

does

not

(1864,

always

from careful observation,

p.

breed

there,

9099)

to

sure

of

though

breed

finding

at

two

I

it

is

am
said

pretty sure
in

Eastbourne.
or

three

the

that

it

‘Zoologist’

In March

I

was

but

they disappeared about the end of the month.
The Linnet, on the
other hand, when the Bock Pipits were
gone, began to receive
additions to its numbers.
At the end of March I saw a good
pairs,

many Corn

Buntings, and the dull note of this species soon
became
very common.
The Pied Wagtail is not so common as the Yellow
A\ agtail.
I paid great attention to the Pied
Wagtails, but could

detect no accession to their

then

it

was not permanent.

in Sussex,
(p.

81)

end of April, and
his ‘Ornithological Bambles
until the

particularly alludes to the immigration of this
species

and the Goldfinch
#

numbers
Knox, in

(p.

80)

in the spring.

The Yellow Wagtail was paired

The

latter

as early as April lftth.

x

I

nevei saw at

minated

all,

and

A vast

it.

I suspect

slaughter of

birdcatcliers
little

hands of the birdcatching fraternity
course of a walk, to

one

01

come

have nearly exter-

birds goes on in Sussex at the
;

I used occasionally, in the

across a cemetery of little wings,

two of these fellows had been

where

work.
I particularly
recollect three or four such cemeteries, where,
although many of
at

the remains were dried up, enough remained to
identify Linnets,
Sky Larks, Tit Larks, Yellow-hammers, Greenfinches, Starlings,
&c.
Foitunately, the Wild Birds Act* is of incalculable
service in
saving the lives of thousands of the feathered creation
on our
southern shores, by putting a stop to the birdcatcliers’ nets, at
the
time when they are just about to breed.
I should not wonder if
the Linnet soon vanished as completely as the Goldfinch
seems to

have done.

At one

place alone I found at least 200 Linnets’
would mean 100 birds killed.
I put a Black
Bedstart out of a little gully on March 30th. d It immediately
started off north, and flew in that direction as long as I could
watch it.
If its course was really north and not east, it is

wings, which

contrary to what has generally been supposed to be the line which
this species takes.
J

The Stock Dove breeds

in the

cliffs of Fail-light.
I was almost
sure of this in 1879, having frequently seen Pigeons fly out of
the cliffs, but could never be certain if they were Stock Doves

or tame Pigeons;

but this year I saw them near enough to be
quite certain about them, and should say there were three or four
pair nesting between the Glen of Ecclesbourne
Fail-light.

At Hurstmonceaux

where there is a large garden,
young Cabbages.
I

I

Castle,

am

supposed I should have had

told

to

and the Glen of

where they

also breed,

reckon the Haven among

migratory birds, for a pair which frequented the lofty
*

An

Act for

breeding season.

Wild Birds
t The

in

the protection

This Act

Protection Act

rest of the

lias
,

of certain

now been

cliff

Wild Birch during

repealed,

my
at
the

and replaced by the

passed September 7th, 1880.

remarks and dates

in this

paper refer to 1880.

A Cirl Bunting, whether a migrant or not,
a greenhouse at Eastbourne, on February 17th.

who showed me

the bird, and in whose collection

to obtain a nest

and eggs

later

and

they do great harm to the

on

in

it

I

cannot say, was caught

Captain Clark-Kennedy,
is,

was fortunate enough

the season, close to that town.
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Fail-light disappeared

May

I

saw them again

about the end of March, hut on the 19th
of
at the old place.
When I first made their

acquaintance they were singularly mute, and it was so long
before
I heard them croak that I began to think
Sussex Ravens were
dumb.
1 learned from a shepherd boy, who fed
his flock
on the hill side, that they had not committed any
depredations
among his numerous lambs; I dare say the decaying animal
matter to be found on the shore is better suited
to their

A

glioul-like appetite.

Raven

flew

mo when

over

Normanhurst, which was probably migrating

to

the 13th of April.

now come

I

to tho

They

are

coming until May.

much

for me, as,

later

than tho

happened in 1880

It

we had

that

Beachy Iiead^ on

Waders, which are a particularly interesting

class to observe at St. Leonards.

Insessorial birds, not

driving at

continuous north-east winds, which was very fortunate
under these conditions, tho Waders remain on the south

coast of England much longer than they
otherwise would ; they
can feed here with comfort, which it would not
be possible for

them

do

any place on the east coast with a wind blowing
from the sea.*
Four passing Redshanks tarried a day or
two in the middle of March and, after them, the first
to arrive
was the Dunlin on the 14th of April, and its numbers
kept on
increasing until the middle of May.
A few days after came the
Common Sandpiper, which was so numerous in about a month
from that time that I saw as many as ten in a
walk. A day
or two later and the Whimbrcl appeared
this
bird
is partial to
;
the rocks at low tide, and at high tide was generally
to be seen
to

at

in

;

flying

past St. Leonards in the direction of Rye.

the most interesting species

have no doubt,

may

May

in every year.

there

,

it

is

about

is

the Bar-tailed

But by

Godwit, which,

far
I

be observed at Bexhill the early part' of
I have already alluded to the little marsh

300 yards from the

sea,

and a paradise

Notwithstanding

this, I hear that there were a
considerable number of
Waders on Breydon, near Yarmouth, in the second week in May,
when the
wind was still in the east but Breydon is separated from the
sea by

a
broad belt of land which protects it to some extent.
Mr. Stevenson,
speaking of the coast of Norfolk generally, says, that
according to his
experience a south-west wind in May is the best for
Godwits and that
class of birds, and a north-east the worst (B. of
Norf. ii. p. 254).
;

x

2
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for

tired

journey.
parte’s

were
in the

Waders

which

have

may mention

I

just

arrived

from

their

long

en

passant that in 1857 a BuonaSandpiper (Tringa fuscicollisj and a Bed-necked Phalarope
killed at one shot there ( vide record by Mr. Kent,
‘

Zoologist,’ p. 6537),

rare birds

and the Sea Eagle and many other

On

have occurred.

the 6th of

May

a solitary Godwit,

in full winter plumage, and a Eeeve, appeared in this marsh.
The Godwit was there again on the 7th and again on the 8th, and
on the 10th it was joined by twenty-five more, of which about a
still

third were in the fullest breeding-plumage.

These birds remained

wind continued, either in the marsh or on the
and gave me many a close view of them. On one occasion I
saw the whole twenty-six fiying over a pool on the sand, and the
as long as the east

shore,

reflection of their red breasts,

and the white parts of their plumage,
low over the surface of the water, was rvonderfully

as they flew

pretty.

On another

was narrowly watching the
binocular glasses, I had within easy shot
at one time, two Godwits, two superb Turnstones,
one Little

actions of a pair with

of

me

occasion, while I

my

Stint, three Dunlin, four

Bing Dotterel, and one Green Sandpiper
but, generally, I observed that the Godwits disdained the
companionship of their smaller relations, and preferred to keep apart
from them.
When on the sand they have no objection to being
splashed by the waves, and are sometimes almost lifted off their
by them. Scarcely less interesting were the Green Sandpipers,

feet

seen on

May

7th,

and

—

it

were

few days two pair frequented the
marsh.
They could not have been breeding there as they did not
stop, and yet their actions in the air were like breeding birds,
first

often floating

down

as

for a

—

few seconds, and then coming

for a

aslant on motionless pinions for a yard or two,

and again
They may, indeed,

recovering themselves and going on as before.

Wood

have been the

Sandpiper, which

is rarer than the Green,
but of this I had no means of judging.
In regard to the
notes and actions of these two species it appears from all that
has been written about them, there is nothing which can be taken
hold of as a good distinctive mark of difference.
The late

Mr. Wheelwright has indeed recorded that the
is

the

other

much

quieter

observers

Sandpiper

is

bird

of the

would seem

certainly the

to

more

two,

Sandpiper

but the experience of

contradict
littoral,

Wood

him.

The

occurring inland

Wood
much

often than the Green.

less

when

white

hut

it

is

The Wood Sandpiper shows

Hying, and

it

is

least

rather smaller than the Green

impossible to say more than

this.
On May 11th there
ono Little Stint, and on tho 17th four, very tame,
and in full
plumage. There were also four Turnstones on
the lltli, in the
it

is

Avas

most perfect breeding-dress, a Grey Plover on the
7th, and two
more on the 17th, apparently not much advanced;
and a
Sanderling on the lltli, the only one I observed;
though, on the
at Rye,

l'Jth,

twelve miles to the east of

Leonards, I saw
mealy plumage Avliicli
conics before the full garb.
The same day I saw at Rye four
Kentish Plovers, which have long been known
as regular summer
migrants to that place.
It has been said that they do not
associate
Avith Ring Dotterel, but these
Avero all Avith Ring

most

eleven,

St.

ol Avhich Avcro in that pretty

Dotterel, from
they were very easy to distinguish with
a good pair of
binoculars.
The scarcity of tho Curlew and Lapwing call for
a
Avoid ot remark.
Ihe ranks of the latter Avere visibly
Avliicli

the

first

week

recruited

of

May, but

still

considering the stretch of likely

meadows, especially about Pevensey, they are very
is,
no doubt, due to the systematic taking of their
year never

this

fell

beloAv

only saAv one Curlew at

I

in

Leonards and three at Rye, and

Whimbrel.

On

It

fourpence each at tho poulterer’s.*
St.

part ot Sussex they are certainly less

this

scarce.

eggs, Avhich

the 13th of April there Avere a
good
They Avere the first I had noticed

common than

many

Scoter

in-shore.

the

Ducks

the next day they
;
gone, but on the lGth and 17tli they
appeared again in
considerable numbers, and after that it was
seldom that a day
passed Avithout seeing one or more flocks, or
some single birdsI heir tendency Avas certainly to go eastwards,
though single birds
Avere as often flying in one direction
as another.
Taking into
consideration the lateness of the time of
year, and the fact that
these Scoters were nearly all drakes,
the majority, I imagine,

had

all

would not go
drakes
lor if

*

far enough north to breed.
The preponderant of
very inexplicable, but might, in a
measure, be accounted
they are polygamous, in which case
is

The

a smaller

earliest eggs offered for sale in
St.

price eightpenee each.

number

of

Leonards were on March 27 th
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males would be requisite than females at the breeding stations.
In one flock of fifteen there were thirteen drakes and two ducks
in a flock of nine there were seven drakes and two ducks
flock of eight there were seven drakes

and one duck

;

;

in a

and many

other flocks, which were too far off to be certain about, seemed to
be nearly all drakes. The curiosity which they sometimes dis-

played was very singular.
One day I marked a flock alight and
rowed up to them, and, when within 25 yards, I saw, to my
amazement, that they were heading towards the boat, chattering
the while as hard as ever they could (for I hardly know how else to
describe their notes, which are uttered with the greatest rapidity),

but in a few seconds they seemed frightened and

rose,

only to

again a couple

of hundred yards in front.
I approached
and they again manifested the same curiosity, but got
frightened when I came near this game continued until I drove
;
them nearly to the shore.
It was a singular combination of
settle

them

again,

curiosity
for

and tameness,

in part

some time previous.

due

to the total absence of shooting

Their actions

very amusing, the

are

drakes darting after the ducks through the water, and sometimes
the reverse, each bird throwing up a cloud of spray

standing up, as

it

;

at other times

were, in the water to look around them, or sinking

themselves until they are almost invisible

;

never

all

diving at

once, always a few sentinels above water, and, if alarmed, instantly
their necks are straight
far as

up

into the air for the purpose of seeing as

As

they can without rising.

into larger flocks,

spring advanced they massed

and on the 12th of May

I

noted as

many

as

200 together.

The Arctic Tern,
There

is

I

believe,

still

breeds near

St.

Leonards.

a considerable colony at Pevensey, which, according to

Mr. Dutton,

is

all

composed of

this

species (‘Zoologist,’

1801,

The difficulty of finding their eggs is their preservation.
I paid them a long visit with Captain Clark-Kennedy, who was
staying at Eastbourne ; and, with the help of his terrier, we found
eight nests of three eggs each, and three of one.
They were all
found by the terrier, and without his aid I am sure we should have
stood a bad chance of finding any.
These Terns use the White
Sea-campion in a very pretty way in lining their nests.
On
May 11 th, as I was standing on the beach, I saw five lovely Black
p.

0102).

Terns.

There happened

at the

time to bo standing on the water’s

edge three or four red Godwits, and the effect was
very pretty of
the birds passing each other.
The colony of Lesser Terns at Eye
is,

I suspect, like

getting

stronger.

number

in

that

as

>St.

Elakeney on the coast of Norfolk,

At Rye

much

headed Gull, which

at

they

exceed

as they surpass

it

the

Common

in beauty.

Tern

The Black-

the commonest of the tribe of Gulls at
Leonards, received a manifest increase to its numbers in the
is

May, but a large decrease was perceptible at the close
month.
At the same time the Common Gull almost
entiiely disappeared, and it was most curious to see
how deserted
the sea was, and not the sea only, but the
shore where before there
had been so many birds of the wading class, and also the
country.
Ihe Yellow Wagtails, the Whinchats, the Wheatears, had
early part of

of that

nearly
gone, leaving only a tithe of their former numbers;
the Lapwing,
the 1 ied AVagtails, the Stonechat, and the
Hirundiues remained, but

all

their ranks were

many

much

diminished.

On

the other hand, there are

birds in Sussex

which seem totally unaffected by the Spring
migration.
The Jackdaw, the Magpie, the Starling, the Meadow
Eipit, &c., were tvs numerous when
we left St. Leonards in June

when we

arrived in March, nor could I see that at any time their
milks were augmented by the arrival of
new-comers from abroad.
Lhcre is one other class, to which belong the
Cuckoo and the Redbacked Shrike, which the country about St.
Leonards
;is

particularly adapted to,

continued as plentiful
ot their confreres

seems
and which, though true spring migrants,
as ever when June set in, and the host

had gone north.
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II.

OX THE EXTINCTION OF SPECIES BY THE
INDIRECT ACTS OF MAN.
By Thomas Southwell,
Read

At

2 6 th

Oct.,

F.Z.S.

1880.

Annual Meeting of our Society I asked your attention to
some observations on “The extinction of native races, brought about
in recent times by the advent of civilized man in countries and
the

places

-whore

lie

was before unknown.”

confined myself to such animals, as

it

On

that

occasion

I

appeared to me, were either

exterminated by the direct acts of man, or are so rapidly decreasing
in numbers as to render it probable that their speedy extermination
from the same causes may be looked for.
I now purpose to speak
of the like effects arising from the indirect acts of man,

and more

particularly from the introduction of animals (generally, but not
necessarily, rapacious ones) before
ol the

unknown, with a glance at some
changes in the vegetable productions of various parts of the

world, which have resulted from similar disturbing influences.

In attempting to give some account of these changes, which
must of necessity be very superficial, I might almost write a
treatise

on the “Acclimatization of Species,” as

entirely

to

however

fatal to the inhabitants of a

effects of

this

pernicious practice

country

bush-burning and timber-felling,

that the introduction of animals
type,

that the

I

evil

to

almost

due;

is

may have been

think

it Avill

and plants of a more

and, therefore, better fitted

is

it.

carry on

the

for,

the

be found

specialized

struggle for

existence than the races with which they are brought into contact,

has far exceeded the evils to be attributed to the former causes,
and, in fact, it is not improbable that the mischief may in many
cases have already been effected before the destruction of the forests
commenced. As will be seen, however, the transport of some
species has been the result of accident rather than of intention.

17V
Iu

nay former paper I selected certain animals
which may be
considered as lost to us, or are rapidly becoming
so through the direct
intervention of man, but to attempt to enumerate
even the more

striking species

which have been

be considered would,

I

fear,

under the conditions now to

lost

be a hopeless task.

I will, therefore,

endeavour briefly to refer to some of the agents
which man has,
often unconsciously, employed, and the results
which have arisen
in consequence.
the conditions under which what

f>t

death ot a species occurs we

may be termed

we can take no cognizance.
record we sec how species

process of which

the geological

the natural

are profoundly ignorant;

it

is

a

In casting back over

after species, or even
genus after genus, has come in, reached its maximum,
and died
out ; but as to the causes which led to the
effect we can form only

a general idea

all

;

we know

is

that at present there are mysterious

working in nature, preventing the undue increase of
whose natural fecundity is unbounded, and, perhaps,

agencies

certain species
iostcring

equilibrium

Darwin,
follows*
“

M

and

others,

in

:

—

that

any interference

thus set up

will

lead

considering

the

causes

e do not steadily bear in

are ot

to

with

disastrous

of

natural

Mr.

results.

extinction,

writes

as

mind how profoundly ignorant we
nor do we

the conditions of existence of every animal

always remember that some check

is

;

constantly preventing the too

rapid increase of every organised being

supply

the

left

in a state of nature.

on an average, remains constant; yet the
tendency in every animal to increase by propagation is
geometrical;
1

lie

and

its

shown

ot

food,

surprising effects have nowhere been more astonishingly
than in the case of the European animals run wild during

the last few centuries in America.
nature regularly breeds
(/recti

increase in

yet in

;

numbers

Wo

checked by some means.
certainty to tell in

what period of the
lulls

;

or,

probably

again,
it

is

any given

year, or

what

that

is

we

is

a

Every animal in a

state of

species long-established,

any

obviously impossible, and must be
are, nevertheless,

species, at

whether only

seldom able with

what period of

life,

or at

long intervals the check
the precise nature of the check.
Hence,

feel

at

so little surprise at one, of

‘Journal of Researches,’ &o., 2nd

edit.

p.

l“5.

two species
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closely allied in liabits, being rare

same

district

It

leplies that it is

asked

and the other abundant in the

how

this

one immediately

is,

determined by some slight difference in climate,
of enemies ; yet how rarely, if ever, we can

number

food, or the

point out the precise cause and manner of
action of the check
AVe are, therefore, driven to the conclusion,
that some causes,
generally quite inappreciable
species shall be

by us, determine whether a given
abundant or scanty in numbers.” This process of

extinction, although going on day by day under
our very eyes, is so
stealthy in its action that species imperceptibly
die out almost
unheeded, till at last we wake up to the startling
fact that

blank

another

arisen; something has gone

lias

existence,
.

down

in the struggle for

and given place to some other form more adapted—

although in what precise way
the changed circumstances.

we may not

How

clearly

astonishing

it

understand— to
seems that the

Horse should have become extinct in America late in
geologic
times, and yet the country still remain so peculiarly
adapted to this
creature, that

when

re-introduced it should rapidly increase in
numbers, so rapidly indeed as in some instances to
swarm in
countless

Wherein does the introduced Horse of the
fossil predecessor 1 and what can have led
the extinction of the latter in a country in every way
so suitable

Pampas
to
to

herds.*

differ

from

its

the requirements

species

?

Air.

of

the

certainly

closely

allied

European

t

Darwin says that the Horse was

first

landed at Buenos Ayres in

153/, and the colony being then for a time deserted the Horse ran wild
in
;
1580, only forty years afterwards, it was met with at the Strait of Magellan.

t Since the above was written Wallace’s ‘Island Life’ has appeared;
the following passage at p. 219 of which is so instructive, that I
need not
apologize for quoting it.
It seems quite possible that some such
insect as

is

there mentioned might produce the extinction of any particular
animal to
which it was attached, itself becoming extinct with the proper receptacle
for
its

Free from such an enemy, the animal, when re-introduced,
might lapidly increase in a country, but for the insect plague
now absent,
admirably suited to its requirements. Mr. Wallace says:
“The complex
manner in which animals are related to each other is well exhibited
by the
importance of insects which in many parts of the world limit
the numbers
or determine the very existence of some of
the higher animals.
Mr.
Darwin says
Perhaps Paraguay offers the most curious instance of this
larval condition.

:

‘

;

foi

here neither cattle, nor Horses, nor Dogs have ever
run wild, though they
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however, with the natural death of species which we
have to do, and our task is much more simple, as, in the majority
It is not,

ol the cases

obvious,

we

shall

and the

have

to deal

with, the causes are sufficiently

results almost startling in their rapidity.

own country we have lost within the historic period,
to
Mr. Boyd Dawkins, the Brown Been', which
Britain during the time of the Homan occupation, and

In our
according
inhabited

was extirpated probably before the year 1000. The Reindeer
(proved to have been living in Caithness in 1150) became extinct
about the year 1200. The Beaver, which was hunted for its fur
on the banks of the Teivi, in Cardiganshire, during the time of the
first

Crusade, was exterminated about

last

Wolf

in Scotland

is

a.l>.

1100 or 1200.

The

have been destroyed in 1G80,

said to

whilst in Ireland

it survived thirty years
later; and the Wild
Boar became extinct before the reign of Charles I, probably
about

the year

020.*

All the larger indigenous

quadrupeds would
probably long since have disappeared from these Islands had they
not been protected for the sport which they afford.
The Wild Cat
1

swarm southward and northward in a wild state and Azara
and liengger
have shown that this is caused by the greater number in
Paraguay of a
certain fly which lays its eggs in the navels of these animals
when first born.
The increase of these Hies, numerous as they are, must be habitually checked
by some means, probably by other parasitic insects.
Hence, if certain
;

insectivorous birds were to decrease in Paraguay, the parasitic
insects would
probably increase and this would lessen the number of

navel-frequenting

;

Hies— then

and Horses would run wild and this would certainly alter
(as indeed I have observed in parts of South America) the
vegetation.
This,
again, would largely affect the insects
and this, as we have seen in
Staffordshire, the insectivorous biids, and so onwards in
ever-incrcasim
cattle

;

;

circles of complexity.’

*

The Rev. John

r

”

‘Wild White Cattle’ (p. 220), calls
Account Book of the Steward of the Manor of
Chartley: Preses, Com: Ferrers,’ which runs as follows:—
“1683— Feb.
Storer, in his

attention to an entry in the

‘

Pd. the Cooper for a paile for ye wild swine, 2s.,” and remarks
that the
entry “seems to show very clearly that the Wild Boar was not
extinct in
England so early as has been supposed namely, previously to Charles the
;

attempt to re-introduce its race into the New Forest.” It
however, from the nature of the entry, that the “wild swine”

First’s abortive

seems clear,
were not self-subsisting, and, therefore, not entirely in a state of nature.
To what extent and for how long a time they had been under protection
there is no evidence.
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and Marten have become very

rare,

and the Badger and Otter

are

now unknown in many localities where they were
once common,
ihc Box has been exterminated and
renewed again and again

in
foreign importations having sometimes
furnished
the fresh supplies.
All these changes have arisen from the
destruction of the forests, which at one
time extended over vast
tracts of country, but are now
replaced by cultivated fields.
There

some

localities,

however* one animal, probably itself an introduced
which has been almost exterminated during the

is,

species,

present century in
the struggle for existence, brought about
by the appearance on the
scene of a foreign rival.
I refer to the old English Black Eat

(Mus

rattus).
I do not for one moment suppose
that anybody
would think of introducing the Brown Eat (Mas
decumcinus to a
locality where it was unknown
yet it has spread wherever
; and
commerce has extended, and devastation has marked
its course.
Swarming on shipboard it has been transported to
distant climes,

climate seeming to be a matter of indifference
to it, and escaping
perhaps from wrecks, has established itself
even on uninhabited
islands.
Our comparatively harmless Black Eat lias probably
.

fallen a victim to

it,

and Puffins from

and

it

has been

known

their breeding places

omnivorous in appetite, and

disposition,

to dislodge the Eabbits

on the shore.

prolific

Fierce in

beyond conception,

soon succeeds in establishing itself, and works incalculable
mischief wherever it appears.
At our antipodes, having it is
thought by many already destroyed the native Eat or Iviore,
it

it

ascends the trees, aided by the numerous climbing plants,
and,
feeding upon the eggs and young of the forest birds,
reduces to
silence the groves once resonant with the music of
the songsters

with which they were

filled.t

And

thus the Eat

is

materially

assisting in bringing about the destruction of the
remarkable fauna
of the islands of the
Zealand group as

Few

doubtless of

many

others in the Southern Hemisphere.
* Professor
the remains of

Boyd Dawkins

Mus

tells

rattus in a

age, or in Neolithic or Bronze-age
this species

was

in Britain in the

me that

fossil state,

he has never found or identified
or in any refuse-heap of Roman

tombs or dwellings.

Norman age

;

also that

not in Britain in the reign of William and Mary.
t Trans.

New

Zealand Institute,

lbGi), p.

It

is

probable that

M. decumanus was

299

.
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Mr. Culler

calls attention to the fact that

which nest in hollow

trees,

whereas all the species
or other situations accessible to
the

Cat, are decreasing in number, those
which build suspended nests
show no decrease. One species, however, the
New Zealand Cock
I ipit, which builds on
the ground in open grass land, and
might

therefore be supposed to bo peculiarly
liable to the depredations of
is even on the increase; this
is due to the compensating

the Cats,

influence of the Harriers,

which prey upon the

rats and prevent
where they lack the protection of the cover.
Cut it is not only the pests which
accompany man, much
against his will, but also animals in
themselves most useful, that

tluur

undue

increase

assist greatly

work of destruction. Our early navigators,
actuated by the best motives, and
thoughtful only of those who
might follow, frequently liberated Pigs
and Goats in the countries
where

in the

their

vessels stopped ; these soon became
feral, and overspread the country with the most
disastrous results.
There seems
to be no doubt that to this
cause must bo attributed the final
destruction of the Dodo of the
Mauritius ; perhaps, also, of its
white cousin of Reunion, of which not
even a bone is known to
remain, as well as of the Solitaire
of Codriguez ; and who can tell
how many other members of the
remarkable Avi-fauna of the
Mascarine group, the greater portion of
which was incapable of
flight.
No indigenous terrestrial mammalia existed
on the
islands, and we can readily imagine
the swine turned loose by the
earliest visitors, revelling in
the abundance of eggs and
young of
the helpless and inert ground-breeding
birds, new to the experience
o
such depredators.
In a paper on the “Osteology
of the

by

A. and E. Newton (Phil. Trans.
1868, p. 327, &c.), the
authors, after stating that in nearly
all the cases in which
animals
lave become extinct through the
agency of man, it will be found
w en the history of the extinction is sufficiently
known, that the
result was brought about less
by his direct than by his indirect
Solitaire,”

agency, continue:

“But with the Solitaire of Rodriguez, as
with
odo and many other animals, it seems
to us that there is no
good ground for believing that they
were pursued to the death of
the race by man.
It is far more likely that
they succumbed to
other iorces set in motion indeed
by him, but without a thought of
thereby accomplishing their destruction.
It does
the

not seem at all
unreasonable to suppose that either or both
might have survived
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many

They would doubtless have
most secluded parts of
the island they inhabited.
They might even have acquired greater
wariness, and been enabled in some manner to baffle his pursuit.
But they had not to contend with man alone.
He had allies
for

years his direct attacks.

become more shy, and have

What

fighting against them.”

us further on

:

“We

mean

was the principle agent

we

though, so far as

retired

to the

these allies were the authors tell

we cannot but believe
the Dodo in Mauritius,

the Hog, which

in destroying

are

aware, the efficiency of this agent of

destruction has not been sufficiently appreciated by former writers.
It

has been

always so universal a practice to liberate Pigs in

by Europeans, that we cannot suppose
have been made in the case of Rodriguez, and at

countries newly discovered

any exception

to

almost every place where these omnivorous animals have been set
free

we know them

to

have speedily increased and multiplied,

replenished the earth, and in most cases to have subdued

Leguat

states

when

that

in

September,

1708,

it.”

the

French

expedition, in which he took a part, touched at the Mauritius, so
numerous were the droves of Wild Boars “ on the other side of
the isle beyond the mountains,” that not long before their arrival
a general hunting had been ordered to root them out, and that in
“It is plain,” say the
one day above 1500 of them were slain.

Messrs. Newton, “ that inactive birds could not long be inhabitants
of

an island swarming with

feral swine.

It

is,

perhaps, possible to

imagine a venerable Dodo, capable of assuming sufficient dignity to
disconcert
dispelled
as

when

an impetuous Hog, but the awe of the

by any mark of resentment, the
the

Roman

result

latter

once

would be the same

Senator provoked the fury of the Gaulish

more helpless part of the community would
rapidly fall victims, young birds and eggs being inevitably traced
to destruction by the unerring power of scent possessed by the
That the Pig is no less
riotous new-comers ” (/. c. p. 354, note).
soldiers; while the

predaceous in the present day than the authors of the interesting

remarks from which I have quoted so largely depict
hardly affirm; but a curious instance
of the Challenger,’ in

On

it

it

I

need

given in Moseley’s ‘Voyage

which a change

bird has probably saved
locality.

is

in the nesting habits of a

from extermination in one particular

visiting Inaccessible Island

(Tristran da

Cunha) the

wild Pigs were found to feed, not only on the root of the Tussock-

and wild Celery, but also on the Penguins
and their e*gs
where they can get them the latter, however,
;
on the south side°of
grass

the island, after being nearly
exterminated, had learned to build
in holes under the stones where
the Pigs cannot reach them, whilst
on the north side of the island the Pigs
are not able to get down
the cliffs to the Penguin rookeries,
and the birds breed in safety
without the precaution so cleverly
adopted by their brethren on
the other side of the island.
is not my purpose to
speak of the remarkable Avi-fauna of
Mascarino Islands in detail, but merely
to refer to it as
illustrating in a remarkable degree
the conditions favourable
It

the

to

the rapid extinction of species
c.<j. a race of a very
;
generalized
type and of restricted habitat, cut off
from communication with the
outer world with which, when brought
into contact,

incapacitated to cope.

This

is

it

is

utterly

pre-eminently the character of the

Muscarine Islands and their inhabitants,
and the work of extermination has been going on since the

A an Nock, in 1598,
It
1

lie

is

visit of

to the present

day.*

not to birds alone that the

Hog

gigantic lortoise ot the Galapagos,

the Dutchman,

has proved so destructive.
which has for the last two

hundred years withstood the direct attacks
of man, has been all
but exterminated in those islands by the
wild Pigs, which greedily
devour both young and eggs; in fact
man has done much to

preserve this interesting relic of a past
reptilian age by transporting
to other localities, in which,
let us hope, the struggle for
existence will not be so severe as in
its old but no longer safe
it

retreat.

There can be no doubt that the
Cat has had a share in the

destruction ot

many

of the indigenous inhabitants of the
Australian

region, but the evidence against

Pat and the Pig.

It

it

is

not so

full as that against

the

however, and I believe on good
authority, that the Pidunculus, a
species of Pigeon found only on
the small island ol I'polu, one
of the Samoa group, was destroyed,
all but a lew pairs, by
the Cats introduced into the island
but
;
that small remnant, learning
wisdom, forsook their habit of nesting
and roosting on the ground, and, taking
to the trees, escaped the

la
A.

is

said,

In Mauritius they have just
passed a law protecting all birds, excent
r domestlcu*> an introduction which
is found very obnoxious

ZNewton, in

lit.

Oct.

.'list,

18S0.

18G
fate

which had befallen the other members of

distant cousin, the

In

New

family; and

its

hope that the species will be spared the

us

fate

of

its

let

larger

Dodo.

Zealand, as well as

many

other places, the Babbit has

been introduced with the most disastrous results; in some instances,

where they were unable

swarmed

to such

New

but in

to spread

beyond

certain limits, they have

an extent that they have starved themselves out

Zealand, where the grass country

limited, they are

more

loud in their lamentations, and, incredible as
satisfied

practically un-

is

likely to starve out the sheep-farmers,
it

may

who arc

seem, not

with the result of one experiment in acclimatization, are

loudly demanding a supply of Stoats and Weasels from the Old

Country, hoping by their introduction to destroy the

former imprudence.

It

needs no

spirit of

effects of their

prophecy to predict what

would be the speedy effect of the introduction of these bloodthirsty
little creatures upon the fauna of a country where no carnivorous
animal

is

known

;

nor

is

there the least probability of the purpose

which they would be introduced being fulfilled. At present
the settlers are destroying incredible numbers of Babbits by means
It is, however, satisfactory
of poison, and at a very heavy outlay.

for

442) that the tide has been fairly

to read

(‘Zoologist,’ 1880, p.

turned,

and that some of the runs have resumed

their

normal

verdant hue, and again form good pasture for the Sheep.

In 1874, Captain Fairfax, in command of the Transit of Venus
Expedition on Kerguelen Island, turned off in Observatory Bay
.

About the month
the island, and in a letter

a few couple of wild Babbits.

of March, 1880,

H.M.S. ‘Comus’

to the

visited

‘Field’

*

the Bev. A. C. Wright, the chaplain of that vessel, states that in
this short interval the Babbits

had increased

to

such an enormous

extent that they ran about in flocks, and must have

numbered
hundreds of thousands. Two hundred and fifty were killed by ten
guns and a few weapons such as stones and broomsticks by the
crew of the ‘Comus’ in one day. Babbits are also said to abound on
Hog Island, one of the Crozets.
In order to understand the
this
intelligence
significance of
I must ask you to allow me to
make a short digression. Abounding in Kerguelen’s Island, and
more sparsely distributed on the Crozets, Prince Edward,
* July, 1880,

p.

3S.
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and Hoard
tion

Islands,

which,

grows a very remarkable vegetable
produc-

from its great similarity to
our well-known
garden esculent, Captain Cook,
on his first voyage, named
m erguelen Cabbage. l)r. Hooker
speaks of it as “perhaps
G most mter csting
plant procured during the whole
of the
voyage performed in the
Antarctic Seas" by the ‘Erebus'
am
error
He states that the large heads of loaves,
sometimes

eighteen inches across, are
so like those of the common
Cabbage,
win which, however, it is
genetically distinct, that if growing
in a

garden with their namesakes in
England they would not excite any

particular attention.

“During the

stay of the ‘Erebus'

|n Christmas Harbour,” says
Dr. Hooker, in
ally use

was made

tile

‘

and ‘Terror’

Flora Antarctica,’

of (his vegetable, either
cooked

by itself or
pork, or pea-soup; the essential
oil
„ives a pecidiar flavour which
the majority of the offleera
ami crew
boiled

with the ship’s

beef,

did not dislike, and which
rendered the herb even more
wholesome
ijian U “ “““<« Cabbage, for it
never caused heartburn or any of
ie unpleasant symptoms
which that plant produces.” Ilr.
Hooker
mV Ua b '° “ S H iS
ilS ,laUv0
laGG
il
* doubtful
l’
Ihe hei from its slow
whethe,
,
growth it could ever be cultivated
elsewhere
to advantage
; he also fears that it would
not make new heads, and
that after the old ones
were removed it would not
survive decapitation and concludes with
the comfortable assurance
that “growimspontaneously, and in so groat

T

f

“^ ^

abundance where
an ine

It

seems

periences,

incredible

that,

notwithstanding

it

does,

it is

* ***

likelv

accumulated

ex-

any person should be found
who would deliberately

introduce such a pest as the Babbit
into Kerguelen Island
at tlm
of destroying so valuable
a production as
Pringlea antiven
ouM tho pungent flavour of the
Cabbage be at
^
first distasteful to these
creatures, can it reasonably
be hop^d that
with increasing numbers and
decreasing supply of food
this
7
“inestimablo blessing "to the
ue whalers
.p
an, l other
°
Wllalers and
vessels
navigating
nheso distant
r
seas, will long escape
their ravages.
The Pnmjlea
has led an uninterrupted
and tranquil life for ages
from
; and
Dr. Hookers description seems
altogether unfitted for the
romdi
usage wi 1, which ,t is now
only too likely to meet
risk

f

™

,

,

,

with, it is only
too greatly to bo feared that
the next visitors to the
islands wiU
report its falling off
quantify, and that, like the
Tussock-grass

o
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of the Falkland Islands,

will soon go

it

down

before the indirect

man, and with it will be lost at least one insect
( Calycopterix moseleyi) which inhabits the heads, and perhaps a

attacks

of

Teal which

known

is

upon the fauna and

to feed

upon

its

leaves.

of the islands

flora

What

may be

Another correspondent in the
letter, “ wonders

impossible to say.

commenting upon Mr. Wright’s

other effects

the result
‘

Field

it

’

it is

(p. 52),

did not occur

some Eabbits from Hog Island
and spread them over the other islands of the group.” Happily
it did not occur to them to do so, and it is to be hoped other
to the officers of the

visitors will

‘Comus’

to take

be equally forbearing

should prove unfit

to eat,

as,

;

for if the

Kerguelen Rabbits

from the nature of their food the

sealers told the Naturalist of the ‘Challenger,’ those
C'rozets are, the

poor sealers and shipwrecked

their antiscorbutic Cabbage,

which
It is

are useless

;

found on the

sailors will

lost

and have received in return Eabbits

another result of rash attempt at acclimatization.

worthy of note that the

sealers themselves deprecate these

experiments, and that they told Mr. Moseley
to introduce Figs into the

Southern Islands,

it

“ as

would not be well
they would destroy

the birds, the main support of chance castaway mariners ”

by

have

a Naturalist on the

‘

Challenger,’

’

p.

(‘

Kotos

183). #

* With great satisfaction I learn from a subsequent letter addressed

by Mr.

Wright

to the ‘Field’

(Feb.

5,

18S1, p. 159), that the Pringlea

Kerguelen Island had not been at the time of the
appreciably affected by the Rabbits; although “in some

anti-scorbutica on

‘Comus’

visit

Cabbage gardens,” says Mr. Wright, “are completely honeycombed with Rabbit burrows,” little or no injury appeared to him to have
been inflicted upon the plants. The Rabbits did not seem to relish the
Mr. Wright also describes the
plant, and only nibbled it occasionally.
Rabbits as “fat and in good condition,” and not differing in taste from
English Rabbits the Pringlea, on the other hand, he considers “at best

places the

;

No doubt the luxurious manner in
which the tables of H.M. ships are supplied with tinned provisions in the
present day, may in some measure account for the different estimates formed
of this vegetable by Dr. Hooker and Mr. Wright but I fear the sealers

but a nauseous and bitter vegetable.”

;

who

visit

these islands are not equally fortunate with the officers of the

Comus,’ and their appreciation of the Cabbage may be affected accordingly.
Whether the Pringlea will long withstand the honey-combing process, or

‘

the Rabbits, which appear to be increasing so rapidly in number,

maintain their distaste for

its

still

leaves, or even deteriorate like those of the

Crozcts, remains to be proved; but I cannot help regarding these “rash
attempts at acclimatization ” with extreme disfavour.
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'lhc introduction of the European
Honey-bee into New Zealand
has also produced very unlooked-for
effects on the honey-eating
birds of that country.
Not only has it appropriated the food
necessary for the sustentation of these
birds, but lurking in the
blossoms which they visit to collect the honey,
it has inflicted its
sting upon their brush-tipped
tongues with fatal effect.
To this
cause the present great scarcity of that
exquisite songster, the New
Zealand Bell-bird ( Antho mis melumtra), which
formerly filled the
forest with its music, is chiefly
attributed.

But

not by quadrupeds and insects alone that
mischief is
being wrought in various parts of the
world.
Having already
disturbed the balance of Nature the
emigrant strives by the introduction of still more strangers to restore,
according to his own ideas,
the equilibrium, and has recourse to
still more introductions.
This
time ho turns his attention to birds
and
our
old
friend
the
Sparrow,
;
partly perhaps from home associations,
is one of the first imported
the result is, that in various parts of
the world it has become a
pest.
Hardy in constitution, readily adapting itself to
circumstances,
and feeding on almost anything it can pilfer,
it soon increases
it is

in

numbers, and drives from the

field the native birds without conMr. Moseley, in the Challenger,’ found it
quite at home at Melbourne,
where it is taking its revenge upon

ferring

any equivalent.

‘

the Acclimatization Society, which
introduced it, by devouring the
food in the cages of the animals
in their gardens, where it consorts
with the Parrots in the trees and
bushes, and steals the food on
every opportunity. In New Zealand,
Mr. D.
C.

Inst. vol. x. 1878),

speaking of the

efforts

Wilson (Trans. N.

Z.

of the Acclimatization

Society there, in introducing “useful
birds,” which efforts appear
to be distasteful to the colonists,
“ The irascible tone of the
says
sufferers, whose letters may be seen
weekly in the local papers, is
caused by the following facts,—the
Sparrows
:

which

are

now

and Yellow-hammers,

devastating the young grain crops,
Ac., have not
yet become accustomed to the country,
nor has the habit of feeding
on grain which they learned on the
passage out left them it may
;
even be handed down from the
parent birds to their young ones.”
Similar complaints come from other
parts of the world.

dhcrc can, I think, be no doubt that the
indigenous fauna of the
whole Australian region, a fauna which
has been aptly characterized
as one of living fossils, is
rapidly disappearing
(it

is

needless to

o 2
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particularize species,

which might

that the chief cause

to

he done to any extent), and

easily

which

this

be attributed

to

is

is

the

man of creatures more fitted to carry on the battle of
which the presence of the interlopers necessitates, than the
indigenous species which for ages have led a peaceful life, the only
competition to which they have been subject being from creatures

introduction by
life,

To use the words

of like organization to themselves.

Newton

of Professor

in his address to the Biological Section of the British

Glasgow in 1876, when they are brought “face to face
with unlooked-for invaders, and forced into a contest with them
from which there is no retreat, it is not in the least surprising that
Association, at

the natives should succumb.

existence with creatures of a

for

centuries

Suddenly

may have kept the
man interferes, and lets

race of animals,

on

They have

which

act

;

tenor

noiseless

loose

they

way.

upon them an

entirely

new

react in a thousand different fashions

may

new-comers

so far avoid offence as to abstain

from assaulting the aboriginal population

;

same haunts and consume the same

The

and other

their

of

It is not necessary that the

their circumstances.

should be predaceous

and

like

had to struggle
organization, and so for
hitherto

food.

but they occupy the
fruits,

the herbage,

have

supplies, that sufficed to support the ancient fauna,

now

to furnish forage for the invaders as well.

like

one between an army of veterans and a population not used

to warfare.

It is

The

struggle is

that of Spaniards with matchlocks and coats of

mail, against Aztecs with feather- cloaks

and

arrows.

A

few years

and the majority of native species are exterminated. But this is
The species which perish most quickly are just those
not the worst.
which naturalists would most wish to preserve ; for they are those
peculiar and endemic forms that in structure and constitution represent the ancient state of things upon the earth, and supply us with
some of the most instructive evidences as to the order of nature.”
Professor Newton, in the passage which I have just quoted, was
referring to the animal kingdom, but his remarks apply with equal
force to the vegetable world.

This

the flora of the Island of St. Helena.
‘

Contemporary Eevicw

’

for April,

is

remarkably exemplified in

Mr.

1880

St.

(p.

John Mivart,

617), states that

in the

when

discovered by the Portuguese in 1502 that island was covered with

luxuriant forests and a rich flora of absolutely peculiar plants.

In

1513 Goats were introduced, which rapidly multiplied, greatly to
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the destruction of the indigenous plants

;

still,

however, as late as

1709 the peculiar native ebony was so abundant as to be used to burn
lime with.
In the year 1810 the Goats had entirely destroyed the
great forests

was then determined

it

;

was hoped the island would regain

to destroy the Goats, as

its

The Government,

wood.

however, instead of assisting Nature to recover her
planted

and shrubs from other

trees

grown and

few patches on the central ridge of the

“What we

feet.

from the

countries,

spread, that the indigenous flora

have

lost,”

is

lost

ground,

which have so

almost confined to a
of 2700

island, at a height

adds Mr. Mivart,

“maybe

judged

that of the forty-five kinds of flowering plants

fact,

forty-three species of Ferns

it

which yet survive, no

less

and

than forty of

the former and thirteen of the latter are absolutely peculiar to the
island.”

There can be

great change in

little

doubt, says Mr. Darwin, that this

the vegetation affected not only the land-shells,

causing eight species peculiar to the island to become extinct, but
likewise a multitude of insects.

by the change.

suffered also

commenced by

;

and

It will

that

the birds

be noticed that the destruction

the introduction of the Goats was completed by the

injudicious planting of trees
island

It is probable

it

and shrubs which were foreign

to the

be found that plants, like animals, when

will

introduced into regions from the indigenous productions of which

they

differ

greatly,

increase so

rapidly as speedily to crowd out

more feeble opponents whoso space they appropriate.
The
re-establishment of the indigenous flora thus became impossible ;
and, owing to the destruction of the forests which formerly covered
their

them, the slopes of the island were so rapidly denuded of their rich
volcanic

soil,

that notwithstanding the introduced species rapidly

established themselves, the aspect of the island

is

changed from

that of a luxuriant forest to a barren and forbidding waste.

In

New Zealand, in

1832, Mr. Darwin speaks of “several sorts of

weeds, which, like the Rats,” he was forced to

own

as his

own

A

Leek imported by Frenchmen had overrun whole
districts and would prove very troublesome, and the common Dock,
also widely disseminated, he feared would “ for ever remain a proof
countrymen.

of the rascality of an Englishman,
the Tobacco plant ”

At the

( *

who

sold the seeds for those of

Journal of Researches,’ Ac., 2nd

ed. p. 428).

present time whole tracts of country are overrun by the

introduced species.

English Grasses are spreading with astonishing
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and supplementing the indigenous vegetation; VernalDocks, the Sow-thistle, and Water-cresses, are rapidly

rapidity,

grass, Sorrel,

driving out native growths, the foreign Clover is killing
the Ferns,
and “ the freshly turned up soil is quickly occupied by the hardy
species intimately associated

the white

man

with European culture, which follow

in all his wanderings ” (Wallace,

Geography and Travel,’ p. 568).
Mr. W. T. L. Travers (Trans. FT. Z.

“Such

in effect

‘

To sum up

Compendium

in the

Inst. 1869, vol.

ii.

p.

of

words of

299—330)

the activity with which the introduced plants
aie doing tlieh work, that I believe if every
human being were at
is

once removed from the islands, for even a limited number
of years,
looking at the matter from a geological point of view,

the intro-

duced would succeed in displacing the indigenous

flora.”

Instances of the rapid spread of the introduced plants
to the
exclusion of native species might be quoted indefinitely,

and in

almost

cases Sir

all

J oseplx Hooker

states the

invaders will be

found to be natives of .North-western Europe*
Two curious
instances of what were probably accidental transports of
British
plants to very distant localities, are

given by Sir Joseph in a
papei lead before the Eoyal Institution in 1878.
Arriving by
night, now nearly forty years ago, at the Falkland Islands,
a
boat was sent ashore to report the

arrival

of the ship to

the

Being anxious to know something of the vegetation
of the islands as early as possible, he requested the officer in
Governor.

pluck for him any plants he could feel
being too dark to see anything
the armful he brought

charge of the boat to
for,

it

;

consisted

of

nothing

but

Shepherd’s purse.
On
another occasion, landing on the small uninhabited Lord Auckland’s Island, south of Hew Zealand, the first evidence he met

with of

its

the

English

having been previously visited by man, was the
and this he traced to a mound that marked
;

English Chick-weed

the grave of a British
* Mr. Wallace says

( ‘

sailor,

and that was covered with the plant

Island Life,’

plants have established themselves in

p. 47(1)

New

that more than 150 European

Zealand

;

but, notwithstanding

greater intercourse with Australia, and even though seeds from the
latter country were “ habitually scattered ” by the late Mr. Bidwell during
his extensive travels in New Zealand, only two or three Australian plants

the

still

have similarly established themselves.
the “ Agressive

Power

See also Mr. Wallace’s remarks on
l. c. p. 479

of the Scandinavian Flora,”

.

doubtless, he remarks, the offspring of seed that

had adhered to the
spade or mattock with which the grave had been dug.*
I need not multiply instances, but wish to
point out that
in all

cases,

whether introduced by

result is the same,

man by

—the new-comers

accident or intention, the

have increased rapidly at the
expense of the native plants or animals. It has often
happened
that domesticated animals, which have reverted
to a feral state,
such as the Hog, Goat, &c., have been most destructive,
and others

good in themselves, the Eabbit, for instance, have increased
to
such an extent as to become a positive pest.
The same maybe said
of the vegetable immigrants.

Few of either, I think, which have
not been kept strictly under the control of man,
can be said to

have been beneficial to the new country, and all have
assisted more
or less rapidly to bring about the destruction
of the native fauna

and

With

regard to the extermination of some species for
tho better preservation of others in our own
country, thoughtful
men arc beginning to doubt whether it is altogether
judicious to
dictate to Mature, and have at length
discovered that withdrawing
ono strand of the cord is by no means the right
way to strengthen
tho remainder.
It has at length dawned upon them that
by overflora.

it may be constitutionally weakened,
and
by destroying all its natural enemies, not only the
strong,
v hicli would stand the best chance of surviving
to propagate a
healthy race, but the weak also, which, under
normal conditions,
would be eliminated, are spared to continue a
degenerate and
diseased race.
The Hawk will not by preference select the swiftest

preservation of a species

that

biid of the covey, nor will tho Otter tackle the
strongest salmon in

the stream

like man, he strives to attain his ends
;
with as small
an expenditure of labour as possible, and it is
the weak and leastresisting which first tall a prey.

I have already trespassed so long upon
your patience that I dare
not stop to add more to what I have
already said
I trust, how-

ever, that

;

have made clear the dangerous nature of
experimental
“ acclimatization
so called, and that I have been able
to interest you
111 some of the changes
which are taking place in the fauna and flora
of the regions which we have hastily
visited.
That these changes
must eventually take place appears inevitable,
but I hope that all
good Naturalists will think twice before they lend
a helping hand to
what, from one point of view, can only be regarded
as an unmixed evil.
I

*

Proc. Roy. Inst. vol.

viii.

p. 50 $.
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ON THE FUNGOID DISEASES OE CEREALS.
Ey

Rev.

J.

M.

Du

Port, M.A.

Read 30 th Nov.,

1SS0.

In a county like Norfolk, in which
a large portion of the soil is
it cannot be out of
place to call the
attention of Naturalists to some of the
fungoid diseases which often
cause great losses to the agriculturists.

devoted to the growth of corn,

Many

parasitic fungi are to be

com

found on the stalks and in the

but as my attention has during this
year
been given chiefly to that known by the farmer
as “ Mildew,” and
ears of our

plants,

by botanists

as various species of Puccinia, I
shall devote the
chief part of this paper to the
consideration of that particular
malady.
I am not going to proclaim any new
discoveries,

object

is

to bring together

some well-proved

facts

which

but

my

are chiefly

to be found described in publications
not always easily accessible
and to invite Naturalists to enter upon a field
of observation, often
overlooked, but replete with objects of great
beauty,
as a

reward of the patience necessary

results of great importance.

The presence of
nised

;

this

Mildew

and promising,

to a successful exploration*

in its last stages is easily
recog-

the black lines on the discoloured
straw

the most

superficial

observer.

tell

their tale to

Those who

are content with
expressing their sympathy with the farmer
whose crops are thus
damaged, without studying the life-history or
seeking for the
causes of this disease, are passing by
one of Nature’s

interesting

scenes,

though

most

it

be hidden from

the unaided eye

.

but

the student of Nature, possessed of however humble
a
microscope, will take up with a sharp knife some of the black
dust
from one of these dark lines on the Wheat straw, and examine
if

some of it with but even a moderate power, a new field of
surpassing interest will be opened out before him; and I may
prophesy, without fear of failure, that he will soon go on to search
for

many

other kinds of these attractive objects, and that his search

will not bo in vain.
little

book on

new realms
But

‘

me add

Microscopic Fungi

to return to our subject

June, on the

’

that he will find Dr. Cooke’s

most useful guide in these

a

of exploration.

stage of a disease

Wheat

:

this “

Mildew

”

is

really a second

which has appeared much earlier, in May or
plant; and even this earlier development of life

not always the fans

is

Let

origo mail, but, in

its turn, it may have
been produced from another fungus living on another plant of a

et

different order altogether.

The Puccinia,

or Brand,

stage of the Lust
it,

Uredo

berberidis

linearis,

—a

known
and

commonly
as

called Mildew,

is

the second

1 vicliubasis linearis, or, as

this last is often the offspring of

some

call

vEcidium

very pretty fungus, forming clusters of bright red
cups containing orange-coloured spores, on the under-side of
the
leaves of several Barberries.
This is no longer a matter of doubt,
at least

among

that Dr. Cooke,

the Continental Mycologists

who has done

so

much

;

but

I

must

also

add

to popularize the study of

Mycology in England, is not fully satisfied of the truth of
this
The fact remains, whatever the explanation may be,

statement.

that the orange-coloured spores of sEcidium berberidis
have been
sown on some young shoots of corn plants, while others have been
carefully preserved from

month the yellow

infection

;

in about three

spots of the Lust have

made

weeks or a

their appearance

the inoculated plants, while the othex's have remained
free
the disease.

The

rest of the life-history of the

in our Wheat-fields.

fungus

may

on

from

be read every year

The rust-coloured globular spores,
the Uredo-spores, which are the only ones visible at

often called

first, three
seen to be intermixed with the dark elongated
uniseptate spores of the Puccinia or Brand.
By harvest time the

weeks

later are

l redo-spores are so scarce that

they are rarely found, but if the
weather has been suitable for the development of the fungus, the

ion
and sometimes the ear of the corn plants will probably be
covered with the black lines of the Puccinia.
During dry seasons
the Dust develops but slowly, and is often confined to the
leaves
stalk

of

the corn, where
the Puccinia

is

it

causes comparatively

little

mischief;

largely developed, then very serious

if,

however,

damage ensues

to the crop.

Another curious

is, that if in spring time the spores of
a
certain Puccinia are dusted on the under-side of the
leaves of the
Larberry, these spores may germinate, and, on the mycelium
thus

formed smaller

fact

spores, called

sporidia, will shortly be

produced

these latter will in their turn germinate,

which penetrates the epidermis of the
sEcidium of which I spoke just now.
fungus

and form a mycelium
leaf, and gives rise to the

on one plant from the spores

This development of a
of

a fungus growing on

some other plant has been the subject of many experiments,
especially by the Continental Mycologists, De
Bary, Magnus,
A olil, and the brothers Tulasne. Here a wide field lies open for
observation and experiment,
most,

not

if

all

and it seems not improbable that
the species of Uredo, Trichobasis, Lecythea, &c.,

will be found to be only early stages of

some Puccinia, or other
more highly developed fungus.
In the summer of this year I wrote to ask M. Maxime Cornu,
of the Musee Boianique, in Paris, how ho had succeeded in the
experiments which I knew he was making on this subject. He
told me that on May 18th, and again on June 4th, he sowed spores
of PEcidinm rhamni (taken, as the name implies, from the Buckthorn) on young Oat plants, and that on June 11th and July 10th
respectively, he perceived

which

is

spores of

some pustules of Trichobasis

the early stage of

Pcridermium

Puccinia coronata.

rubicjo vcra,

Similarly,

the

sown on Groundsel, produced Colccosporium scnecionis
those of Pcridermium elatinum produced
Puccinia ihododencln ; and those of TEcidium uvticce (so common
during the past summer on our Hetties) produced
Puccinia
cartels on the leaves of Cctvex hirta.
These are most valuable
pini,

facts.

As
the

to the relation

Mildew

referred
tire

of the

me to

between the PEcidium of the Barberry, and

Wheat

(Puccinia graminis), M.

Maximo Cornu

the following interesting account from the ‘Deports of
Botanical Society of France’ for the years 1SG8
G9.
An

—
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information was laid against tho Paris and Lyons
Railway Company
because of the damages caused to the corn crops
by the Mildew,
which, tho agriculturists maintained, arose from
a hedge of Barberry several kilometres in length bordering
the railway.
After
much argument, it was ordered that some part of the
hedge, of a
kilometre in length, should be cut down, in order
to try tho effect
on tho crops tho Mildew diminished considerably.
:

hedge was then removed, and the disease disappeared.
I

The whole

am

told that a very ugly epithet used to be attached
to tire
paiish of Lollesby, but that since tho Barberry
bushes in the
hedges have been destroyed, the Mildew lias almost
disappeared,

and tho epithet has been

Tho conclusion

that I

forgotten.

would draw thus

far is, that all Barberry
bushes near corn-fields should bo destroyed, and
that oven ornamental shrubs, such as Berber is darwinii, B. didcis, B.

nepalcnsis

Ac., should bo extirpated if they
is

any chance

ot

grow

,

from which there

in places

their infecting the corn.

sEcidium berberidis is
grow on Mahonias, which are easily distinguished
from tho Barberries by their pinnate leaves these,
therefore, are
;

not

known

to

probably harmless.
llio Barberry,

Mildew

is

however,

known

is

not the only offender.

to botanists as

One

species of

Puccinia strain inis, and

differs

from Puccinia graminis, in that its spores are
shorter,
broader, and less pointed than those of the
latter.
This Puccinki
strain inis has been produced from the spores
of jEcidium asperifolii.
a fungus which is found on various
Boraginea such as
slightly

hjeopsis

’,

anchusa, ecluum, &c.

and
the

ihese plants are not

common

,

at Mattishall,

have not found this JEcidium, I cannot say to what
extent
Wheat plants in Norfolk may suffer from this particular
source
as I

of disease.

Some

useful results might be obtained from
a careful
examination of these and other Boraginea in
the early summer
months. The spores of JEcidium asperifolii
1

while those of *Eadium berberidis are
.Ecidia are easily recognized, as the
bright-coloured

on tho surface

are yellowish-white,

orange-coloured.

spores

are

These

contained in

cups, plainly visible to

the naked eye, growing
of the leaves, or on the stems of
the infected

plants.

Another important subject for consideration is the
prevalence of
those Puccinia on many of the wild
Grasses which grow in the
'

hedges

Many

:

a

may not these often be
summer is unsuited to

growths, but the duty

is

a source of infection for the corn?

the development of these fungoid
none the less urgent to keep the hedge-

rows and banks closely trimmed, and so

to destroy a possible, if

not a probable, source of disease.

On

another point to which I

desire

to call the attention of
farmers and of botanists I cannot speak positively, but I think
that it is worthy of serious consideration whether Mildew may not

be propagated by the use of manure
quite possible that

is

when

made from

the manure

is

infected straw.

It

allowed to ferment by

being turned over, both the spores

and the mycelium may be
destroyed by the heat generated, but the question arises whether
when the manure is spread over the land in a raw state, partly
owing

to the desire to save labour, partly

fear that,

owing to the well-grounded
by overheating, some of the important constituents

should be dissipated in the

air,

infect the first leaves of the

Wheat

I cannot attempt

the spores of the Mildew

may

not

plant.

an exhaustive description of

diseases of our cereals, but I cannot pass over

all

the fungoid

two others which are

not uncommon, though their ravages have been almost entirely
counteracted by the care with which the seed corn is dressed before
it is sown.
These two fungi differ from that which I have described
in that they are

more

easily

removed from the seed

corn,

and that

destroyed by the chemical action of the substances
with which the corn is dressed.
their vitality

One

is

of these, the “true

just as the corn

is

Smut

”

(

Ustilago segeium),

losing its green colour;

it

is

to

be found

causes the ear to look

and wholly prevents the development of the grain in
I suppose that it is owing to this fact that these blighted

quite black,

the

ear.

have been ignorantly supposed to be the male plant of the
Wheat I say ignorantly, for the youngest botanist knows that our

ears

—

The

cereals are not dioecious plants.

this

fungus so

rare,

dressing of the seed renders

comparatively speaking,

that it causes no
appreciable diminution to the yield of the crop, and as the fungus
thrives best on those plants which are abnormally vigorous, the

farmer often looks upon the existence of a few smutted ears as an
earnest of an

abundant yield of

The other fungus
is

is

corn.

erroneously called

“Bunt,” or “Bladder-brand

;”

“Smut;”

its

correct

botanically, TiUetia caries

name
it is

aso sometimcs

110t

inaptly described as “ foetid Smut,”
in conse-

quence of the bad odour that

it emits.
Its spores are brown, and
beautifully reticulated, while those
of the true “ Smut ” are very
nearly black, and very much
smaller.
This fungus affects the

heat grains, and, destroying

fetid

spores

;

all

these pass through

the

flour, replaces it

by

four generations, the

its

own

sporidia

becoming smaller at each fresh development,
before they infect the
plant which is to be their victim.
When the millers receive
“ bunted Wheat,”
they pass it through a dresser, with
a strong
exhaust, so as to draw out the “ Bunt,”
and thus preserve the flour
from the smell and the discolouration
which would result from the
presence of these diseased grains.

Perhaps the most dangerous of these

t

m human

tins

system,

is

parasites,

when taken

the Ergot, or Claviceps purpurea.

generally

into

Happily

very rare in Norfolk, though a
considerable
quantity was found among the marshland
Wheats in the year 1879
in which the summer was abnormally
wet
is

and

sunless.
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IV.

NOTES ON SOME OF THE RAKER FUNGI FOUND IN
OR NEAR MATTISHALL IN 1880.
By Rev.

J.

M. Du Rout.

Read 30 th Nov.,

1880.

Agaricus (hebeloma) asterosporus, a new species, described and
named by Dr. Quelet in 1879, grows very plentifully in a mixed
wood of beech and oak at Mattishall. It is somewhat like Agaricus
rimosus but the colour of the stem, and the peculiar shape of its
,

bulbous base, besides the

stellate form of the spores, mark it very
had previously been puzzled by it because of these
characteristics, which distinguish it from Agaricus rimosus.

I

distinctly.

Russula fellea, which had not been recognized

in the British

grows freely in the same wood, and on the
Western Broadway between Honingham and Weston.
Many

Isles till last year,

species of Russula;

arc not very easily distinguished

from each

but the straw-coloured stem, and the arrangement of the

other,

gills, clearly

12th I found a Polyporus in this same wood,

which Mr. Plowright pronounced

uncommon

Russula ochroleuca.

separate this species from

On November

to

be Polyporus picipes, an

species.

A L act ar ius,

found on August 12th at Mattishall Bergli, some-

what like Lactarius torminosus, after comparison with a specimen
sent by Mr. Rcnny from Switzerland, seems most probably to be
Lactarius scrobiculatus.
plant next year, which

I

may

hope

to find another

decide the name,

specimen of the

as this species has

not yet been noticed in England.

In the
Avcre

last

week

of September

affected Avitli Avhat

Peronospora parasitica.

some Swede Turnips

at Mattishall

seemed to be a prodigious quantity of

On

closer

examination this Avas seen to

be a ucav disease among Turnips, Oidium balsamii figured and
,

by Mr. Worthington Smith in the Gardener’s Chronicle’
25th September, 1880. Though the leaves Avcrc covered Avitli

described
for

‘

the fungus, the roots did not seem to have suffered much.

This

fungus had only been found before, on Mulleins and Strawberry
plants.
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SOME REMARKS ON THE NATURAL

HISTORY OF

FRANZ- JOSEF LAND.
Rv

If.

Read
Before entering

Feilden, F.G.S., C.M.Z.S.

AY.

into the

2 %th

December, 1880.

more

special subjects of this paper,

it

may

be as well to refer briefly to the geographical
position and physical
characteristics of this almost unknown
land.
Its discovery we
the Austro-Hungarian

to

guidance

may

It

Expedition of

owe
1872—74, under the

the celebrated Arctic voyagers,
Payer and AVeyprecht.
be remembered, that when in June,
1872, the ‘Tegetthoff’

of

from Bremerhaven, with her gallant crew
of twenty-four
the object in view was to effect the
north-east passage by
passing to the northward of Novaya
Zemlya.
Beset on the
20th August, 1872, off the coast of that
island, the ‘Tegetthoff’
remained a prisoner in the ice during the
winter of 1872 and
utterly helpless, and exposed every
hour to destruction, drifted
with the pack for more than a year; until on
the 30th August, 1873,
the mist rising, revealed a high and
mountainous land at a distance
of about fourteen miles from
the ship, commencing in latitude
<0 4o N.
Though the Austrians managed to effect a
landing
during October, 1873, it was not till
the spring of 1874, that
regular explorations could be
set sail

souls,

:

undertaken and their results have
been given us by Payer, in one
of the most reliable and interesting
;

works on Arctic

‘New Lands within the Arctic Circle.’
the abandonment of the ‘
Tegetthoff in May, 1874, the
greater part of the collections
diligently
discoveries,

Mith

other

’

members

amassed by Payer/ and

of the expedition, had to be left behind,
and only a
small remnant, which was presented
to the Imperial Academy of

‘Sciences at

Vienna, reached Europe.
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Hie main result of the Austro-Hungarian Expedition of
1872—74, was the discovery of a large group of islands, or perhaps
a continental land, commencing in latitude 80° dST. and certainly
extending as far as

mountainous land

83°, in
still

which

latitude Payer

trending to

we

with every

the northward,

likelihood of a great extension in that direction.

of the globe that

saw a precipitous
In no other part

are acquainted with, does land present such

At Cape Columbia, in Grinnell Land, 83° G' N. the most
northern land reached by man, the coast ends abruptly ; and
when in the vicinity of Cape Joseph Henry, in latitude 82° 45',
features.

,

Sir George

2000

Hares and I ascended Mount

feet high,

on a most remarkably

Julia, a hill of not less

clear day,

we were

than

unable to

observe the slightest indication of land

to the northward.
So
remarkably clear was the atmosphere on that occasion, that we were
enabled to take angles with the theodolite of headlands on the shores
of North Greenland, which were determined by our sledge parties
to

be at a distance of 80 and

Our

visible horizon to the

that

we have

1)0

miles from our then position.

northward was not

less

than 50 miles, so

every reason to believe that no land

lies

directly

north of Cape Joseph Henry, south of latitude 83° 35' N., and
there

is

no reason

coast of

to

doubt that did land, equal in altitude

North Greenland,

Henry in latitude
summit of Mount

84°,

exist

on the meridian of Cape Joseph

we should have

Julia.

I

to the

discerned

it

from the

have diverged somewhat in order to

enter a claim for Franz-Josef Land, as being the most northern

land yet discovered on our globe, which fact in
interest.

The

British Expedition of 1875

Sound, but
as

its

itself is

one of great

— 76 attracted attention to Smith

return without having attained as high a latitude

was fondly hoped would have been the

case,

caused those

interested in Arctic research to cast longing eyes in the direction of

Franz-Josef Land.

In 1879 the Hutch exploring vessel, ‘Willem Barents,’ penetrated
into the sea that bears the

name

of that illustrious navigator,

returned after sighting the mysterious Franz-Josef Land.

and

Excellent

were made by the Hutch, illustrating the biology of
Barents Sea, some account of which is published in the September
number of ‘Annals and Magazine of Natural History’ for this year.
collections

As, however, some feeling has been aroused by that publication,
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the

stating that their discoveries have been
forestalled,

when

the material allowed to go to England
was only intended for private
examination, I will not refer farther to the
subject on this occasion.
In the same year, Captain Markham and Sir
Henry Gore Boothj
in a small cutter, the ‘Isbjorn,’
reached 78° 7' X., on the 47th
meridian of longitude, where they were
stopped by an ice-pack,

which Captain Markham believes could
have been penetrated by a
properly fortified steamer.
The results of this voyage have just
been published by him, and I beg to lay
on the table a few notes on
the birds met with, which I drew
up for the work.

The comparative

success of the

little sailing vessels, ‘Willem
no doubt had great influence in inducing
that veteran ice-navigator, Mr.
Leigh-Smith, to undertake the
voyage this past summer which
has been attended by such
wonderful success.
Reaching Franz-Josef Land, in the steam
yacht ‘Lira,’ on the 14th August,
he explored the coast to the
westward as far as 45*' E. and 80“ 20'
X, and sighted land from that
point a bout 40 miles X. W. It
has been announced that Mr. LcHiomith will read a paper before the
Royal Geographical Society on
the 1/th prox., giving an
account of his discoveries, which I am
)

Barents

sure

we

’

and

‘

Isbjorn,

’

shall all look forward to

with great interest.*
should have been obliged to enter
into these
chronological and geographical
details, but without doing
so, it
v on t lave been difficult tor
me to make any excuse for the paucity
o the information which
I have to offer you this
evening; but
when the immense difficulties in
reaching Franz-Josef Land are
considered, and the obstacles
attending research in the polar
regions are borne in view, we
must be thankful
I regret that I

for the smallest
scraps which tend to increase
our acquaintance with the subject
It is greatly to be regretted
that the Lira’ was not
accompanied
‘

by some person who would have
devoted himself more especially
to collecting and observing,
but I am indebted

to Dr. Xeale the
surgeon of the vessel, for some
very interesting information, and
a
small collection, some specimens
of which I have brought

with

this evening.

#

TI

read

W
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C

‘

K

MarkImm

is

rrmted

in the proceedings

c f tl.
of
c Royal
Rov
the
Geographicalf a
Society for March, 1SS1 (vol.
i
r.
Leigh-Snuth has since received the
Patrons’ Gold

Geographical Society for his Arctic
discoveries.
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he geological features

those portions of Franz- Josef

ol

Land

by the Austrians have been laid down with considerable
accuracy by Payer, himself an accomplished geologist.
I briefly
A’isited

recapitulate his account.

“ dranz- Josef

lands;

Land has

the severity of

all

the higher Arctic

appears, especially in spring, to be denuded of

it

life

of

Enormous glaciers extend from the lofty solitudes
the mountains, which rise in bold conical forms.
A covering
dazzling whiteness is spread over everything.
The rows of

every kind.
of
of

basaltic columns, rising tier above tier, stand out as if crystallized.

The

natural colour of the rocks was not visible, as

case

even the steepest

:

is

usually the

of rocks Avcre covered with

Avails

consequence of incessant precipitation.
**
*
*
*

x

ice,

the

#

“ Isolated groups of conical mountains and table-lands, Avhieh
arc peculiar to the basaltic formation, constitute the mountain-

system ot Franz- Josef Land; chains of mountains Avere nowhere
seen.
Ihese mountain forms are the results of erosion and denudation

there Avere no isolated volcanic cones.

;

rule, are

The

Avith

*

*

•x-

also

tertiary

-x

5000

sandstone

broAvn-coal

feet.

*

-x-

x

-x

of

East

Greenland

found in Franz- Josef Land, though broAvn-coal
only in small beds,

among

as a

about 2000 or 3000 feet high, except in the south-Avest,

Avhere they attain the height of about

“

The mountains,

many

the

Avhicli,

itself is

is

met

may be reckoned

nevertheless,

indications that the climate of polar lands

must

once have been as genial as the climate of Central Europe at the
present day.
aggregation,

The kind of rock Avhicli predominates
called by the SAvedes
Hyperstenite,’
‘

the Dolerite of Greenland

;

is

a crystalline

identical Avith

but the Dolerite of Franz-Josef Land

is

of a coarser grained texture, and of a dark yelloAvish-green colour.

According to Professor Tschermak
Olivine, titaniferous Iron,

Amygdaloids,

so

consists of Plagioclasc, Augite,

and ferruginous Chlorite.”

common

Payer in Franz-Josef Land.
observed consisted of a

it

in

He

Avhitisli

Greenland, were not found by

mentions that the other rocks

quartzose sandstone, Avith a clayey

cement, and of another finely grained sandstone, containing small
granules of quartz and greenish-grey particles of chlorite, and also
*

‘

Nerv Lands Avithin the Arctic

Circle,’ vol.

ii.

p.

79—81.
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ot yellowish finely-laminated slates.

tunities permitted

him

to judge,

Erratics, so far as his oppor-

were of rare occurrence, but he

found many smaller pieces of

petrified wood allied to lignite.
Hie collection of rocks brought back by Leigh-Smith’s expedition, and the photographs of the newly discovered parts, so far as

have had the privilege of examining them, bear out very well
Payer’s description ; but when he states that Franz-Josef Land, even

I

in

summer,

is

buried under perpetual snow, and “ even the steepest

walls of rock were covered with ice,”
Payer’s acquaintance with Franz-Josef

must be remembered that
Land commenced in October,
it

1873, and ended in June of the following year, at which time the
signs of the summer episode arc hardly discernible in polar
regions

— from

the middle of J uly to the middle of August

period during which the

snowy mantle

is

of the land reaches

minimum

and explains why Leigh-Smith’s photographs show
;
more extensive surfaces of rock exposure than I had been led
expect from Payer’s descriptions.

the
its

far

to

Most of the fossiliferous specimens brought back by Leigh*
Smith were handed over to Mr. Etheridge for description. One
that I have hero this evening shows plant impressions, and from
the imperfect examination that I have been able to make of it, I
would venture to say that it is “ a dark ashy rock
probably it is
a pure basaltic dust or mud, and if so, it would agree iu many
respects with strata found intercalated with the basalts of East

Greenland.

I'he presence of the vegetable

remains shows that the
volcanic agency which constructed the rocks of Franz-Josef Land

must have been intermittent in action, as a sufficient lapse of time
must have existed between the formation of the under-bed of
basalt, and the deposition of the ash in the form of dust or mud,
to

admit of a plant growth.

{Some of the rocks from Snow-bird Island and Eira Harbour
which I have seen are certainly basalts. All that were brought
back have been entrusted to Professor Bonney, F.R.S., for examination,

and we may look forward with

and he

will

interest to

what Mr. Etheridge

have to tell us on the subject.
Payer informs us that in Franz-Josef Land he observed the
characteristic signs of upheaval in the terraced beaches of Austria
Sound. This rapid and progressive elevation of the whole circumpolar area

is

very remarkable.

It

is

so

patent,

that the most

v 2

(
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superficial observers

word circumpolar

always remark and expatiate on

advisedly, for

it

is

it

;

I use the

stated that a depression

is

taking place in South Greenland,
but, with that exception, all
travellers agree that in Spitsbergen,
along the coast line of Siberia,
in Alaska, along the barren coast
line of America, throughout the
Parry Archipelago, in Grinnell Land and
North Greenland, rapid

and progressive elevation is now going on.
In a paper that I
last year on the Natural History
of Prince Albert Land,* I
remarked that the junction of the coast line
of America and the
Parry Archipelago was merely a question of
a short time, geologiwrote

cally speaking.

The

secular

elevation

ha\e myselt found trunks,

in

Land

Grinnell

roots,

is

very rapid;

I

and branches of

trees, lying on
the surface of the ground up to the
height of 300 and 400 feet,
and even higher. At that elevation, wood
that I have gathered
floated, and burnt with a smoulder,
whilst that at lower elevations
had lost neither buoyancy nor its qualities of
rapid combustion.
In
the old lacustrine and fiord mud
deposits, that had been elevated
and afterwards cut through by the summer
torrents, it was no

unfrequent occurrence to see the logs of drift
wood sticking out
liom the banks of ravines, and offering an
appearance which, to
the uninitiated in geology, has given rise
to the great error that
this drift-wood had grown in situ.
I should not have

much

laid so

stress

interesting

on

this,

work

had I not noticed that Wallace,

lately published

in his

most

(‘Island Life’), has given his

high authority to the propagation of this

error, and has used it as
a pi oof of the intercalation of mild periods in
the glacial epoch in
circumpolar regions.
He writes “ Sir Edward Belcher discovered
:

on the dreary shores of Wellington Channel, in 75J- 0 N. latitude,
the trunk and root of a Fir-tree, which had evidently grown
where
it was found.
It appeared to belong to the species Abies alba,
or

White

which now reaches 08° N. latitude, and is the most
northernly conifer known.
Similar trees, one four feet in circumference and thirty feet long, were found by Lieut. Mecliam
in
Fir,

Prince Patrick Island in latitude 7G° 12' N., and other Arctic
explorers have found remains of trees in high latitudes, which

may

in all probability be referred to the

same mild period

of the ice-preserved Arctic mammalia.”
* ‘Zoologist,’

1S7.9, p.

;3.

[Ed.]

as that
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.

,

e

]

roots,

have said bofore 1

}iave > myself, in

seven degrees nearer
Wellington Channel, found any amount of
trunks
and branches of coniferous wood, in
positions that would
>

\

0 0 tban

lead the unwary to jump
to the conclusion that the
wood had
grown there; but where they were
imbedded the presence of
Saxicava arctica, mya, and astartes, told
the tale at once, that

was drift-wood brought down by the
great

it

rivers of either Siberia

or the barren lands of
America, pushed through the ice-bound
seas ol the Pole, which had
at length become rejectamenta
on

outlying shores.

I

its

was fortuuato enough

to bring this matter to

the personal cognizance of Sir
George Hares,

who was the comand served under Belcher in the voyage
alluded to ; and he was quite
convinced, when I pointed out the
manner in which this timber in Grinnell Land
was imbedded, that
the wood Mecham and ho discovered
in 1853 had been deposited
under jirecisely similar conditions.
panion

Mechani,

of

Sir

George informed me, however, that a
petrified forest was
supposed to have been discovered near the
Bay of God’s Mercy on
the north coast of Banks’ Land,
where the Investigators, under

Maclure,

two dreary winters. Some specimens
of this
supposed wood were brought from there,
and portions given to
their rescuers on board the
Bcsolute,’ to which Sir George
Hares
then belonged.
Fortunately, ho had
passed

‘

preserved his specimens, and

on our return from the polar regions
^

them

to

me.

The specimens had

lain in his cabinet twenty-five

years with the original ticket on them,
iorest,

Bay

had not the

of God’s Mercy.”

On

most kindly submitted

lie

Wood from petrified
examination I found that they
viz.

:

«

name of petrified or fossil wood,
but were concretions of iron-stone, showing
outwardly some representation of fragments of wood.
slightest claim to the

Pay er S^es a very gloomy account of the
phanerogamic
I ranz-Josef Land; but my former caution
must be
,

viz.,

that

the

Austrians

flora

of

remembered

just as the summer episode
was
commencing, and before the flowers had thrown
off their mantle
of snow and awakened to their
brief summer.
He mentions
Catabrosa algida, Fries, a few specimens of
Sarifraga oppositifolia
*

left

Cth June, IS/ 6, in 82® 25 y I obtained the
,

opposihfolia, and it was not
apetala blooming in the same

till

first blossom of Saxifrana
the 25th July that I found Lvchni*

latitude.

and of Silene

acaulis,

Cerastium alpinum, or Papaver

rarely

nudicaule.

Thirteen specimens of

observed by

me

phanerogamic

in the collection brought

plants

were

home by Leigh-Smith,

but as these have been submitted to the Ivew authorities, and the
names will probably form a part of the paper read on the
17th prox. at the Koyal Geographical Society, I will not anticipate;
but simply remark, that I was much struck with the development
of

the

plants

officinalis

and

themselves,

specimens of

that

were far more robust than those I

Grinnell Land.

Cochlearia

have gathered in

I am, therefore, of opinion that the labours of a

would be repaid by an examination of Franz-J osef Land
in July and August, and that thirteen species will by no means
botanist

exhaust

its

phanerogamic

The Lichen growth

flora.

said to be

is

abundant

;

and

I lay

on the

table a small specimen of rock from Snow-bird Island, the species

on which some gentleman here present may perhaps be able
name.

to

Payer mentions the extraordinary abundance of Polar Bears in
the vicinity of their winter quarters
the crew of the

The presence

‘

of these animals

in the neighbourhood there

is

over sixty were obtained by

:

Tegetthoff,’ in the

neighbourhood of their ship.

proof positive that somewhere

must have been during winter water

sufficient to allow Seals to exist, for the Bears of Franz- Josef

cannot live on snow.
single

These

Land

Tracks of Foxes were seen, and that of a

Hare, by the Austrians, but no Reindeer or Musk-oxen.
latter

animals I do not imagine will be found in any portion

of Franz-J osef Land.

In addition to these mammalia, Mr. Leigh-

Smith informs us that Walrus are very abundant ; sixteen were
killed in one day by the crew of the ‘Eira.’
Seals also were
observed, and three Right-whales ( Mysticeti in a bay not far from
)
the most north- westernly point gained by the yacht.
In all proba-

Whales and Walrus that have adopted Franz-Josef Land
summer home are likely to remain for long comparatively

bility the

as their

unmolested, owing to the
Still,

Mr.

Leigh-Smith

difficulties

told

me

of approach to its shores.

that

the

Norwegian Walrus

when

they heard of his discoveries, talked of pushing on
for Franz-Josef Land next summer.
The Spitzbergen Walrus-

hunters,

hunting

is

now becoming

wariness of the animals.

very uncertain from the paucity and
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layers list ot birds obtained in Barents
Sea amounts to
seventeen species, and he remarks most
of these occurred also on
the coast of Franz Josef Land.
Lest r is, two species
Larus glaucus

Lams ebumeus
Rissa tridactyla

Sterna macrura
Procetlaria glacialis

Rhodosteth ia rosea*

Uria arra

Una

mandti

Uria grylle

Mergulus

Mormon

allc

arcticus

Somateria mollissima
Strix nivea

Tnnga

canutus

Plectrophanes nivalis
in

The specimen of Boss’
the summer ot ii>73,

Gull, as

1

learnt

as the ship

was

from Payer, was killed
with the ice in

drifting

Barents Sea.

I should imagine that if the breeding-haunts
of this
species are ever discovered, it will be found that
Franz-Josef Land

is

one of them

to induce

From

; and this ought to be in itself sufficient incitement
an ornithologist to undertake any risk.

Dr. Neale’s observations I

am able to gather that the
following species of birds do actually visit
Franz-Josef Land in

summer

:

Lestns, one species (head herewith),

Larus glaucus,

4

Rissa tridactyla,

Alca arra, in great numbers
Uria grylle, found breeding

Mergulus

A

;

alle,

Goose, noted only

by

its

dung

PIectroi >h anes n iva lis,
* Ibis

verifies Sir Janies Ross
statement of over fifty years ago
which was scouted by Malmgren, when some years ago Professor
Newton
remarked how unlikely James Ross was to have been mistaken.
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and what he

calls a

brown Snipe, which

I surmise is

Tringa canutus, the Knot.
Larus ebumeus,

which was found breeding

in two places.
So little has been
recorded about the breeding of this species that I do not hesitate to

somewhat into detail in connection with it.
The Ivory Gull was originally described by Friderick Martens
from specimens obtained by him in Spitzbergen. Martens, who
was the first ^Naturalist to visit the Arctic Seas, has left behind a
enter

very interesting and faithful account of the animals, birds, and
other creatures observed by him.
His voyage to Spitzbergen was
undertaken in the year 1G71, and his observations were published
in 1G75, at

Hamburg.

the Ivory Gull

cillor,

Under the name
is

of Rathsherr, or Coun-

described with sufficient accuracy, though,

makes the statement that it wants a hindwhich accompanies his book, taken in conjunction
leaves no doubt as to the species Martens described

singularly enough, he

The

toe.

with the

plate

text,

under the name of Rathsherr.
habits of this bird, and that
to feed off its dung.

it

He

refers to the gross feeding-

accompanies the Walrus on the

Martens draws attention

ice

to the note of the

Ivory Gull being very like that of his Ivirrmew ( Sterna macrura).

On

the

first

occasion that I

made a

personal acquaintance with the

much struck with the
and I made a note to that

Ivory Gull, I was
Arctic fern,

similarity of its cry to the

effect, though at the time
was not acquainted with Martens’ prior observation on the same
subject.
At Cape Sabine, on the western side of Smith Sound, in

I

K

78° 45', whilst our ships were detained

by the ice, from
July 29th to August 4th, 1875, Lieutenant Egerton and I visited
the cliffs of Brevoort Island, around which we had observed some
lat.

They proved to be Larus glaucus and
moored our boats with some difficulty, we crawled up
ledges now tenanted with young Glaucus Gulls, able

to

briskly, but

Amidst

Gullshovering.

unwilling to trust themselves on the wing.

havingto

the

run

the cries of the young Gulls, and the deep, angry voices of the old
Burgomasters, who were making pretence of swooping at our heads,

we heard

a shrill note

unslinging the gun from

which we took

my

on

came from some six or seven Ivory
which were dashing about in front of the cliff. One of these

lodge, I noticed that the cries

Gulls,

for Arctic Terns, but

back, and facing round on the narrow
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I

dropped on the

ice-floe

selves well out of shot.
hntl

their

below, and the rest of them betook themFeeling tolerably certain that we should

nesting-place somewhere in the
neighbourhood, we
quickly descended from the Burgomasters’
gallery, and picking up
the dead Ivory Gull, proceeded to
examine other parts of the
island.
1 he pack setting in
rapidly against the island obliged us
to desist in our search, and forced us to
make our way back to the

through broken-up floe-ice. During the
remained at Cape Sabino the weather, and
ship,

pack-ice, prevented

rest of the

time

we

the position of the

any other opportunity of my visiting
Brevoort
Pagophila eburnca breeds in that

Island, but, in all probability,
locality.

Capt. Constantino

John Phipps, afterwards

first

Lord Mulgrave,

in an appendix to his account of a
voyage towards the
by
Spitsbergen, undertaken in the year

W°f

Ivoiy Gull under the
“ niveus
,

name

vnmaculatus,

of

Lams

pedibus

North Pole

1773, describes the

eburneus.

His description,

plumb eo-cinereio,'

applicable to the adult bird, than

be met with in
is its

plumage, that

over the

is

highlv

which no more lovely object is to
the frozen regions of the north.
So exquisitely white

floes, it

when

contrasted against the snow, as
it\vheels
seems even a shade more immaculate
;

and when

hovering amidst the falling snow-flakes,
arrests the sight by
appearance of still greater purity.
This
of

snow taking its apparent colour from
the
Lord Mulgrave has, I think, hardly
done

course
light

its

owing to
and shades
is

justice to the accuracy
of Martens, for he remarks that
the description of the Rathsherr
cannot apply to his Ivory Gull.
With the exception of the
inaccuracy about the absence of a
hind-toe, already

referred to,

it

would, I think, be impossible to
correlate any other bird of the
Arctic regions, but the Ivory Gull
with the Rathsherr of Martens.

is

Note. —The above article has not
been revised by Captain Feilden,
absent with his Regiment in Natal.
[Ed.]

who
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Y
.NOTES

ON NORFOLK NAMES DERIVED FROM THOSE
OF ANIMALS, BIRDS, AND PLANTS.
By W. H. Bidwell.
Read

25th January, 1881.

It sometimes happens that the only book

w e can

lay our hands on,

to pass a tedious half-hour, is a Post-office Directory

hut doubtless,

;

we might learn, had we skill to improve them,
many useful lessons. The menial occupations of bearers of aristocratic names might teach us the instability of human greatness;
or the proud position of descendants of smiths and bakers show us
even from

its

pages,

the advantage of steady

perseverance

honest trade.

in

I will

not attempt to point the moral to any such reflections, but rather
ask your attention to a few notes on names of places and people
derived from, or identical with, those of animals, birds,
plants.

This subject

may seem

to

claim the attention

antiquary rather than the Naturalist, hut I think

who make

fishes,

of

must

it

and
the

interest

what a largo
number of English surnames they have contributed, and how many
old or local names of the fauna of the county, which would otherwise become obsolete, are thus preserved to us in modern surnames.
In making a list of names of places in Norfolk which originate

those

in

these creatures their study, to notice

those of animals, birds, or plants, I have followed the Rev.

George Mumford in the derivations of the names of villages, which
he has given in his book on Local Names.

name

It is probable that in the majority of these a personal

When

commemorated.

quented the place

;

some wild beast

otherwise, perhaps

some remarkable bird

visited

it

or

;

noteworthy tree grew near.

Noting such names
Acle, taking

its

in alphabetical order,

we have

name from the Anglo-Saxon

ac,

first

:

is

fre-

some

—

an oak

—a

tree
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hold in much esteem by the Saxons.
Ashby, Ashill, and Ashwicken, from the ash, also considered by them a sacred
tree, and a

preservative from evil spirits.

was often planted

hrom

The

apple, the prefix in Appleton,

as a landmark.

the Anglo-Saxon

word here, barley, or corn, we have
that is, a place where barley was stored
and Barford or
Hereford, a place where corn was carried over the
stream.
The names Barsham and Barmer, or Boarmere, from the
AngloSaxon word, bar, a wild boar, carry us back to a time when

Bar wick

—

;

animals wallowed in the fens of Norfolk.
bean, and the
tively to

Saxon

bete, the

Bawburgh and

these

The

Icelandic bairn, a

burdock, have given names respec'flic inner bark of the lime tree,

Beetley.

used by our Anglo-Saxon forefathers for
making ropes, and called
by them beest, and by the Danes bast, which
word we have still in
use in bast or bass matting, afterwards
gave its name to the tree
itself, and to the village of
Bastwick.
The birch, another tree
very useful to the Northmen, has left its name
in Bircham, as also
the beech in Beachamwcll.

AVo trace the word bra ken in Bracomlale,
the valley of fern
and broom, a plant which, from its Latin name, is
associated
a race of kings, in

Brok, not

:

with

Bromholm.

uncommon now

surname

as a

in Norfolk,

was probably

name of some badger-like warrior who settled at
Brockdish.
The influx of settlers from the north, where
the bear was
common, has given us many names from this
animal.
Barney,
Barnham Broom, and Barningham, from the
the

Anglo-Saxon beorn,
and Bressingham from the Norse bersi, changed
to bresi.
From
the buck we have Buxton and Buckenham, and
from the Swedish
bagge, a ram, a personal name, Bagthorpe.
Another personal

name, Bacon, has in
Baconsthorpe.
Calveley

is

later times

Braconash
a

is

given the distinguishing prefix to
from braken and ash.

manor mentioned

in the parish of Eeymerstone.

in Blomefield, but now included
In the reign of Edward II. Ela de

Calveley granted a messuage to Win. de
Gurney, and Calfiey

is

surname in Yarmouth.
The cat, from earliest times connected in the Teutonic
mind with
witchcraft, gives names to Catfield and
Catton ; and perhaps Caston
is but an abbreviation of
C’atston.
still

a

f lenchvarton.

This village

is

called in

Domesday Book Eccleu
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vartuna, which,
clcefer

,

it

is

thought,

may

be from the Anglo-Saxon

clover; and Crimplesham, from crepel, a craw-fish.

The

colt gives the prefix to Coltishall.

prey gave names to several villages

;

larger birds

The

and birds of

thus, the crane to

Cranwich

and Cranworth.

Dockton

or

Doughton

is

from the Anglo-Saxon dokke a weed
,

which, I suppose, was once troublesome there.

Dereham, Elmham,

and Foxley need no comment.
Foulden, in Domesday Book
Fugalduna is from the Anglo-Saxon fugel, a wild-fowl.
The
prefix of Fishley
for fish),

reign of

is probably the personal name Fisc (Anglo-Saxon
an old name in Norfolk, as one held lands here in the

Edward

the Confessor.

Gas, a Scandinavian personal name, meaning goose, gave the
prefix to Gasthorpe ; and Gateley is from the Saxon gat, a goat,

from which the modern surname Gates. Gresham and Gressenhall arc from the Saxon grees, grass.
Idethel (a corruption of

Heath

and Hedenham from Heath ; and it has been suggested
name from lieop, a brier or bramble.
next come to several names from liorsa, a horse, or from the
Hill)

that Ilapton takes its

We

—

Saxon hero of that name ; Horsford, Horsey, Horstead, and
Horsham. The name Idengist or Iiengst also means horse. The
prefix in Kilverstone

is from the Saxon chilvert, a dove, and
Lynford from the find or lime tree.

Some
home at

lively Saxon,

with the nickname of loppa, a

the place called after him, Lopliam

name, Mearth, a marten,

is

to

;

flea,

in

found a

and another personal

be traced in the word Martham.

Neatishead, formerly Netesherd,

clearly

takes

its

name from

Oxborough and Oxnead. We have in Overstrand a
name Over, from efor, a wild boar. It is easy to get
Plumstead from plum but Pirnhow, from the Saxon peren, pears,
may seem far-fetched. The manor of Pirnhow is now part of
cattle, as also

personal

—

;

Ditchingham.

Kaveningham.

is

from

reefy ingas, a

patronymic from

reefre, a

The prefix in Kackheath is the Icelandic racks, a fox. In
Eainham and Eainthorpe ran, a wild goat. In Eoydon, called in
Domesday Book Ragheduna—rhaga, a roebuck; while Euncton
has been thought to derive its name from the Scandinavian rnnne,
raven.

Wo have next several other names from plants;
Eecdham, Eushall, Salhousc, Sedgoford, and Sloley.

a bramble.

—
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Domesday name of

1'lic

Shipclen,

sheep.
a

jvord in

Thornage and Thornham.

ongovity, used as a boundary

ue

’

i is

is

perhaps from

rJ

°

mark

starri,

have the English
;
The thorn was often, from its

;

one

now growing near Hethel

said to have been a
trysting-place in the reign of King
ll ° 1>1CllX
111 Titch well is t,lc
Anglo-Saxon ticcen, a kid

m wi
Whoatacre,
•

Scepedum,

Swanton is from swan. Starston, from
the Norse
iawk. The name Thirne is
Saxon for thorn we

wheat;

;

in

Wortwell,

a herb.

Wyrt, a personal name,

hunihnm Ulph, and Wolverton, from
the personal name Wulfwhen wolves were common in England.
Ulf is Scandinavian, wnlf Saxon.
Again, orme a serpent, is
ure, remind us of a time

Scandinavian,

worm

,

Anglo-Saxon, the words which mean
serpent occur in Ormesby,
Wormegay, and Wortwell. 1 must not
conclude this list without
mentioning the two

Norwich

parishes,

Martm-at-Oak and St. Micliael-at-Tkorn.
We next come to surnames derived from living
objects.
My
hst would have been
much longer had I not confined myself
strictly to surnames of
persons whom I could ascertain to
have
resided
the county of Norfolk, and
when I have not been able
trace the name later than
the commencement of the last
St.

m

<

•

t

1 have given the date ot
its occurrence.

century

Iheso surnames have been
derived from those of animals in
various ways
That which first suggests itself is the
resemblance
ot the original bearers
of them to the animals
themselves, either in
tlieir personal appearance,
or in a noted characteristic of
the

animal
In many instances such
names are now singularly
inappropriate, the surname having
descended from father t°o soil,
nit not the quality which
gave rise to it.
I he use of the names of
animals
in

iri

.

.

as personal names is of course
older than the origin of
surnames, and in many instances
arose from a wish on the
part of his Saxon parents that
their son
should emulate the character
of the creature whose name

much

they

gave
am, on winch subject
Verstegan, writing about the
year 1G00,
says
I he reader may please
to note that our Saxon
ancestors, while
yct
ey were P a ans bc ing a very
S
valiant and warlike people
would sometimes desire to have
their children imitate some such
•

:

>

,

,

properties of courage as they
observed to be in
beasts ot battle, as is amongst
others the bear, of

some kinds of
which beast to
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have the like heart or the like courage, the parents would some-

name of beare's-hart or beam-hart
name Bearnhart we get the Norfolk surname Barnard,

times give unto the child the

From

this

.’

and, in like manner, Everard or Everhart from ever, a wild boar.

In many instances the surname originated from the animal or
plant having been borne as an heraldic badge, or blazoned on a

“In

shield.

the tournament and in the battle-field a knight pre-

sented himself with the visor of his helmet down, and he was only

known by

the symbol he affected to bear.

symbol, associated as

it

was with every one of his glorious

became a veritable surname.”*
In searching heraldic charges
have made a

list

The designation

for animals, fishes,

and

of this

exploits,

plants, I

of one hundred and sixty, which includes, as an

old herald writes, “ Earthly animals

with watery, savage beasts

with tame, fowls of prey with homebred, these again with river
fowls, reptiles with things gressible, aery insects rvith earthly.”

But a still more frequent origin of surnames is to be found in
signs and sign-boards, which, when houses were not numbered,
and few people could

Camden

writes

:

“

read,

were much more common than now.

Many names

that seem unfitting for men, as of

brutish beasts, &c., came from the very signs of the houses which

they inhabited.”

The transition from John at the Bull and Charles at the Lamb
to John Bull and Charles Lamb is easy; and Eugene, living at
the Earn, might be called Eugene Aram.
Of animals, birds, fishes,
and plants used

as signs, I

have found upwards of one hundred and

fifty.

In some instances the
kind,

would give a name

fine at the

manor

to the copyholder.

court,

when paid

in

Thus Richard, who

brought every year a kid, might in time be called Richard Kid.

manner we read of one who held land by tenure, to say a
certain number of paternosters for the souls of the kings of
England, who was called Paternoster, and left that name to his
In

like

posterity.

Street cries

when

it

and

stall cries originated

many surnames

at a time

was customary for the seller to stand beside a bench

outside his shop, and proclaim the excellency of his wares.
* Lower’s Essay

oil

English Surnames.

The

-

loud shouting in our own
Market-place on Saturday evening
will
give us an illustration of
the procedure.
The thing cried°would
»uon be transferred as a
nickname to the loud-voiced vendor
do those who know anything
of the rough wit of country
folk
juany other methods will
occur, in
beasts were applied to
o

W1 th the ancestor of those
who now bear
kept one as a pet. To
quote Mr.
.

Eye

oil i

teen th century, obviously

naiiy a family

by

which these names of brutish
Perhaps the animal was a favourite

men.

ll

must have owed

In cases in which

m

“Names

making from day

were, during

^

its

«

to day,

and

^

have imposed surnames, probably
the
them had their residences near
remarkable trees

We

nCeS

atten ash'

name, or perhaps

trees

d

tra ° CS ° f

in\r- ISY orfolk
Ml name, ISi"
okes,
iom

its

patronymic to a happy nickname
y SOme l0Cal
4nd Unani,nou

ndX"

hist bearers of

:

and

m

from

‘

the

'

vord *

<afc ’

“d

‘atten,’ as

atten oaks',

and Nash and Tash
an old name in Norfolk’

The last is
th0 reign 0f Edward 1 Sir
R°S°* dc Fraxina,
writ ad quod damnum for
changing a way at
The name Snooks is said to be a
corruption
‘

at ash.’

2L Ash,
T\ T
had a
,^-^-id).
At

oi
;;

e

,

The termination ‘cock
i

i

e rived

from

om
7°i

r°

raelic
,

if0mM

1

;

Z,Tl.

and Welsh words ending in och
and og
but Mr
011 En lis h surnames I
have gained much
S

—

m Wh° Se CSSay

r

dieVCS

“

t0

bC

m " ch

•«« -a -

ft"'l

w-,'

evil
«
explains that
•

may mislead us in searching for names
Cock, often changed to Cox, comes
sometimes

birds.

’

1

when

’

°

thus,

aml

ft

diminutive

Taucoek,

little

further illustration, he
the poet wrote the words,
>

“

>

111

Ride a cock horse

To Banbury
he simply meant, ride a small
horse.
Probably many of the names

cross,”

which

h rectory, though derived

I have taken from the

from another source, have been
assimilated to those of well-known
plants or animals, or the similarity
may be accidental.
It

would be interesting

lor the imposition of the

to note special instances

name could

where the cause
be traced, but I can do little
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more than read

:

—a

Surnames

of

list

in Norfolk derived

and Plants.

identical with those of Animals, Birds, Fish,

We

commence

with the names of four animals which are

this list

and used

often blazoned in heraldry

‘Buck,’ ‘Bullock,’ and

as signs

‘Clutterbuck,’

We have

running buck.

‘

—

‘Bear,’ ‘Bull,’ ‘Bore,’

which means a

Bagge,’ the Swedish

name

of a beetle as well as part of a plant.

name

Brock,’ the old

‘

for the badger,

‘

which animal

is

stirred or

ram ; and
grow; this is
Beevor and

name for

‘Budd,’ a young animal whose horns are beginning to
also the

from or

a

’

borne on the

from the Christian name Bartholomew.
The badger was one who held a license to purchase corn from
The trade and not the animal is probably the origin of
farmers.
shield of the family.

‘

Batt,’ is

the surname.

Why

common

the names of

animals generally have the

doubled when used as surnames I cannot

sometimes even spelt Catte, but not
‘

Cavall

and

’

but the

latter

‘

Capel

’

tell,

but so

last letter

Cat

it is.

is

The names

in Norfolk.

have probably the same meaning, a horse,

may be from

capella.

The surname Cony is no doubt generally from the animal
thus, Walter Cony,
which is used in heraldry and on sign-boards
but it is probable that some ot the
the noted mayor of Lynn
Norfolk Coneys take their name from the village, and are
’

‘

;

—

;

descendants of Godcfridus dc Colneyc,

Yarmouth

The name

1322.

in

member

of Parliament for

of the village

is

from coin, a

in allusion to the stony nature of the river-bed at that

pebble,

are a Diss family, one of

The Camells

place.

whom,

Dr. Camell,

Mancroft at the beginning of the last
Blomefield mentions Nicholas le Ewe, who bought the

preached at
century.

St.

Peter’s

advowson of Wicklewood, a. d. 1219. If this name has died out, we
have Cli ilvers ; and in the West of England an ewe sheep is called
’

‘

a chilver.
‘Deere,’ ‘Doe,’ ‘Fitch,’
is

and ‘Fox’

often a corruption of Faux.

We

thus mispronounced in speaking of

Pobert

‘Fitcliet’ (polecat)

name

Goate,’

was

‘

and

‘

was a

Gates

’

are heraldic animals; the last

know the name is frequently
Guy Faux. ‘Fawn,’ ‘Ferret.’

rector of Idarling.

from the Saxon gate,

We

have the
which word

used for gate as recently as Spenser’s time.

‘Le

Grice,’ the

name

of

an old Norfolk family, means

another old word used as a surname

is

little

pig

‘Gray’ (badger); and as the
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Prince of Wales
list

is a Norfolk landowner
I
Guelph, from lupus.

<1Ia !'
TT

C

Hind
\!
‘Heifer,’

fc

Ilarc,
‘

a peasant not a deer

’’

may

Ivennett,’

-

be from henet a hound
,

names ‘Keneth,’ ‘Kidd,’ ‘Kitten.’
-North Wootton, a.d. 1390.

John

or from the Scotch

;

‘Kyne’ was

vicar of

Richard Lemming owned land at Tibenham,
a.d. 1204. ‘Leverett,’
Lornbo which is the same word.
‘Lepard,’ Lyon
Lovel lrom lupellus. Matilda do Lupo

Lamb, and

‘

myJ

include in

<H °gg’ and ‘ Weatherhogg,’
Hoggett,’ ‘Horse,’ ‘Jackall.’
’

‘

may

‘

’

’

‘

’

‘

burgh, a.d. 1482.

was Prioress of BlackLower says from the Welsh
’

‘Marten,’ ‘Mole’ (Mr.

moel, bald), and perhaps the old name of
that animal ‘Want;’ but the
unsupphed needs of men ivere more often,
we must fear,
the origin

of the surname.

William ‘Moill’ (Mule) was rector of
Weeting
A.D. 1361.
Mutton and Ycalo are names which
remind us of a
time when these words denoted the
living animals.
Calves are
represented on the shield of the Veale
family, but sometimes the
name may bo from the Norman vicle.
‘

‘Mouse.’

’

*

Oxx.’

‘

’

‘Palfrey.’

from the dog but from the trade

‘Pointer,’
;

one

this however, is not

who made

in the sixteenth century instead
of buttons.
each of these again we have the final
letter

‘

points or ties used
Pi ggj ‘Ramm,’ in
’

’

doubled.

‘

Wo

Roe,’

Eabitt

‘

find also

’

or

‘

Babett.’

Henery do

Walloon church.

‘

W

Barnard Swine,’ of
‘

‘

Cerfe

’

Seal,’

‘

Steed,’

‘

Slot,’

and

‘

Stag.’

in the list of office-bearers in
the

orstead, Voted in

Norwich in

1 7 1 0.

‘

Shovel

’

a corruption of the French cheval.
‘Squirrel,’ an animal used as
a living sign as well as an heraldic badge,
for we read that cages
is

with climbing squirrels and bells were
formerly hung outside
tinmen s shops as a sign. The Three Squirrels
is the sign of the
well-known banking house of Gosling and Sharp,
who still have
three squirrels engraved on their cheques.
‘

‘

Podd

’

(

fox )>

“

I Wl11 conc bide
‘

Talbot

my

’

list

’

and Ulpli (wolf).
of names from animals with
Walter

(mastiff),

‘

’

Vache,’ Avho was rector of Letton in the
reign of

Mr.

Edward

la

II.

fcardsley , in his

book on English surnames, a most valuable
an eagle, as the
origin of the surname Arnold,’ and
its diminutive
Arnott ; and
we find Richard Ernold mentioned in the Pastou
Letters.
Alpe
,

book

for all interested in the subject,
gives ‘earn’
‘

‘

’

‘

vol. hi.

Q

’

1

’
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Bullfinch’
common in Norfolk.
has
is a Norfolk name though much less frequent, and ‘Bunting’
been long a surname here, for it is stated in the Crown Plea B oll,

name

the old

of the bullfinch

is

‘

Henry IIP, that Thomas Buntyng,
Bodger Clericus and fled.

reign

We

have

also

The Norfolk family ‘Cobb’ have

‘Capon,’ ‘Crow,’ and ‘Cobb.’

two swans on
is

killed

‘Cock,’ ‘Cockerell,’

‘Crake,’

‘Crane,’

‘Coote,’

of Thurgarton,

their shield, but probably the origin of the

surname

as well as

modern,

‘Curlew’ seems to be an

cob, a hill.

old,

name in Norfolk, for Ricardus Curlu held lands at Stevekeye in
Corby are both from
Corbett and
the fourteenth century.

A raven sable

corvus.

Bishop of Norwich.
pigeon

was borne on his shield by Richard Corbet,
‘Culver’ is an old name of the dove or

thus Spencer writes

;

:

“ So

“Like wofull

The Culver
‘Cudbird’

‘Drake.’
signifying

for

Wight

Finch,’

‘

Griffin,’

its

name from

this bird.

Richard Cuckoo was rector of Saxlingham,
’

‘

name at a later date.
‘Dow,’ which Mr. Lower thinks is from the Gaelic word
‘Daws,’ probably a contraction of Dawson
black.
‘Eagle.’

‘Dove.’

William Eesaunt was

‘

takes

now.”

I have not found the

or Davidson.

name,

.

.

.

the Cudberduce or Cuthbert duck, or perhaps a

corruption of Cutbeard.
a.d. 1478.

we

culvers, doo sit wayling

Cliff in the Isle of

may be

’

‘

’

‘

‘

Fowle,’ and

I suppose, I

‘

‘Eesaunt

’

was once a Norfolk

rector of Colton, a.d. 1372.

Sefowle.’

may put in my

list

of birds.

‘Gleed’ (kite).

of
Goshawk.’ The frequency of names from hawks reminds us
Gante is the old name of the
the popularity of falconry.
either was
Gannet, but probably the original bearer of the surname
Gaunt.
de
was called
a glove-maker, or as a Flemish refugee
‘

‘

’

III.
Goos held land in Cressingham in the reign of Edward
In 1385
and the name remains with us as ‘Goose,’ and ‘Goss.’
‘Goldspink’ (goldNicolas Wildgoose was a bailiff of Yarmouth.
to
‘Gosling’ and Gostling’ are names thought by some
finch).

Peter

le

’

‘

‘

be from the Christian name Jocelyn.
may bo
Hawke,’ Hcnn,’ and Heron,’ are from birds and so
‘

‘

‘

Herne or from hearne or home a corner.
but
‘Judd’ is an old name for the missel-thrush, or judcock;
it to
Lower thinks the surname is from Jude; while Bardsloy takes
;
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to a corruption of Jordan, the
name of the river which is naturally
assocratcd with baptism,
being formerly often given at
the font as
a Christian name.

‘Knot'

another name for which several
derivations have been
may bo like ‘Pollard/ refer to
a closely cut head of
may be from a tangled thread, or

found

It

air

t

!
that

is

.<

from King Canute, or

-Tf
derive

,T
these rbirds

their

(Trh‘ea
Camden cays
name from King Knute, probably

because they were a favourite
dish with that monarch.”
Another
suggests, because these
birds in searching for their
food retreat
before the advancing tide.
‘

i can give no meaning.

John ‘Kyle' was
-

and

‘

’

is

‘

South Wootton, a.d. 1496, and
about
Laveroch was rector of Sail
’

Martin,' the latter from

conclude to be from the Christian
name.
read in the Crown Pica EoU
which

We

frequency

we may

I have mentioned before

namo

John

lvnapton.

somo P atte of England, but I
could
t
n
11
until I read in the same
volume of the
any, that John Guile
was hanged in the year 1272
for
“•

lace

~

V

h”

its

‘ Arvti.iuarian
Miscellany/ that
killed Ilcrvcy do Prato in
the night-time at

Mcilc
not f

an old surname for which

rector of

a century earlier William

‘Larke

Kybird

in

taking part in a riot in
Norwich.
next have two hawks, < Merlin/

Wo

and • Muskytt.' The male
span-ew-hawk was called the
muskytte, and from the rapidity
of
h s flight gave his name to the
fire-arm.
In the same way a piece
o ar ,'Iery was caUed a sakerfrom
the name of a falcon, as
noticed
bj Mr. Lubbock in
the ‘Fauna of
Norfolk.’

Continuing the list we have
Peacock, and Pmnock’ (a

Nightingale,’ ‘Owl,’ ‘Partridge,’
hedge-sparrow).
‘

In a county like ours, to
which came in olden time so
many
French refugees, it is difficult
to tell whether the
surname is from
1Gla<

h

lC

rCp resentatlon of the

p lnS 0U may be from

name

T

,

”
another Norwicli
}

C1’eature,

or

,

,

,h ° FrC " Ch

tlle

W0Ki

surname ‘Spink.’

Bardsley gives another derivation
for Pinson

a contraction of

Famson

or Paganson.

from

its

French

heraldic charge a pinson or
this bird Ogives us

;

-Pagan'

he believes

may be

it

to

be

considered

almost a modern surname in
Norwich, for William Pagan
was a
Q 2
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schoolmaster here in the early part of the last century.

from penn, the top of a

from signs

all

;

and

(or

but in the case of the

own name, made

Green Parrot.

In 1474, John

“a

he gave

church of

silver cross

we have an

last,

Blomefield

that in

tells us,

into an inn,

comer house

allusion to his

at the

is

Popinjay) owned two houses on Tombland;

his grandson turned the

was buried

’

‘Phoenix,’ ‘Parrot,’ ‘Popinjay,’

instance of the process being reversed.

1330 Eoger Papinjay

Penn

John ‘Pnttock’

not from the swan.

of Norwich, a.d. 1625.

was mayor
probably

hill,

‘

it

and, in

the sign of the Popinjay or Great

who owned the “Popinjay,”
Mary the Less to which church
Mary and a John of 10/. value,

Baly,

St.

;

with a

bason of x marks, and two laton
candlesticks of 4 marks, and two wax tapers to put in them,
weighing five pounds a taper, to burn about the herses in the church,

and a candlestick and

and

at

silver

The Trustees

Easter about the sepulchre.”

of Salter’s charity

” and
hold their meetings at the “ Popinjay ;
in a book belonging to the Old Meeting is an entry, “April 23rd,
be
1740, was spent at the Popinjay 11s. 7id.,” which cannot

were accustomed

to

”

But though the “Popinjay
that time a tavern of some importance, we cannot

considered extravagant for six trustees.

was evidently

at

say with Blomefield “
‘

Pidgeon.’

Ap Heugh;
it

‘

‘

but

was the

Rook,’

‘

it is

is also
‘

‘

not

Swan

likely that the Magpie, rather than

‘

Ruddock

and Rainbird

may

says, is a contraction of

the Eastern Counties, where

uncommon in

Speight,’ another old
’

Lower

a

Welsh

origin.

Raven,’

called Eaincock

hath been a publick house to this day-

Pye,’ this name, Mr.

would seem more

ancestor,

it

;

the latter

name

be a corruption

‘Sheldrake,’ ‘Spink,’ ‘Sparrow.’

“ plundering commission

” in

The woodpecker was

(red-breast).

’

is

of the

of

a Norfolk surname, as

same

Swain.

bird.
‘

Stork,’

‘

Starling,

John ‘Swallow’ was one

Norwich,

1643.

a.d.

of the

Starre, is the

which perhaps may be traced some
from Sparhawk.
Sparkes
of our Norfolk ‘Stars;’ and our
Richard Sparhawk was a rector of Eincham.
We have also Teale,’ Twite.’ Edmund Tassell (Turcell) was

old

name

of the starling, from

’

‘

‘

mayor of Lynn,

‘

‘

a.d. 1680.

‘Uffinch,’

which may

’

bo from Ulf-fincli

Wren,’ and advertised the world over, ‘Woodcock.’
(green linnet).
I will conclude this list of birds with Tyrwhitt, and the legend
which gives the origin of the name, as narrated by Mr. Lower.
‘
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A

knight being severely wounded, in
defending a bridge singlehanded against a host of assailants fell,
exhausted, the

had forced them

to retire,

among

swamp.

moment °li e

the flags and rushes of an adjacent

Here he would probably have perished
had not the
attention of his party, who in the
meantime had rallied, been
directed to the spot where he lay,
by the vociferations of a flock
of tyrwhitts or lapwings, which
had been disturbed by his fall.
Hence, says the story, the wounded Sir
Hercules received his
surname ; and his family bear on their shield
three golden lapwings.
I believo wo have but one name
in Norfolk derived from that
°of

a reptile,— ‘Ormes,’ from orme, a
serpent; the latter was a surname
hero in the fifteenth century, when
we find Richard Orme rector

oi

The personal name ‘Orm’

Tittleshall.

Ormsby.

From insects we have four names,
PaP iUon / to which, if wo go back

‘

may add
and

‘

if so,

in

‘Bugg,’ ‘Wasp,’ and

to the fifteenth century,

Mr. Bardsley says the name Bugg

Flye.’

and

‘Bee,’

commemorated

is

is

wo

from Burgh

Howard is but a corruption^
Ilog ward, ho was wrong on etymological
grounds who changed

his

if,

as others think,

name from Bugg

to Norfolk Howard.
The Papillons are an
Essex family, but one was rector of
Wymondham.
Wo have next ‘Grubb,’ ‘Worm,’ and ‘Leech.’

The

bearers of this last were no doubt
surgeons or inn-keepers.
The first name in the list of those from
fishes is
‘

mean

base-born, or low in stature.

The

second,

Bass

•

original

’

it

may

Bream,’ may also
have another derivation; breme, an
adjective, meaning rough
or
°

boisterous, thus

:

‘

—

“ Comes the breme
winter with chamfred browes,
“Full of wrinckles and frostie furrowes.”
The Siiefheard’s Calendar.
If this bo the origin of the
surname, some bearers of it have
in
canting heraldry, blazoned the
fish on their shields.
‘
‘
Burt,’ Butt
more likely to be from success in
target practice with the bow
*
than resemblance to the plaice.
’

Clamp,’ ‘Crabbe,’ ‘Cockle,’ ‘Chad,’
‘Codd,’ and ‘Codling’ the
latter perhaps from the apple.
Dolphin,’ this cetacean was often
used as a sign. Addison’s Spectator
was published at the sign of
‘
the Dolphin.
Fish,’ Fisk,’ ‘Haddock,’ and
‘ Herring,’ which,
°like
‘

‘

‘

‘

’
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‘Dolphin,’ and the next

name

‘Ling,’

the old

name

a well-known Norfolk

is

surname.
‘

‘Molet’

Mackerel!’

now

is spelt

Mollet

one

The mullet

l.

is

¥m.

hut

;

The surname

of the mullet.

Molet, prior of Norwich, used only

in heraldry represents the rowel of a spur.

The

arms of the Prior do not assist us on to the derivation of the
name for he bore on his shield three fish and three mullets.
the former would often be from the weapon.
Pike,’ Pickerel
;

‘

‘

<

:

’

Eudd,’ in allusion to the colour, and a nearly allied

is

blazoned on

By way

many

we have

of contrasts
of

frequency),

Spratt,’

‘

‘

Spyrlynge

‘

accounts

for

(the smelt),

’

Salmon
‘

(often

’

a

comparative

its

Skate,’

Tunney,’

‘

Fisher Tench was some years since a resident in

and Tench.’
‘

‘Tritton’ or ‘Triton,’ this

Norwich.

bearers of the surname.

Sturgeon,’

‘

which

Solomon,

contraction

by the

different shields

the ‘Poach,’

fish,

may be from the

mollusk, from

the bird, or the heathen demi-god.
‘Whale,’ ‘Whiting,’ and ‘Wray.’

Norfolk names which correspond with

I have a long list of

those of plants.

‘

Ash,’

‘

Aster,’

Aspin,’

‘

Alhiutt,’ Mr. Lower says,
name Agnes.
Norman diminutive of aulne, an alder.

the herb, or the Christian
is

Anniss,’ perhaps from

‘

from aulnette, an old

‘

‘Bean,’ ‘Broom,’ ‘Birch,’ ‘Barley;’ going back four centuries,
we find Oldbarley and Oldcorn,’ the former a sheriff of Norwich.
‘

Bete,’

‘

‘

’

‘

Bayes,’

and

‘

In the sixteenth century

Blanchflower.’

Bacon,’ is given by Vcrstegan
was a Norwich name.
called
as a surname from the beech, which he says was anciently
the
name
called
by
Bacon; and adds, “whereas swynesflesh is now
of bacon it grew only at the first unto such as were fatted with
‘

de Beche

‘

’

;

John Borage lived at Barsham,
‘Bramble’ and ‘Briars.’ John Briars was rector of

bacon or Beech-mast.”

1713

;

Crown

’

‘

and William de la Bruere, of Gunton,
Pleas Poll.

‘

Burdock,’

Braken,’

‘

‘

is

a.d. 1636.

Diss,

a.d.

mentioned in the

Butflower

(at

’

Haver-

land, a.d. 1638).
‘

Cherry,’

Chervil,’

‘

like that of a crow,
‘

Cornbyno
‘

‘

’

‘

Crabtree,’

‘

Crowfoot

’

(because his foot was

and not from any resemblance

to a ranunculus),

(convolvulus).

Chosnut,’ Cornell,’ ‘Clover,’ ‘Campion’ a corruption of Champion.

Corny n

’

from cumin

’

‘

‘

‘

;

from the French chine.

Cumino

’

is

now

a

Lynn name.

‘Coudray’ from coudrier.

‘

Cheney

’

The name

‘Colombia©’
Francois la

been well established in Norwich, commencing with
Colombine, who was one of the Walloon congregation.
lias

‘Durnell,’ ‘Dod
the latter, Verstegan writes, “is of that thing
anciently so called, which groweth in the sides of
waters among
Hagges, and is of boys called foxtaile.”

Elder,
‘

senior not satnbucus ‘Fennell,’ ‘Flowers,’ ‘Frazier,’
,

and

furze,’

‘

Norman names from

Fayle,’ or ‘Failes,’

Tho name ‘Fagg’

two very

suggests

the ash.

thoughts— the
enjoyment of delicious ease, sub tegmine fagi, and the
schoolboy slavery which disgraces some public schools but as
tho tree
;
and not tho drudgery is the probablo origin of the

may
‘

of

different

surname,

claim a place in our

^ aI °

W

18

’

a.d. 1727.

ells,

from the wind.

mosfc likely

‘Hawthorn,’

‘

Gowan,’

‘

*

John

Garlick

‘

was

’

rector

Greengrass,’ ‘Gage.’

‘Heath, ‘Holley.’

Hazell,’

it

list.

Mr. Lower suggests

may bo borrowed from tho Norman name Hoitssaie,
from tho holly ; if so, perhaps Bussey is from
another Norman
name, Bouisset, from the box-tree.
Holmes may be from the
that ‘Hussey

‘

’

‘

bohne or evergreen oak, but moro

’

from holm a small

likely

,

island.

‘Ivy,’ ‘Juniper.’

Langweed.
from tho trade

was a Lynn name in 1573. ‘Lavender’
tho lavender was a washerman.
;
The word is still
in use in the feminine laundress.
W illiam Launder was a weaver
in Norwich, a.d. 1734.
‘Lemon’ is another form of ‘Leman.’
May,
Mallows,
Madders.’
Moss,’ perhaps from moss, a
moor, but more often a contraction of Moses.
Marjoram,’
‘Lilly©

‘

‘

‘

‘

Medlar,’

‘

Musk,’ and in the

Antiquarian Miscellauy
the

names

Heed

and

’

of fines

list

I find Morell

‘Sorrell’

which

;

for Norfolk in the

but in this

case, as

follow, the colour

is

with
the

origin of the name.
Aettle,

‘Nutt, ‘Aeap,’if not from nepos, is from nep,
napte,
entaria, the catmint, from which, as Forby
tells us, the
saying, “
lute as nep or nip,” in allusion to
the white down
which covers the plant.

Nepeta

Oates-,

W

Onion, Oake, and Olive.

rioting at the

same time

as

John

John Olivo was hanged

Guile.

And

‘

Olley’

for

and Nolley,’
‘

both Norfolk names, are from tho Christian name Oliver.’
Plant,’
Pear,’
Pomeroy,’ * Primrose,’ and Porret (the
‘

‘

‘

‘Parsley,’ ‘Pepper,’

‘

‘Pease.’

A

leek),

house in Norwich had formerly
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and beans.

for its sign peas

‘

•which suggests a diminutive of

‘

name

Pope

;

“a cunning and

read of Mr. E. Popy,

old

Plane,’

‘

Poppy,’ often spelt Popy,

in the
crafty

‘

Paston Letters

‘

we

‘Popple,’ an

man.”

for the poplar, still in use in America.

’

Plumtree and
’

Peartreo.’

Lower says,
may be from the town. Eamsey is given
in the ‘Promptorum Parvulorum’ as the English name of Allium
ursinum. I believe the word is now Eamson, neither of which
Eice,’

‘

is

from

‘

Eeed,’

and
‘

‘

Eusli,’

Sorrell,’

may be

’

‘

1439.

Savin,’

and

‘

This

Eye.’

last,

‘Skerrett,’

‘Eosier’ (rose bush),

a contraction of de rosier.

from the savyne

here.

Tlios.

We

‘Sallows.’

Clippesby in the
latter,

Eose,’

have originated the surname.

Drosier

modern surnames
a.d.

‘

rye, a shore, or it

likely to

is

‘

reign

Savyn was

Henry

‘Suckling,’

‘Sedges.’

well

are old as

as

vicar of Wiggenhall,

name

the

find

of

tree,

II.

of
‘

‘

de Salicibus’ at

Samphire,’

‘

Savory,’

and ‘Spruce,’ the two

‘Sage,’

perhaps, descriptive of character and appearance.

‘

Sweeting

’

name of an apple, and ‘Pearmain’ may be a corruption of
permain. Most likely one is a term of endearment, and the other
the

is

put for perriman, a vendor of perry.
It is surely

more pleasant

to

connect the

name

‘

Stocks

’

with

the plant, rather than that useful instrument which was formerly
a picturesque object on the village green

the stock of a

wo have

and

is

but probably

identical with the

the same word in the

‘Holstock.’

we

tree,

;

it

is

from

Norman name Zouch;

Norfolk names ‘Bostock’ and

The name ‘Stubbs’ has

a similar

meaning; thus

read in the ‘Faerie Queene’:

“ And

all about old stockes and stubs of trees
“ Whereon nor fruit nor leaf was ever seen.”

‘Thorn,’

‘Thistle,’

mayor of Lynn,
of Pinkney.
(a

‘

1590;

a.d.

Winn,’

‘

his

Willows,’ ‘Weeds,’ ‘Woodbine,’ ‘Woodruff’

perverted form of wood-reeve),

name which

is

Henry ‘Vilet’ was
grandson was Thomas ‘Violet’
‘Vine.’

‘Teasell.’

commemorated

‘

Wildgrass,’ ‘Worts,’ the personal

in Wortwell,

and Zouch e.

I have pointed out the uncertain derivation of

some of the

foregoing names, but giving tho beasts the benefit of the doubt,

we

have in this list 315 surnames, of which 195 aro from tho animal
and 120 from the vegetable kingdom, some of which aroHrequontly
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met

with, but none are very

in the list of the fifty

Within the

General.

of the

Clergy

‘

—

common only one
Martin ’—occurs
most common names given by the Eegistrar-

List,’

-

‘

few days I have seen a new version
which odd names have been grouped
would appear that next to Martin tho

Last

in

together, from which it
most common name among tho birds

‘

’

‘Drake,’ which occurs
There are ten Nightingales,
and seven Swans. In what the
is

eighteen times in the ‘ Clergy List,’
nine Havens, seven Woodcocks,

compiler calls the ‘Clerical Menagerie,’
thirty Foxes,
Lulls, fifteen Bullocks, fifteen
Lambs, and fourteen

common

tho most

eighteen

Harts

fish

is

tho Salmon.

give us somo idea of tho

The above

while

;

figures

may

comparative frequency of these surnames, many of which are names
of contempt, and must have
been imposed and not assumed by
the persons themselves while
;
many are from creatures with so little
individuality, that it is

difficult

to

how

see

any one.

Camden

they could have imposed their names
on

“

The tyrant time which hath swallowed
many
names, hath also in use of speech
changed more—contracting

mollifying,

says

:

and curtailing them,” and
from living

especially true of surnames

o ten

met w ith

found in

in

modem

this

we

objects.

shall find to

bo

Many which

are

poll-books ot the last century are
not to be

Such names are seldom or never
coined now, and while some
die out, others are so changed
that
they scarcely suggest the
animal or plant from which they
are
nnrrnwn/l

directories.

J
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VII.

ON THE OCCURRENCE OF B ALBINA BISCA YENSIS,
THE ATLANTIC RIGHT- WHALE,
ON THE EAST COAST OF SCOTLAND.
By Thomas Southwell,
Read

By

far the

of

late,

2 2 fid

most interesting

with regard

to

February

fact

F.Z.S.

1881.

,

which has come

Mammalia,

British

to

my

knowledge

the undoubted

is

occurrence in the year 180 G of an old female of the above species,

accompanied by

its

the

of

particulars

young one,
this

event

at Peterhead.

Captain

to

experienced commander of the whaler

‘

am

I

indebted for

David

Gray,

the

Eclipse.’

Several instances (none very recent) of the supposed occurrence
of Greenland Right-whales

recorded

;

species

British

records, however, are

these

Our knowledge

authentic.

in

was much

very precise nor

neither

time than at present, and,

with the subject revealed the extreme

improbability of the Greenland Right-Avhale (

only northern species of

be found

to

of the habits and distribution of this

less accurate at that

as a better acquaintance

waters are

.

Right-whale then known

our latitude, the opinion gained

mysticetus)

—

—the

ever straying to

ground that some other species of

Whalebone Whale had been mistaken

for the true Balcena.

In

18 G 1 Professors Eschricht and Reinhardt, of Copenhagen, published
their elaborate researches on the subject,* and clearly established the
,

existence of two distinct northern species of Right-whale, one of

which “belonged
as

to the waters of the temperate

exclusively as the Greenland

Polar

Sea,”

thus

Northern Atlantic

Whale belonged

throwing a flood

of

light

on the

obscure species, formerly abounding as far south

Biscay; and
# “

Om

it

is

now

of Sciences

as

the

the

icy

hitherto

Bay

of

generally believed that those individuals

Nordhvalen,” which appeared in the

Danish Society

to

j’

a translation,

was published by the Ray Society

in 1866.

‘

Transactions of the Royal

edited by Professor

Flower,
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which have been obtained from timo to time
on our coast (if
Eight-whales at all), must have belonged to
Eschricht’s new species
which ho called Bulip.na biscciyensis.
This species, which
(B.

as-arcUca

,

of

probably identical with the Black Whale
Cope) found on the opposite coast of
is

North America, although

has been taken of late years in the

it

Mediterranean at Taranto, and in
olf

St.

Sebastian, has

not,

exceptions beloro referred

so

to,

its

old haunt the

Bay

of Biscay,

I know, with the vague
been recorded on the British coast.
far

as

was with no small pleasure, therefore, that in
a letter dated
25th November, 1880, 1 heard from Captain
David Gray that many
years ago an old Bight-whale and her
“calf” had been seen in
Peterhead Bay, and that on another
occasion ho had himself
It

seen one of these animals not far from
the same spot.
With regard to the first case, Captain Gray

obtain for

was good enough

me

to

the independent testimony of
two old men, James
Webster and John Allan, both of whom are
still living at Peterhead, and wero witnesses of the
events which they relate.
The
two statements coincide so remarkably,
making allowance for the
lapse of so many years, that it
is only necessary to
give one.
“James
ebster, 85 years of age, remembers
Greenland

W

Whales

coming into South Bay of Peterhead at that
time he would have
been about ten years of ago [John Allan
says “it was in 180G
or 1807, same year as the new
parish church was opened;” this
was
lfc>06, and agrees with
Webster’s statement that he was
ten years old at the time].
Eemembers them being an old Whale
and a sucker.
Saw five boats go out after them as
far as he
recollects, thinks it was the month
of October [“ in the summertime,” Allan].
They struck the old Whale, and
put three
harpoons into her, then they struck
the sucker and killed it
brought the sucker ashore and
flenched it at the South
:

m

;

•

Quay

[Allan says “ they killed the
young Whale, and flenched her
at
t le South Quay
she, having sunk, it was
two or three days after
be ore they got her in”].
After they had three harpoons
in the
old
hale, she went twice up
into the head of the Bay,
going so
far that she turned the sand
up, and then she stove two
of the
boats, and broke Mackie’s,
one of the harpooners, legs
[Allan
does not remember the name of the
injured man, and thinks only
one boat was stove]. After this, the
Whale took a run, and went
:

W
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They followed her as fast as they
her, and left her towing one
boat with their Jack blowing, after taking the crew out of her, and
in this condition the Whale ivent out of sight, and they never saw
or heard of her again.”
Allan says that when “she went round the
South Head, a heavy sea being on at the time, and darkness
coming on, the boats cut and let her go, leaving the boat which
was stove fast to the Whale, the flag still blowing,” and that “ she
went out to sea and was never seen again.” Captain Gray adds
that “Captain William Volum, of the ‘Enterprise,’ and Captain
Alex. Geary, of the ‘Hope,’ both took part in the chase, and in

out of the Bay, blowing blood.
could, they cut

two of the boats from

‘Hope’ returned from Greenland on the 30th June,
and the ‘Enterprise’ on 30th July; consequently, it must have
been some time after the latter date that the Whales came into the
Bay; probably Webster is right when he names October.”
The second instance referred to by Captain Gray came under his
that year the

observation.

Whilst taking a walk round the “ Heads,” one

Sunday morning

before church, to the best of his recollection early

own
in

October,

1872,

Whale within

“I

“a Greenland
South Head ; its

says Captain Gray,

saw,”

half a mile of the rocks off the

appearance and movements were exactly the same as those I have

This instance

seen in Spitzbergen waters.”
as the

previous one, but

it

not so conclusive

is

impossible for a

is

man

of Captain

Gray’s great experience to have mistaken any other species

Whale for one of the Balcenidce.
The foregoing evidence I think
at Peterhead

on one,

if

clearly establishes the occurrence

not two occasions, of Whales belonging to

the family Balcenidce, for

it

is

impossible to conceive that the

experienced whalers could have mistaken a
‘

My

Right-whale.’

‘

Einner

’

for a true

assumption that they must have belonged to

the Southern or Atlantic species would

adequately to

of

support here,

take

too

much

space

but elsewhere* I have entered at

length into the subject; and I think have shown that even in the
present

day such an occurrence

is

by no

means improbable;

whereas that the Greenland Whale has ever been found so
south of the Polar Seas, which

improbable in the extreme.
* ‘Seals

and Whales

far

constitute its natural habitation,

of the British Seas,’ pp.

65—66.

is
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VIII.

EXTRACTS FROM THE CALENDAR
OF THE REV. WILLIAM WHITEAR,
M.A,

F.LS.

1809 to 1826.

(Communicated by Miss

Mary

Read 29 th March
thC “

‘0

,

Wiiitear.)

1881.

L ° tt0ra

Eclati " 8 t0 tU° Natural
published in our ‘Transactions'
(vol. ii
p. 888), a hope was
expressed that their publication
might lead to
°
SC0V 3ry
f
milar literar remains, stored
y
up and possibly
,
,°
forgotten in the f
houses of many of our county
and city families
fcuch a hope has happily
been realized by the discovery
of the
n
an interesting 0rnit hological
Notes, made by
?
uthe late Rev. William
Whitear, F.L.S., of Starston, in
Norfolk, the
joint author with the Rev.
Revett Sheppard, F.LS, of
Wralmess,
Essex, and subsequently of
Willisham, Suffolk, of the
well-known
and constantly quoted “Catalogue
of the Norfolk and Suffolk
Birds,
ti Remarks, which was
published in the Transactions
of the
Linnean Society (vol. xv.
1826), having been read before
the
nembers of- that society on April
20th, 1821, and May 3rd, 1825
lor the acquisition of these
(for the most part)
hitherto unpublished notes the Society is, in
the first instance, indebted
to Mr
Stevenson, at whose instigation
they were searched for, and
to Mr.'
a“ d cr
Harleston, who spared no pains
or trouble to obtain
Irom the surviving members
of Mr. Whitear’s family,
permission
nC6 ln ° Ur PageS; Chiefly>
h0Wever our thank ^ a re
to Miss V lutear, of
Wortwell, by whom (little
,to,y

<

of Norfolk,

,

'

!

Z

‘

’

’

2 °7r

’

knowing their
ogical interest in the
present day) these records of the
past were
treasured, in remembrance
of her father, and at once
freelv placed
at the disposal of the
Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’
Society.
ie Rotes themselves
are contained in two separate
books: one
a small 8vo of paper, simply
stitched through the back; the
>io

smaller

still

(3

by 5

in.),

and bound

other

in

whole

calf,

having much
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the appearance of a small prayer or
are filled, but

volume

are

hymn

Neither of them

book.

have been begun at each end, and in the smaller
many extracts from Latham, the Encyclopedic
*

Methodique,’ Temminck, Pennant, Montagu, &c.

The

earliest

dated entry in the larger Calendar

1809, and the last on

November

3rd,

The

of which year Mr. Wliitear died.

is

on March

1st,

1826, on the 10th December
diary at

first

contains

little

of special interest to the Naturalist, being almost entirely devoted
to farming

and gardening

of the arrival

The

operations, with the occasional

mention

or departure of the summer and autumn migrants.

selection here printed includes only those entries relating to

wild flowers and birds, purely agricultural and horticultural entries
At first the remarks
having, with a few exceptions, been excluded.

on the birds are few and

brief,

but they gradually become more

frequent and of greater interest,

till

they form the bulk of the

diary, their rapid increase in later years indicating the author’s

growing fondness
probable that but

ornithological

for
for

pursuits,

and rendering

it

the untimely accident which caused his

and Suffolk Birds,” and a paper “On
Changes of the Plumage of Birds,” which also appeared in the
526, 1818),
Transactions’ of the Linnean Society (vol. xii. p. 524

death, the “List of Norfolk

—

‘

would not have been the only contributions
which Mr. Whitear’s name
intercalated, the larger

and the passages

so

associated.

volume being taken

inserted having a

indicate their origin.

with

Por convenience of
from these four sources have been

is

reference all the dated entries

to ornithology

as the ground-work,

distinguishing prefix to

Some “Memoranda” which

occur at the

end of each volume, and do not form part of the Journal,
added in the order in which they occur in the originals.

William Whiteab, the author

of the Calendar,

arc

was born on

February 26th, 1778, at Hastings, of which place his father*
(whose Christian name he bore) was for many years the rector, and
it is probable that from him he first imbibed that tasto for Natural
History pursuits which in later years more fully developed itself.
His early studies were directed by his father, but subsequently ho
* This gentleman also seems to have been of St. John’s College, where he
took the degree of LL.B. in 1778 and was described in the Admission Book
,

as of the

County of Hants.
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Sbv
1795
'

St

io

t

’

“Wo

T\

Of the Hey. Samuel
K Nayland,
b
7
Suffolk; thence ho proceeded,
in
College, Cambridge, the
Hey James Wood

Of ’stl

fb

,
,
afterwards
Master of the College, being
his tutor, and took Ms
.A. degree in
1800, with the honour of fifth
Wrangler. In 1801
he was elected Fellow
of his college, and in 1803
entered upon
taKton 1'' orfolk 011 the
presentation of the Duke of
Norfolk'^ ft
’

T
?

of

tW D

In
At

81 arston «V

nr

-ew

M
him

f°

’

.

“

ng

‘°

tUs

although in the patronage
F° ll0W3 of St Joh "’s College.

Iivin 8.

rCStriClCd ‘°

w, lltoar mamed

Miss Holmes, of Gawdy Hall,
Mr. ,Whitear seems to
have entered into the duties of
posrtmn rnehrding that of a
Magistrate for the County,

y:

an<1 80 SUMrasfl

'% as to have won, during
mil" 3try th ° lovo aad oslee
“ of a11 who know

wen y

’

Of Mr. Whitear,

as a Naturalist, the
author of the obituary
notice rn the ‘Gentleman’s
Magazine’ for March, 1827 (vol
xcvii.
p. -80), from which the
above particulars aro mainly
gleaned says
no lung; but from his son,
tho present Key William
Whitear, I’leam
that ho corresponded with
Hooker, Colonel Montagu, and
Baillon
Lead’’ Sabin<J ou<1 T“um.inek, although,
ulrtnn
" 0 0t tluIr letters a™
'
now to bo found.
Of

tf

v "'V

ir

’

’

."t

Wi

Fi " y

NaturT
Naturalists,

mention

.

®

of Yarmouth, as well as
of other local

made

is

in his Calendar; and
he appears to
have made exchanges with,
or presentations of specimens
of Natural
History

objects to, tho British
Museum, the Museum of the Jardin
des Plantes, Montagu,
Leach, and Baillon, the
latter of whom he
visited at Abbeville, in
1813; in which year, during a torn
in
“ dl h haS eft “
diar7’ he also visited
°
Latreillo
!
in Parish 'I a
,
'

MS

a
\

^

Um “ lroduc<!d

«° D-feane.
Mow of H"'
ho Lmnean Societ on June
15th,
y
t

'

nm

S

S

T

15tii
K-th,

181

18

elected

n °’ EdWarJ Sabine aad
Alexander MeLeay.
’
,

j%trmc

He was

1819, his proposers

1

f he «rst°
(..st h
brie f note of

of

-

Mr. Whitear’s

me} rUeh
'
1

l
subsequent

° ccure in

visits
tlle

the marshes of
Joun,aI i3 ,mder date
to

’

summer

visits

were paid on

May

and May 20th, 1818;
and although the records of
these visits are a l too brief,
they are still of gmat interest,
from
o mention of tho birds
found breeding there at that
time.
The
substance of many of the
notes will be found
repeated in the
7,
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“List of Norfolk and Suffolk Birds,” but tbe information here given
is generally fuller and more precise with regard to dates, &c., than
in the published

list.

It is impossible to peruse the notes

without

being struck with the rapid development of the love for Natural
History pursuits which evidently took place during the latter years
of Mr. Wliitear’s life, and one cannot but feel that had he

been spared, he would, doubtless, have taken a prominent place
amongst the men who about that time were laying the foundation
This, however,

of the present school of Naturalists.

was not

and the writer of the obituary notice before referred
man’s

Magazine,’

vol.

xcvii.

280,

p.

melancholy circumstances which led

281),

to his

thus

to

(‘

to be,

Gentle-

records

untimely death

the

:

“ In consequence of nightly [poaching] depredations frequently committed
in the neighbourhood, the inhabitants of Starston had undertaken to watch
duty
occasionally by turns some went out themselves, others performed their
;

by deputy.
utility,

Mr. Wkitear, with

his usual forwardness in all matters of public

volunteered his personal services.

Great security had accrued from

but some relaxation having latterly taken place, depredations
were returning to their former frequency, and it seemed expedient to resort
again to the active measures formerly employed. Certain circumstauces
this practice

;

having transpired, which created a suspicion that a man of notoriously
dishonest character might probably be detected in some illegal act on the
night of the 27th November, and be thus prevented from doing further
Fire-arms
mischief, the whole of the watch agreed to be on tbe look out.
to the
party,
the
of
some
hands
of
into
the
having been unaccountably put

one of them, seized with a panic
or attempted to fire, at every one of

total frustration of the object in view,

amounting to absolute frenzy, fired,
whom he caught sight. Unhappily his piece was discharged when directed
his
at Mr. Whitear, and this amiable and excellent man fell a sacrifice to
public spirit, which would not allow him on such an emergency to decline
sharing the danger with his parishioners.”

Mr. Wbitear’s death took place on the 10th December, 1826, at
the age of forty-eight, his widow surviving him till 29th December,

Of Mr. Whitear’s children, his only son (the Kev. William
Whitear) and two of three daughters, are still living; to the
youngest of the latter, Miss Whitear, of Wortwell, belong the MS.
1S59.

Journals from which the following extracts have been selected.
The Bev. Professor Mayor, of St. John’s College, Cambridge,

has kindly furnished some valuable information embodied in the

above notice;

Newton.

— T.

the foot-notes to the Calendar are by Professor

S.]
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A CALENDAR, FLORA, & c

.,

ENDING

BEGUN MARCH

1st,

1800,

182G.

EXPLANATION OF THE LETTERS.
b. signifies

»
»
»

^

buds swelled.
buds beginning to open.
flowers beginningtoopen

signifies leaves

1.

beginning to open

E-

„

leaves quite out.

app.

„

appears.

flowers full blown.

1809.

From

the beginning of

ar a

y

October last tho weather has
boon rethu sun scarcely ever scon,
except in November

ull,

C

'

was a highor

flood

on
H snow thawed
tho
very suddenly, and them
than has been known in the
memo^ of „,an-

tho water came within four
immense damage was done,
several feet deep.

b ° en " 1UOh

1,08

tho 26th of
«,r'T
ofT
January

The

feot of

Md ““
March

1st ,

Honeysuckle
1th,

F.

1.

9th,

:

Sweet Violet, F.

;

of February has been

Dog's

28th, Daisy,
F.

1.:

Mercury,

6th, Daffodil, f.

f. :
;

“d

7 wum

F

Purple' Dead-nettle,

;

16th, Violet, F.

:

ZrkaWy

in this neigh!

Gooseberry,

T Fp’to,™

f ’' Dandelion,
Dand

:

Shophcrd's-pursc,

ozercon F.; Lilac, B.

our front door; in the
fens
whole are covered with
water

as the

latter part

February 26th, Primrose,

frost;

l 3th,

Daffodil

Pileworli F.

•

F.

rth’

V-

18th saw

:

24th, Ground-ivy,

'
Whitlow-grass, F.
31st, Horse-cbesnut, B.
pril -nd, wild Strawberry,
F.
The weather last month was
genera v very line, dry, and
quite
.

;

:

warm enough

d

m

rr

d so ias

th °

begimi ° 8

°f

^

for tho

season—

^

the
t ! noddle of April
there was a great deal
of rain, with hail snow
and frost.
9th, heard the Wryneck;
Larch,
'

a

;

dL

Moryg0ld '

1.

•

blackthorn,

retleT-T'VsrT'

Nightie:
May
pril

R

24U

f.
‘

>

;

C

;

^

Mountain Ash

Lady’s-smoek, F.

K
**

°"' Slip

27tb '

’

:

20th
26th > Whit.
•

”d

saw a Redstart— a thunder-storm.
The latter end of
was wot and cold, except
two warm days. 3rd, Jfousc-ear

VOL,

1st,

III,

9

n

•

286
The first week in May
was a
on the 8th very warm weather came and there

Scorpion Grass, F.

was

cold,

:

8th, Horse-chesnut,

10th, Nonpareil,

great hurst of vegetation.
Swift, A.

f. ;

Strawberry,

f.

week has been remarkably
though the wind has been in the east-

16th, the weather for the last

:

hot for the time of year,
vegetation has been very strong.
chesnut,

1.

f.

Sycamore,

;

Frutex, F.

London

;

L.

Mountain Ash,

;

Pride, F.

;

;

Horse-

1 7th,

Spiiea

Oak, forward ones,
Jonquil, F.

f.

:

18th,

:

1.

White Saxa-

Horse-chesnut, Lilac, Narrow-leaved Plantain, F.
CianesGermander-leaved Speedwell, Common Bugle, Doves-foot,

frage, F.

20tli,

:

Small Smooth Speedswell, Upright
Meadow Crowfoot, Maple, Sycamore, English Hyacinth, Meadow
22nd, Hound sWhite-thorn, F.
Herb-robert, F.
Orchis, F

bill,

F.

20th,

:

Gutteridge,

tongue, F.

:

;

;

Great Periwinkle, F.

;

Shepherd’s-needle, F.

:

27tli,

Avens, F.

;

the weather

:

all this

very dry, this day there was a fine gentle rain.

25tli,

Fumitory,

month has been

30tli,

Celandine, F.

Sweet Pea, F.
There has been a few showers during the last week,
but the ground has been dried immediately afterwards by high
June 12th, in the course of the last week there has been
winds.

June

5th.

gentle showers:

several fine

Wheat coming
bottle, F.

:

14th,

into ear; Elder, F.

;

swarm

first

Red Poppy,

Bees:

of
F.

:

15th,

16th, Corn-

20th, Viper’s-bugloss, F.

the weather has been very dry since the 12tli June,
2nd, another fine rain
this day there was a very violent shower
10tli, there has been
3rd, 4th, and 5th, repeated heavy showers

July

1st,

:

:

:

when there was a flood over the
month has been generally very cold

repeated hard rains to this day,

road

:

28th, the weather this

end of the month.
August 7tli, many persons began to reap 19th, there have been
continual showers all the month, till this day, with only a dry day

for the time of year.

Some showers

at the

:

two intervening. There continued to be showers the whole of
August, which caused the harvest work to go on very slow.
The whole month of September was showery, and October very
or

fine

and dry

;

the ground for

Wheat was

in a good state at the

beginning of the month, but afterwards too dry, and many farmers
did not sow.

The beginning

of

November

wet, then frost and snow; on the

whole the weather was very unfavourable

for getting in

Wheat.
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December 18th, the barometer was this day as
low as 28 in.,
and continued so for some honrs yet there
was neither much
;
wind or very heavy rain. This month has
been either wet or
liosty, so that tho Wheat came
up extremely slow.
1810.

January

1st, the thermometer was at
52°, and tho weather
remarkably mild and pleasant till the 13th
January, on which
day there was a severe frost. On the
1 5tli, at nine in the
morning
the thermometer was at 12°.
On the 1st of January I saw a
Primrose, and the Snowdrops were coming
up on the 12th.
17th,
the thermometer this morning, at
half-past seven, was at 7°.
Tho
Turnips wero much injured by this frost,
and many

pooplo had their

1 otatoes frozen

though they were covered up.
The beginning of February was fine, but
about the fiOth there
was another severo frost, the thermometer
1G°.
28th, very fine
day, white frost in tho morning.
Ihe first week in March was very wet,
on the 6th it snowed

half tho day.

17th, Iiose, b.
Syringa, 1. ; Lilac, B Daffodil, F.;
;
;
Gooseberry, Currant, Baspberry, 1.
The latter part of March was
dry and cold ; tho beginning of
April wet and cold vegetation
;
very backward at the middle of the
month ; Vetches and Oats sown
the middlo of March not up yet.

Violet Sweet, F.

,

sings

;

l!)th,

Shepherd’s-purse, F.

;

;

Pilewort, F.

Ground-ivy,

Swallow; Marsh Marigold, F.

first

\\ hitloe-grass, F.

F.
:

16th,

:

Wryneck

Gooseberry,

F.

21st, Colt’s-foot,

F.

;

•

22nd, Nightingale sings: 23rd,
Cuckoo sings:
25th, Cowslip, F. ; Lady’s-smock, F.
; Tubular Muscadel, F.
28th
Blackthorn, F. ; Great Stichwort, F.
Sauce-alone, F.
:

:

The

;

part of April

May

was very

dry, clear

and

5th, last night a severe frost froze
the tops of the

them— very

and spoiled

latter

frosty nights.

Asparagus

Grass yet: 7th, a very fine rain for
twenty-four hours: 14th, the weather
has been very cold and dry
for the last week : 15th, a very
fine rain for twenty-four
hours
Ihe remainder of the month very dry,
with cold nights.
Juuo 5th the same ^atlier, the Grass
burnt up as in tho dog,
aays 30th tho "' hole of the month
very
dry, only a shower or
.
two in the whole month, and often very cold
nights ; all the crops
of Grass and layers very short, and
great distress for
little

’

:

’

feed.

I

was
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Sandy Slough

obliged to feed

pasture, intended for

Barley burnt up on the gravelly brows
better, as well as the

July 2nd, a very

the

fine rain for

the

in other parts looking

rains were

two hours; from the 2nd to the

and a continuation of them

much improved

month the

;

Wheat, than could be expected.

Gth several very fine rains,
the corn very

;

mowing

in consequence

the 21st,

towards the end of

;

more heavy and more

August 14th, several persons began

till

frequent.

There have been

to reap.

continual hard showers from the beginning of the month, and very

Showers continued

high winds.

till

the 18th,

when

and on the 20th the weather was remarkably
began harvest work, and the same became general.

fine

rose,

September 15th, the harvest
ably fine

;

towards the

latter

;

this

day I

and was remark-

in general finished,

end there were two

the barometer

fine rains for the

Turnips.

The weather continued extremely dry till the 20th of October,
at which time there was rain enough to allow the layers to be
22nd, a very high wind.

ploughed.

All the latter part of the year was very wet and mild
rose

and

alternately almost every day

fell

— the glass

—the Wheat sowing was

was finished, but the corn came up well, and looked
promising at the end of the year.
December 30th and 31st, the barometer higher than I ever
saw it before, 30^ in. The wind gentle at N.E., weather cloudy

late before it

with light squalls of snow and a

little frost.

1811.

thermometer 25°; snow and great
The middle of
deal of wind, which blew the snow off the land.
land ploughed
the
end
the
the month was open and dry, towards
on the 30th of January the thermometer at 11° at half-past
well

January

1st to the 5th, frost,

;

eight in the morning

:

snow and rain.
has been some fine mild weather in

31st,

February 15th, there
month, and the land ploughs well
Turnip-tops

begin

;

Filbert,

to

grow

F.

;

a

Hepatica, F.
little;

Winter

Snowdrop, F.

;

Aconite, F.

22nd, weather mild, barometer 29°, but not

:

this

much

rain.

March

9th, the weather during the

end of

last

month and

the

beginning of this has been remarkably mild, with gentle showers,
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vegetatio n very quick
during the last

gh

/rZ,

frosts

:

I0 ‘ h

gCnUc
end dear
V dry weather, with white
’

“

’

W

week

thCTe

““

:

12th,

aud 'varm

,

'

9th

settles in

bcc “

sharp

"' eaU

‘“, thon to

which did not appear to

!
28U '’ W, J nCCk 6hlgs
g
than TI ever saw it before, 301
In.

tZ T

iglier

frosts,

wind

—

:

29t1 '- «*»

b^ometer

Gooseberry, F.

s0 '™« Barley
11th, the weather all this
nonth has been dry and
cold, and white frosts; on the
7th there
was a fine shower April
13th, a very line gentle rain last
night
and the day quite warm:
'

finis,lod

’

:

.

I,

:

12th, a severe frost, ice

iom the 13th to the end
of the month repeated
vea wr very warm,
and vegetation

1-in.

thick-

lino showers, the

remarkably vigorous;

more
end of the month than ever
remembered before
a very large swarm of
Bees; from the 1st to the
dth there have been
frequent hard showers, and the
weather very
wuim, t leie is abundance of
Grass, and every crop looking
finely.
June was dry. Hay was got
up early and very well.
" egmnmg
of July also dry; the
Swedish and early Turnips
taken of! by the fly;
about the middle of the month
there were
somo very fine rains, and
the Swedish Turnips which
had been
sown more than a month
came up very well. On the 25th
of
July several persons began
to reap Wheat.
I began the 29th.
He first week was very
fine, the second almost
entirely wet ; afterwards the weather was very
grass at the

^Uth,

when

fine, till

there

came some

about the 21st of September,
week, the weather then fine,

fine rains for a

began sowing Wheat on the
2nd of October, and finished October
>•
-the weather singularly
fine and warm

the Wheat came
;
Was sown but the blade was rather
weak.
T
J. ie Wheat
this year was much
injured by the Mildew, the crops in
consequence very deficient,
though it promised well till within

m

P

1

aft6r

ifc

>

a

fortnight of harvest.

October

26th,

the

barometer was this day lower
than I
2S'° in
There Were SOme heav showers,
and
7
I™’,
e
the S lass rose again without
;
sufficient rain to swell
!
GC '
" ea ther to the end of
October very mild.
ti
The weather in November
in general mild, some heavy
showers
about the middle of the
month ; the end was dry.
December 6th, a hard frost,
thermometer 20", 'it lasted only two
days.
Fine weather, with very little
frost, to end of the year.

hlnw

1

‘

1

, i

1

i

1
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January mild and generally

fine,

but rain enough to keep the

roads very had.

February mild.

The whole of March was wet, that is, only one or two dry days
and then rain again ; the greater part cold, but a few mild days.
Scarcely anything was done in sowing Beans and Peas, on account
The Wheat

of the wetness of the land.

in general looks well.

April in general was dry and cold,

April 12th, saw a Swallow.

frequent frosts at night, and vegetation backward;

on the 27th

there was a heavy rain, but the weather continued cold
of the

till

the end

month.

Cold and dry

the

till

heard Nightingale

3rd,

:

May, which was warm May 2nd,
The last fortnight in May was
a Cuckoo.

8tli

of

:

very warm, with gentle showers

;

vegetation remarkably vigorous.

The first fortnight in June was dry, and in general very warm.
June 13th, ears of Wheat begin to appear; from 17th to the end
of the month a great deal of rain the strong Wheat laid in many
places

—the

—

Wheat

ears of

Frequent hard rains

in general small.

till

the 3rd of July, and cold nights, then

the weather gradually cleared away, and on the 8th of July the

barometer 30,30

mostly taken

in.

off

weather

;

by the

clear, dry,

fly.

A

and hot.

Swedish Turnips

great deal of rain fell during the

last fortnight in July.

On

the 5th of August there was a flood, which swept away some

Mr. Lingwood’s hay, and the wet weather entirely spoiled
The weather wet and foggy till
sixteen acres of hay of his.
August 10th. The dog days were cold. August the 12th, many
of

persons began to reap

:

August 14th, began

to reap at Highfields.

1814.

January 29th,
lowest I ever saw
afterwards.

this
it.

28J in., the
There was a violent wind for a few hours
day the barometer stood

The snow was

many

everywhere, and in

at this

at

time about ten inches deep

places drifted to the depth of several feet.

1815.

The month
with frequent

of

February was very mild, as was also March,

rains.
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At

tho end of

March vegetation remarkably forward.
Willow Wren.

27th, heard a

March

April 4th, heard a Wryneck:
5th, Oak-bark peels: 12th,
Swallow 26th, heard a Nightingale.

first

:

1816.

lebruary 9th, tho thermometer this
morning at seven o’clock
was at 0 on tho thermometer
with a metal scale.
February
10th, this morning tho
thermometer, with a metal scale, was 8°
below 0 ; that with ivory scale 1°
above 0 ; that with a wooden
scalo .3° above
0, at quarter past seven in the morning.

barometer was at 29/ in.
0
Ihe last winter had frequent

was

hard enough to bear.

ico

Tho

Early in December there
The end of December and January
frosts.

mild tdl tho end, and tho ico again
bore.
Tho roads near London
very dusty from the frost.
Tho latter part of February and
beginning of March very wet.

On

the 10th of March ground covered
with snow: March 7th,
Woodcocks returning: March 11th, Primrose,
F. 13th, Hazel, F.
:

Witlow-grass,
dry, with

f.

hard

:

frost

;

ice

The last week in March very
strong enough to bear a Goose.

April 3rd, Heart’s-easo, F.
Apricot,

;

16th, Daisy, F.

:

4th, Pilewort, F.

;

Whitlow-grass, F.

Sweet Violet, F. ; Dog’s Mercury, f. caught a
;
’Viper.
I here have been very white frosts
eveiy morning for
several days past.
Weather still very cold and dry. April 7th,
8th, 9th, somo cold showers with
hail
11th, Daffodils, F. ; Heart’sease, F.
12th, a heavy cold rain: 13tli,
14th, hard frost, ground
covered with snow on the morning of
the 14th:
f.

.

6th,

:

:

sings:

17th, Chiff-chaff

18th,

Wryneck appears; Yellow Wren appears:

Swallow ditto;

19th,

Cuckoo ditto: 21st, Kedstart appears: 23rd,
White-throat, A.
The sun during the last week has been very
powerful, and vegetation has come
forward apace.
27th, Night-

ingale sings

May

6th,

:

April 29th, Oak-bark peels.

House Martin appears*

Tho beginning of May was

Apart from the inclement character
of the spring of 1816, this late
appoarance of the House Martin is by
no means without a parallel, as will
bo seen by the following records
extracted from the Register kept by my
brother and myself at Elveden
“ 1860. 20th April,
one doubtfully seen 6th May, six (at
Icklingham)
;
;
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May

wet, with frequent cold rains and some white frosts.

white
frost

frost,

and

also squalls of snow, hail,

Swift, A.

;

backward.

:

25th, the nights have been cold,

The end

The beginning

and rain

of

12th, a

14th, white

:

and vegetation

May was dry and cold.
June cold rains. June 17th,

of

I saw a fine
male Bustard in the open fields, between Burnham and Choseley
he suffered me to approach him to the distance of about 100 yards,
he then walked a few paces, and took wing. He moved his wings

The weather has been

Heron.

like a

so cold that

many Martins

have perished with cold and hunger, and been found dead on the
Two were found dead in a nest over the nursery window,
they had not laid any eggs ; and two were caught by our Cat, as

ground.

they flew near the ground, in a cold

The season has been

rain.

particularly unfavourable for hatching of poultry

•

many

of the

farmers’ wives complain that their hens, after having sat

time, have left their nests.

some

I suspect the wild birds have not been

successful in rearing their young, as

many

of

them continue

to

sing.

This spring, I believe in May, there were a good many Dottrel
about Choseley, several of which were shot by Mr. Bodwell.
Bev. H. North told me that his servant found an old Pigeon,
dead and partly devoured by a Jackdaw, which had laid an egg
8lh May, eight; 10th May, three; 11th May, one; 12th May, a pair; 13th
May, many pairs, and thenceforward in usual numbers.
“ 1851. 3rd May, one 9th May, several pairs lOih
to 13th May, one pair
each day 15th May, many pairs, and so on.
;

;

;

“ 1852. 23rd April, one 27th April, many (at Barton Mills) 28th to 30th,
one pair each day 4th and 5th May, one pair each day 6th May, several
7th May, several pairs; 8th May, many pairs, and so on.
“1853. 17th May, one pair; 24th, many pairs (at Icklingham) 25th,
;

;

;

many

;

;

29th May, one pair; 30th May, several pairs (at
Wangford) ; 31st May, one pair; 1st to 4th June, one pair each day.
“ 1854. 5th May, one (at Fakenham) 15th May, several pairs 16th and
;
;
pairs (at Cavenliam)

;

17th, one pair; 18th, several pairs, and afterwards regularly.

“1855.
register

Thus
though
took up

The

Had

not appeared at Elveden

was kept for the rest

of the

up

to 18th

May,

after

which no

month.”

was quite exceptional to see a Martin at Elveden before May, and,
had already arrived in tho neighbouring parishes, it hardly ever
its abode until the middle of that month.

it

it

entries for succeeding years in

Mr. Whi tear’s ‘Calendar’ show that

the case must have been very similar in his vicinity.
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close to the

June, 1816.

June 21,
to

two which the dead Pigeon had been
ears of

sitting
°

upon
1

’

Wheat

just beginning to appear; 29th, began
Tins day three young of the Greater
Spotted

cut Clover.

Woodpecker were taken out of a tree, at Gawdy
Hall.
One of
the young weighed 2* oz. and
half-a-drachm, one 2£ oz. and half-adrachm, and one 2 oz. The male, shot
at the same time, weighed
2 oz. 2 drachms.
The crown of the heads of all the young was
£

scarlet, immediately above
the dirty-white forehead, and black
behind the scarlet; whereas in the
full-grown male the scarlet
is further back than
the black.
June 29th, found a Yellowlammers nest on the ground, with four
eggs in it; it was in

a held of Clover.

June 30th, the Yellow Wren

heard.

is still

frequently
J

July 2nd, went shooting with Mr.
Brown, in the marshes
between Winterton and Horsey. We

ant

found their young.

killed several

The

given in Montagu’s supplement.
(Jurundo), Lesser (minuta), and

ound an egg

Redshanks

old birds answered tho description

Wo

also

Black

killed

Tern

said to be that of the latter.

the

Greater

(fissipes)-

We

and

killed also five
Gulls, agreeing with Montagu’s
description of the Black-headed
Gull, except that the heads of
all were of

an uniform chestnutfound their young. We saw a small
flock of
Luffs and Beeves, and killed one
of the latter.
We killed several
Bing Plovers (Cha. hiaticula), also
some Pewits-likewise several
young birds which we are pretty sure
are young Wheatears, but
could not meet with one old bird.
All the above birds breed in
those marshes, and the greater part
of them retire

brown

colour.

We

thence as soon
were told that a fortnight before there
had boon a great many more birds than
we found. We also killed
a Purrc (Tringa cinclus)— the lower
part of the
as tho

young can

fly.

lad large black spots

We

upon

it.

We

breast of this bird

saw and shot

at

an Avosetta

which had got young evidently by
its continuing to fly round
us!
though shot at It flew with its legs
out behind it, and made a
piping noise.
It went several times into
the middle of a large pool
of water, and floated in it, though it
did not appear to swim about
in it much.
o were told that two pair of
them had bred there
and that throe of them had been shot.
We saw a large Gull!
which looked liko the young of tho Great
Black-backed Gull

W

;

the
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Terns attacked

it

which Montagu says they do

furiously,

to cause it to disgorge its food,

in order

which they devour.

July 2nd and 3rd, the Frogs were croaking in the marshes at

Winterton and Burrow:

on a hedge,

sitting

it flew off

destructive

to

and sung.

There were continual heavy showers,

July were exceedingly wet.

and much hay was

The Turnip-fly has

spoilt.

Common
Yellow-hammer, Common

this year

been very

July 14th, heard several

Swedish Turnips.

the

Wren

Bunting, Yellow

Yellow-hammers, the
22nd,

Cuckoo; saw a Sky-lark
The two first weeks in

8th, heard a

sing: July

Bunting, White-throat, and Sky-

The weather continued very wet till July 20th. J uly
2nd, took two eggs at Winterton out of a nest containing eight,
which w ere the eggs of the Water- rail. July 24th, I saw this
day a young Teal in the Market at Yarmouth. A Whimbrel was
July 29th, Yellowsaid to be shot a few days ago upon Breydon.

lark sing.

r

hammer and Common Bunting

sing.

Yellow-hammer everywhere singing ; Common BuntThe
14th, the Bedbreast commences its autumnal song.
ing sings
first fortnight in August has been dry, but very little sun, and

August

4th,

:

consequently cool for the time of year.
fine rains

—weather dull and cool

the Yellow

Wren

day or two:
sings

The

29th,

:

for the time of year

has recommenced

Yellow-hammer sings:
Bunting smgs. Began

17tli,

Common

August was

very heavy rain

September 9th,

this

17tli,

cold, dull,

very

15th, 16th,

:

song, but continued

its

26th,

last fortnight in

31st, a

15th, 16th,

only a

it

Yellow-hammer
on

to reap

and dry

;

this day.

but on the

fell.

day the

first

Wheat

in the parish

was

carried

by Chambers.
October 6th, this day

it

rained very hard for some hours, and the

water in the beck rose very rapidly

;

it

came

to the threshold of

the gate in front of the house, and was impassable
day.

A

great deal of

Hemp was

washed away in

all

several places.

Notwithstanding so much rain the barometer was not
30.

wet,

the next

fj,

in.

below

October 8th, for nearly a fortnight the weather has been very
still,

and mild

;

a great deal of corn

is still

abroad, and

much

There were very frequent and heavy showers all through
Octobor 31st, saw a Woodcock.
the month of October.
November 2nd, killed a Woodcock 8th, a protty hard frost

hurt.

:

10th, rain and snow.

December, a great deal of

rain.
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January 2nd, saw a Bat flying about
the

month very

The end

wot.

The beginning of

at noon.

of this month, and the whole
of

February, very fine and mild, with
a few showers, but generally dry
The same of March till the 20th. The
nights were often cold,’
but vegetation was very forward
at the middle of March.
The
Sweet-briars, Whitethorns, and
Honeysuckles had small leaves upon
them, and the Turnips were run
very much, two feet high in many
places
On the 20tli March, a wind frost with squalls
of snow
21st the heaviest fall of snow
that there has been all the winter
22nd, a hard frost.
:

:

The beginning of April very

dry, with white frosts.
Lesser Pettychaps sings: 13th,
Wryneck and Yellow
c th
Redstart sings
22nd, Swallow

app.

:

April cold, and in general dry.

May

finished sowing Barley

1st,

.™”*

r)

The

April 3rd

Wren sum

latter

part of

2nd, heard the Field-lark
sings: 4 th, Nightingale sings
5th,
felled
13th, House Martin app.*
15th
:

smg: 3rd Cuckoo

[
V]
White-throat;

’

:

Oaks
Swift app.
The end of May cold with a good
deal of rain.
t [May 15th, I went this day
into the marshes at Winterton
and saw two couple of Curlews,
a Golden Plover, a few
Ruffs’
Sea Larks + Dunlins in flocks,
three or four couple of
Shovelers,'
and found the nest of one
composed of feathers from its
d in a tuft ° f Eushes in ifc
Pl
nine eggTellIs which had all
been broken by a Crow.
We also found
the nest of a common Wild
Duck in the same state. I saw two
or
ree Sheldrakes.
The Smaller Terns were just
arrived on the
first

:

:

!

r

™

’

shore neither the Greater
or Black Tern were come.
of the Lams rtdibundus,
and

^

Saw a few
many Redshanks; shot two of
bl'° UgPt h0me With mo
the Allowing day the eggs

P
the Redshank,

Common

Snipe, Reeve, Sea

ohoveler, and some others.

May

25th, received from

and a Red Sandpiper,

||

Lark, Wheatfar

Yarmouth two Helvetic Sandpipers

also a

male Shoveler.

* See foot-note
at page 241

§

Grey Plovers.

:

I Ringed Plovers.
||

Probably a Knot in breeding

plaMge

S
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According to Mr.

Wigg

are very well flavoured.

the following birds of the Anas genus

Red-breasted Goose,* Brent Goose, Ferru-

ginous Duck, Bimaculated Duck, Gadwall, Garganey.

Goose

is

The Bean

very badly flavoured.

Rook genus hide

Birds of the

growth of

acorns,

and thus promote the

Vid. ‘Sturm’s Reflections, ’t on 15th March.

trees.

I

saw the egg of the Hoopoe in the Jardin des Plantes in Public
Museum, at Mr. Dufresne’s { and at Mr. Baillon’s § ; it is not so
large as a Blackbird’s, rather longer for its size,
colour.

Mem.

—The Common Bunting

In the
days.

is

and of a straw

called Clod-bird in Sussex.]

J une there were several extremely hot
July, and to the middle of August, the

last fortnight of

The whole

of

weather was showery but mild.

August the 18th, began to reap Wheat.
Yellow Wren has resumed its song.
* See Lubbock’s

‘

Fauna

f The passage

For some days past tho

of Norfolk,’ ed. 2, p. 166, note.

referred to is thus rendered in the translation published at
Edinburgh, in 1783
“ And what is still more admirable, is, that nature
seems to have given to some birds the care of planting trees. They sow the
:

—

which afterwards shoot and grow. Ravens [!] have been thus seen to
and this is their method They make a hole with their bill, and
drop an acorn into it, which they afterwards cover with earth and moss. It
must not be supposed they do all this with an intention to plant trees. It is
instinct alone which prompts them.
They bury the acorn for their food. It
shoots and becomes an oak.”
‘ Reflections on the Works of God, and of His
providence, throughout all Nature, for every day in the year. Translated
first from the German of Mr. C. C. Sturm, into French
and now from the
French into English (vol. i. p. 220).
nuts,

plant oaks

:

;

—

;

’

J Dufresne was a dealer in Natural-History specimens, who about 1815
entered the Museum of Paris as Aide-Naturaliste (see Proc. Zool. Soc. 1879,
p. 3).

§

known

This celebrated naturalist, best

to us

from the Crake which

by his name, was the first to recognize as a distinct species
the Pink-footed Goose, which he described in his “ Catalogue des Mammiferes,

Vieillot called

Oiseaux, Reptiles, Poissons et Molusques testaces observes dans l’arrondisse-

ment

d’ Abbeville,”

that city, for 1833.

published in the

He

was the son

‘

Memoirs de

of

la Socidte d’fimulation,’ of

one who had already done good service

by the observations be contributed to Bufl'on (see Temminck, Man. d’Orn.
vol. ii. p. 693).
In a letter to his wife, from Abbeville, Mr. Whitear says,
Mr. Baillon “ has given mo ten eggs, some very rare, and never found in
England, though tho bird is so.”
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A

fortnight in the beginning of
September
harvest, afterwards the weather was

was very

fino for the

with some rain.
October to the 20th, cold, and rain during
the last week of that
peiiod.
21st, saw three Swallows; began
to dibble Wheat: 27th
saw three Woodcocks.
cold,

1818.

Young Geese were hatched
month old for 5s. each.

a

at Ruishall,

February

1st,

April 4th, weather warm, roads dusty
7th, snow
flood
11th, another very high flood
12th, Yellow
:

:

also the White-throat:

14th, Redstart appears

18th, Swallows appear; finished sowing
Barley:

appears

Llack-cap appears

;

A

peels.

great deal of

28th,

:

rain

fell

Cuckoo sings

at

8th, a high

Wren

:

and

:

and sold

appears

and Nightingale:
19th,

Wryneck

30th, Oak-bark
during the month of April.
:

April 25th, a Ring-ousel was shot this
day upon Spurling’s farm

in this parish.

May

2Gth, went into the marshes at Winterton.

Wild Ducks and Shovelers; Common,

Saw Common

and Black Tern;
Kufis, Lapwings, Redshanks,
Brown-headed Gulls and Wheatears
Titlarks, and Reed Buntings.
Lesser,

5

/3

Saw

a Shoveler’s nest

it was in a tuft of Grass
;
growing upon
was
made entirely of fine Grass there were
;
;
which were covered with Grass. Taylor

ground quito dry
three eggs in

that

when

it,

the bird begins to

to line the nest

and weighs

and cover the

1 oz.

2 scruples.

or nine, the greatest

told

me

down from her body
The egg is of a cream-colour
The usual number of eggs is eight
sit

she plucks

eggs.

number ever known is thirteen. Taylor
has
discovered fifty-six eggs this spring.
Mr. Youell has hatched the
young under a hen, but found them difficult
to rear.
They are of
a brown colour when first
hatched.
Taylor told me that the
ohoveler continues in these marshes all
the year.
He said that the
Sheldrake, which breeds there in
the Rabbit-burrows, is not found
there
the winter, but that it is the
first bird which comes in
the
spring, making its appearance
in February that it used formerly
;
to be in great abundance, but
that they destroyed all they could
on
account of its disturbing the Rabbits
in their burrows.
Mr. Youell
told mo that the Muscovy
Duck, like the Shoveler, plucks down

m

from

its

body when

it

begins to

sit.

Taylor says that having once
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found a Wild Duck’s

buzzard, he placed a steel
into the water just

which were eaten by a Moortrap on a little hillock and put an egg

nest, the eggs of

by

it;

and that in

this

manner he caught nine

Moor-buzzards in the same place, in the course of the spring.

I

saw a Eeeve’s nest at Winterton, it was in the midst of a tuft of
There were three eggs in it quite
Grass, and made of tine Grass.
before,
Taylor’s
boy had caught the old
day
or
two
A
warm.
Peeve upon the

him

and carried her

nest,

to set her at liberty,

her nest again.

who

to his father,

desired

and soon afterwards she was seen upon

The Eedshanks

are not seen in these marshes in

the winter.
(d

May

London

23rd, sent two specimens of the Tringa islandica to

— one

to the

British

Three more were killed

Goose

;

May

and one

the

to

I saw

26th.

at

London Museum.

Mr. Youell’s a Bean

the wings were about two inches longer than the

those of the

common Wild Goose

tail

are about one inch shorter.

Saw also at Mr. Youell’s a Tringa erythropus, and a T. grenovicensis,
and a Spoonbill killed on Breydon, May 1818. N.B. Ducks are
fastened to two
caught in the marshes by horse-hair springes
6
|

sticks,
/3

and placed in

Mem.

—Method of taking Pheasants by turning them up.

May, Swifts appear.
in dry, and I saw no
the 5th of September.
till

|

their tracks.

August

rain, except a

I

few very

In

many

trilling

showers,

was absent from Norfolk from

The summer has been

8th.

ever remember.

About the middle of May the weather

places the

On

1st

set
till

June

hotter and drier, than I

Wheat was began

to be cut in

the 8th of August I had only two acres of Barley
The Beans were very much burnt up some cut in July,
and almost all in August. The Potatoe and Barley crops very bad;

July.

—

abroad.

and many persons were obliged to give their cattle hay in August.
In Norfolk there were a few showers, which were of service to the
Turnips, and a very violent hail-storm the end of July, which beat

The Turnips did not suffer from the fly,
The weather continued hot
and dry till the 5th of September, on which day there was some
the weather
rain, and many very fine showers during the month
and
rapid,
almost
vegetation
became
was at the same time warm,
The Potatoes, which promised very badly,
beyond example.
improved greatly and the young Wheats came up in a very few
out a great deal of Wheat.

but grew very slow from the drought.

;

;
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h ° W lol° of 0ct <>ker was
remarkably mild and fine
with
the exception of the few
first days it was also
dry.
did not
commence fires
the parlour till the
21st of that month, and I
sat in the study without
a fire a few days in November
[September, during the end of
August and the beginning of
September the Yellow Wren and
the Lesser Pettychaps
renewed
the,r notes occasionally, but
continue singing but a short
time at
ayS

,

*

i

We

m

OI1CC.

The probable reason of Swallows
necks being
icy may not be fatigued
by stretching
1

t

-

so short

is,

them out durum

that

"

their

The winter of 1818-1819 has
been remarkably mild, the
ground never covered with snow
for a whole day.
'During the
months of January, February, and
great deal of fine

and mild weather.

well at this time, April 4th,

April 5th, heard a

iTl
11th,

°'“ es)

w

app.

15th ’

,

i

Wryneck 9th, Yellow Wren
and
Pe “>' chaI>s a
Perhaps
:

:

earlier-

:

19th, Oak-bark peels
20th, Cuckoo (Mr. Leathos)
i

801 ’ S " iftS ai'
P

'

9lh

:

thomfr
[May

PP->

13th,

Field-

Wheatear app. ; Nightingale
(Mrs
Nl shtagale and Swallow
(Mr. Kerrieh)

kite-throat app.

Swallows

and the Grass has made a
considerable

LeS3et

’

hedstar

March, 1819, there has b°ce[
a
The Whea’t looks unusually

’

H ° USe

16th

20th, Blackean and
P "d

:

Matlin »»•*
'

:

KWh

White-

I found at Scoulton two
eggs of the Black-headed
and without yolks.
In the same year I had
an egg of the Hedge Warbler,
not mo re than half the
usual rise
but in \\ hicli there was a
litli,

Gull, very small,

’

yolk.

June, a Kestril’s nest
was taken at

there were six

Jl y 15th P

young

ones.

™ CUred a

Gawdy
J

Hall, in

which
mcl1

Syleham a nest of the common
Water-hen
from each other in shape
July
!st,
Harvey of Albuigh began
to reap Wheat
July
y
-9th, I began to reap Wheat.
’

.

in

f
which
were

t

five eggs all differing

:

* See foot-note
at

page 211.
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The Yellow Wren
August 8th, a

sings occasionally the beginning of August.

pair of

House Martins have

my

nest on the west end of

was finished

it

begun

The mud work

house.

in about a week,

just

was then

to build a

of this nest

some

to dry for

left

days, and afterwards lined with short pieces of straw ; in about a
fortnight from the beginning of the nest the eggs were laid.

September

make

26tli,

the young are

a twittering at night,

day the young

7th, this

[August

9tli,

I took

left

a

in the nest,

still

some hours

and frequently

after it is dark.

October

the nest.

young Sparrow from a

nest,

it

was

and apparently three or four days old; the mouth very
large, and gape wide ; the abdomen very large in proportion to
its size [sic] ; neither down or feathers upon it, but the rudiments
of the feathers were visible on the back of the head and along
on the latter only had they
the backbone, on the sides and wings
large, and much diswas
very
gizzard
The
pierced the skin.

blind,

;

with the exuvite of small black Beetles. I
found also one grain of Wheat half digested, and a few grains of

tended

;

was

it

filled

white sand.

young Sparrow from the same
I
nest, it was very nearly fledged, and flew a short distance,
found the gizzard vastly more muscular, and in it were nine grains
August

of

Wheat

17tli.

I took another

nearly whole, besides some pieces

—the remains of

small Beetles, and some pretty large gravel stones.
August 21st. Took another bird from the same nest;

was a good deal of

fat

several

there

about the abdomen, a grain or two of Wheat,

one of Barley, the remains of insects, and much gravel in the
of the pregizzard, but the gizzard was not so full as in either

young Sparrow, killed at the same time, which had
stomach, but no insects.]
left the nest, had corn and gravel in its
and also an old male.
Partridge
September 26th, killed a young
The bill of the young one was dusky at the base, with a hornceding.

A

coloured

tip,

the legs yellowish-grey

—the

bill

of

the old bird

entirely of a pale lead-colour, the legs bluish-grey.

informed by Mr. Sabine that he procured a young Arctic
Gull, killed on a warren near Brandon, the beginning of this
About the same time an old bird of the same species
month.
I

am

Yarmouth, and is now in the possession of Hunt.
The weather was mild at the time.

was killed
N.B.

at
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October 10th, Swallows and
Martins were seen this day
but
° C ‘ 0l,C r 22, ‘ d
fel '. "-eath* very
colj
23rd, saw a single Swallow
flying about the bridge
October 10th Mr. Yotiell
informs me that about a week
since a
young Arctic Gull, answering
to the Black-toed Gull
'

‘

'

was

killed at

iXm

of

Yarmouth (October

24th).

Mr. Ayers, of Yarmouth’
Mr. Sabine's servant shoi

““V-bumri

«
a 1
Pur,
urple
l“ Sandpiper
"'I
at Yarmouth last week
(October 24th)
Mr
.calcs says that about a
year ago, a Clannet was
taken alive at
I UUt had thls montk
« young Lapwing sent to him
U

^te

f

°f

Whid

‘r

ro ' hlSkj

'

the

»»

1,0

that an ’ibis
nas been
Wfl!d tins
n killed
U year in Norfolk.
Ve
0 "’" kill " d " Siskin
in tront » f “7

house
other

™aU

0“^™

Imk’lM

^3rd

were feeding’

;

flocks of

if'

'T

1

these birds busily
engaged on

tliTsamc

November 26th Hunt informs
mo

that ho has had four
specimens
of the Cinereous Shrike
this autumn, two of
which I saw
0
Lo,,8 - tai,od DMks

rir -chTi:

1,0

'

** bought

3th ’ 1 "’ 0nt t0 Yarmo "
th . “"‘1 the following
day went
hooting on l
Brcydon. Saw a wild
Swan, which was killed tlm
ni0n ’ 'r liCh meaSUrcJ
lbs
°
!
> lfc was purchased
..
for Mr. Sabine
I
f° UowhlS da
some Common and Black?
headed Gulls
Headed
Gull in Tff
different states of
•„
plumage
I fmmH that ti

Ch Sl^%t“r
^

.

r

O

-

young and old birds of hot,!
colour, and agreed
with Temminck's
same observation applies
W,
to

i

the

tile

different
tuent states of
of

—

,

1

We

at Caist

kilbd

white about them than other

spec, os

is

vou

«

-

'

them

•

the
1,10

nil.,)
,
d7 kl
ed S0Iue Dunlins
in

plumage, andi two Twites
out of a small flock

Buntings on the shore

of the Marram.

°

description of

others

1

^ ”*T°^
]

Ti

™

Pel

‘°m

’’

W

flocks of

h “d

°n

Sno v
'

““

m “ Ch

mor9

very pointed, so that
the bird has something
tl,c°a„„
1 81,01 ‘
Goldeneye

rWF

3

on
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name of Battler, or Battle-wing at
Yarmouth. I saw a Boyston Crow pursue and catch a wounded
On the shore, near Caister, we
Sandpiper, which it carried off.

Breydon.

It is

known by

the

found a very large Fishing Frog; I should think it must have
weighed 70 or 80 lbs. Mr. Youell informs me that during the
latter part of the year

1819 he had seen ten specimens of the Long-

Duck, but none of them had any of the tail feathers
Two birds of the same species, and which I saw at
elongated.

tailed

Hunt’s, had the two middle-feathers of the

longer than the others.

about 2 inches

tail

These birds were purchased in the Norwich

Market in November, 1819.

On my way

to

Yarmouth

I

saw a collection of

Among them was

Mr. Crickmore’s, of Beccles.

stuffed birds at

a Boiler, killed at

Bungay about two years since. Also a Gallinule, which I have
some suspicion may be the Gallinula pusilla of Temm., though it
The throat, neck, and
does not quite agree with his description.
belly are of an ash colour, the sides and under tail-coverts barred

and spotted with black and white.
of the spotted Gallinule

— but

The back extremely

the bird

is

like that

decidedly smaller than

This bird was killed in the river near Beccles.

that species.

There was also a beautiful Osprey, whose plumage had a fine
bronze gloss upon it, and a Goosander with a fine buff breast and
Mr. Youell informs me that he has had four specimens of
belly.
the Purple Sandpiper in the

autumn

of 1819.

1820.

January 15th,

this morning,

at

ten minutes

after seven,

my

brewing thermometer, standing on the step of the front door, was

down

below

to 3°

February
plumage.

0.

9th, I

saw

at

Duck

in full

killed last

month

Hunt’s an old male Eider

Hunt informed me

that this bird

was

company

at the
on the 27th at Wells ; there were three birds in
In the stomach of this bird there was a considerable
time.
I also saw at the same time
quantity of Echini and Crabs’ claws.
a specimen of the Glossy Ibis, which I was told was shot in the

winter of 1818, on the marshes on the western coast of Norfolk,
This bird had four transverse bars of white on the
near Lynn.
throat.

Hunt

also

informed

me

that a Night

Mr. Coke’s in the winter of 1819.

It is

now

Heron was

killed at

in the possession of
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Mr. Glover.

I learnt from the
same person that a Little
Bittern
been killed at Burlingham.
Mr. Brown informs
me that Mr. Kerrison, of Bamvorth
has
seen qmte young Teal
upon the Broad at that place
lias

VCr

Siskins

m

•

scarce

2 Cm

7’

saw a

flock of about

twenty
}

nd C ° VOm' Wit1 ' 6 ,0W
th0 "^thcr
Sam ° ° r a liko flock 0f Siskins
in the same

10

'

’

th8

fllk tlethe'r

1

°’

n

nf

(Mr mL™!’.
)•

"
3

f

“*

g th,

M

was killed

'

\armouth in November, 1819
24th 0ak bark eels
P

’

18th

Wh’t

=

informed by Mr. Youell
that a
of

yomm

kill.

Te

““

weighed 8* ounces

z

l

.

,

m

•

'

’

•

•

Ardea ralloides of Temminck
was
Ormesby, and is now in
the possession
it

to

iUfS apf>eMa: 7th ’Sand
Martin app.
and } ellow "Wren ann
p,,
10th
Wth
PP
Cucko °
15th v;ightmgale
i
app. (Mr Holm.*}

»

that place;

o

Mr. G. Glover

at

am

Owl was

Iledstart

\

n

of the species

V

Crf'17

lrn

Jul) -8th, I

l—

beautiful spooimen of
the Snowy
cou,
and is
"> ‘>>o

mf°rmati0n *“ *"»

appears (Mr. F. Drake}
aK0 '

at

I

7th, at J. Mills’, of
Ruishall.

»
rr

r

I

ti

shot

lich

frost.

at Srseedti If
“ ^
as these birds moved
very quickly from tree
tCrnf
2
“

of

l

°

front of the house.

vcrfcold ‘‘I
1
Ml,f e

f^Wy

mh
28th, a cold wind

hob, uary
FebrSrv

1

male bird

7,
'

its

,

M

088 of

soDa bat

ia

Starston

rtihTitsaCe
1821.
.

f

nUar

inches.

23rd> this da the
barometer stood at the
y
height of
30
J
* 3
°lfl
The weather open.

February Gth, the barometer
a^ain
°

wind

west.

gm

at

30 107 in.h.cUch0S ’ rather ^r°sty

•
*
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April 5th, began to sow Barley

Wryneck

10th,

Barley

11th, Field-lark app.

:

14th, Blackcap app.

:

app.:

gale

app.

18th,

9th, Lesser Pettyehaps app.

:

:

19th,

Cuckoo app.
27th, saw a Grasshopper Warbler

Bedstart app.

22nd,

:

13th, finished sowing

:

Wren

lGth, Yellow

Oak-bark peels:

app.

20th,

Whitethroat app.

the hedge of

in

Nightin-

;

Swallow app.:

24th,

:

:

:

Beck

tbe

meadow.

May

House Martin appears * 19th, Swift appears.
August 1st, Yellow Wren commences its autumn song.
December 25th, barometer 28/0 inches. A flood.
9th,

:

1822.

February 7th, saw a flock of about thirty Siskins in the Alders
The first part of the winter was
at the front of the house.
remarkably wet and windy, but the latter part mild and dry,
indeed the whole of

has been mild, singularly

it

never having been covered with snow, and

the ground

so,

scarcely

any

frost

(February 19th).
April

9th,

Field-lark app.

Nightingale

:

Wren

Yellow

Wryneck

15th,

:

19th,

app.

Whitethroat

23rd, Grasshopper Warbler app.

:

13th,

:

app.

:

app.
24tli,

Bedstart app.

17th,
:

Cuckoo

20th,

app.

:

Blackcap

18th,
app.

:

Swallow appears.

July 13th, Mr. Oldershaw began to reap Talavera Wheat
I began to reap

14th,

:

:

24th,

Wheat.

August 17th, finished

harvest.

October 25th, saw a Swallow.
1823.

January 29th, a Sea Eagle was shot in the wood at Gawdy Hall,
length 2 ft. 11 in., breadth G ft. 4 in., weight 9fi lbs.fi The winter

and the months of February and March wet and
with a considerable fall of snow in the middle of March.

was very
cold,

March

severe,

Pettyehaps appears.

31st, Lesser

April 5th,

Wryneck and Yellow Wren appear

:

9th, finished

* See foot-note at page 241.
fi

This bird, which

is

still

preserved at

plumage, in which stage alone has

Lubbock’s ‘Fauna of Norfolk,’

it

Gawdy

Hall,

is

in

immature

been known to occur in Norfolk (soo

ed. 2, p. 19, note).

— T. S.
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10 ‘ h

ml

25th
app-

;

=

’

SedSe

™letw!pp’

30th,

May

PP

'

:

“W

Blackc “P a
PP«»«: 19th, Bedstart appears22 ‘ ,d SWa "°'V
«"*• Oak-bark

’

2nd, Swift app.

August 18th, began to reap
Wheat.
September 29th, a very severe
frost which
>eans, tops of Potatoes,
and many of the Vine

peS;

28th

!

’

killed the

**«

French

leaves

October 16th, a frost pretty
severe, notwithstanding
which I saw
a Martin and two
Swallows.

Memorandum. Shells sent
Oilmens, Tellina planata
(»),
Cardium comeum (’), Donax

to

Baillon,

denticulnta

G'/prea helvola
ziziphiaus

(

),

s

Tellina

( ),

Mya

all^hrlf "!'T

carnana

truncata

'

m

April,

Tellina soliduhi

(*),

ls

8

1823 --Area
Solen emit

(«),

(*)

Donux

trunculus C)
( ),
Nerita canrena («), Troc/ilt

).

(

1824.
,0 " lnrly

r‘iU

T

miM and

Apri ‘ Very

“H

°P en

-

>™‘ almost

and frequent rain
“ ntII s0 '™g of spring corn
very backward
Y ° ll0W Wre “
Pettychaps app
lbft'w
J
,
10th,
Wryneck
app. ; Nightingale
app. : 20th, Blackcap
and l!ed-

Zl Sn
lZf
;"'

.

.1st,

,

:

’

:

throat app.

May

lark

•

21St fi “ ished sowing Barley
at HighSwallow appears: 22nd,
Cuckoo app. 23rd White
'

fields
helus

W md ^er

:

’

30th, Swift appears.

2nd, Sedge Warbler app.

kombe told me that Mr. Postle,
towards the end of
Golden Oriole at Hethersett.
August 16th, began to reap
Wheat.
October 1, tli, the frost this
morning so severe that the
Asparagus
beds would bear my
weight; saw a Swallow:
20th saw a number
of Swallows and
Martins about the* church
s Y q
„
and Martins were seen
April, killed [
a

^
Ke^h
“ Srl
.“
*"*“»
^t
•

:

hv

‘

Mr Ge

seen

w“

ne

'

‘

20th, Mr. T.

824 ’ *

sawt
a

f

Bradlston

it.

0"1

ve,y wet.’

'

13

^

j

I'’° VOm ’,Cr

“d

DeMffiW

’

is

now

in ,I,C

M Brown
Mr
-

has

very mild and
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1825.

January 9th and 10th. on these two days the mercury in my
In a barometer whose scale was
barometer stood 30/0 inches.
The weather
accurate, the height would probably have been 30®,,.
the time was cloudy, and a small quantity of rain

all

fell.

January very mild and frequent rain. February, and to middle
of March, much wet weather; from middle of March dry, and
cold nights.

April

5 th,

Lesser Petty chaps appears

10th, Redstart app., and Yellow

Wren

:

7 th,

Wryneck

app.

17th, Field-lark app.

:

:

:

Cuckoo app. ; Oak-bark peels
Dry
22nd, Swallow app., and Sedge Warbler: fine showers.
weather from the middle of March to April 22nd, with the
19th,

Nightingale app.

:

21st,

exception of two or three trifling showers.

24th, Blackcap app.

:

27th, Whitethroat appears.

Norwich 3rd, Swift app.
In the month of May, 1825, two pair of Short-eared Owls were
found sitting on their eggs, on the ground, four eggs in each nest,
on the property of the Rev. Robert diamond, at Congham, in
Mr. Isaac Harvey has a
Norfolk, ‘Norwich Chronicle,’ May 21.

May

2nd,

Mackarel

first

Men/ us senator and
,

coming into

at

:

also a living

brood of four Bearded Titmice

feather.

October 21st, a Stormy Petrel was picked up in the streets of
Norwich after a gale of wind (Hunt). 28th, Mr. Whitaker sent

me

a fine specimen of the Greater Butcher-bird, killed at

30th, saw two Martins in this parish.

1826.

January 9th, Young Geese hatched by Mr. Mills, at Ruishall.
12th, to this
11th, Blackcap app.
April 9th, Wryneck app.
cold
time the weather has been dry for some weeks, with several
:

:

warm, and vegetation is forward
on the 12th there was a fine rain; Yellow Wren app. 15th, Redstart
peels:
app.; Field-lark app.: 17th, Nightingale app.; Oak-bark

nights, but the days have been

:

18th, Swallow app.

:

21st,

Cuckoo app.

:

24tli,

Whitethroat app.

Mackarel in Norwich market ; the weather cold,
girt of the
with showers: 14tli, Swift appears: 23rd, I took the

May

largest

3rd, first

Willow

tree in the

Beck meadow, near the

* Locality left blank in

MS.

bridge,

and
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fomul

and a half

at three

it

was the

tieo

meadow May

size of

from the ground to bo 4

finger in 1813.

Oak

ft.

6* in

tree in the

Gate

27th, 1820, at three feet six
inches from the ground,
8} inches
circumference.

It.

U th

velT

m

—Th

Meni

'

f

£

earrv

,r„r °T

vas

Cd

J
from

feet

my
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many more Martins
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P
‘ hC StaCk ° f

™nth

:

'

returned this

2 «1>. finished
Trefoil

June was hot and dry and
the end of Juno the
wind was almost Sways

to

of

between north and east.
On the 1st of July there was
a fine
W
0"
f0U °'Vi S Ja}’3 th6 "'
Cathcr
'™>
;'
h ot and
d^ the the ,0‘'’“I r
“ tUdy With ho«>
’
doors open, was at
at five
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t|
in, the
afternoon ofr the 5th of
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first week in Juno
to the

Sr
From

the

20th of July the weather
There was no rain, except
a few

dry and generally hot.

3
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had been
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sown, but on the
27th the

very destructive amonothem
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h
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without
set
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to cut Wheat at
Redenhall 20th, a fine rain
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Memoranda

A

at end of the paper-covered book.

Rose-coloured Ouzel was shot near Beccles in the autumn ot

1815.

A

Redwing’s

nest,

with the old ones, were taken near Ipswich,

at Sir P. Broke’s, at Nacton, in the spring of 1815.

Three Spoonbills shot on the Manningtree
of

winter

river, in the

1815—16.
Greater Butcher-bird

( Lanins excubitor).

Herons are said

which

are

shot

found under the

pair of

in

at a

Suifolk

within a year or two

was devouring a small bird

to eat snakes

from a gamekeeper

A

It

and vipers;

trees

at the time.

to bite off their heads,

where they build.

Heronry near Orford.

Herons bred three times

Very

Gawdy

at

This came

doubtful.

Hall, the eggs

were taken twice, and the young once; about the year 1808.
Pigeons secure themselves when attacked by a Hawk, by flying
close to the ground,

and

close together.

The Avosetta breeds near Orford
Great

Auk

light-house.

taken at Hastings.*

Four Grey or Helvetian Sandpipers shot at Yarmouth.
The Oyster catcher, when wounded, will dive readily
a dog (Seaman).

A

Sword-fish taken in the Orwell in the

Great

Auk

Autumn

to escape

of 1814.

taken at Hastings.

Ring-ouzel shot near Ipswich.

Martins perished by cold and hunger, June, 1816.
Dottrel about Choseley, spring, 1816.
Bustards, a pair, ditto.

Jackdaws and Starlings destroy Pigeons’ eggs in Dove-houses
the former will kill the old ones on their nests (Mr. II. North).
See Shaw for an account of the Gulls at Scoulton.

Wryneck and Woodpeckers

furnished with curious muscles, to

enable them to dart out their long tongues.

The manner

in

which a Woodcock

kills a

worm.

* This information,
less received

which is repeated a few lines lower down, was doubtfrom one of Whitear’s friends or relatives at Hastings, where'

he spent his boyhood, but very slight value must bo attached to
absence of any corroborative evidence.

it

in the
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The eye

or

Bittern

a

the possession

in

Mr. Youell, of

ox

Yarmouth, was of a bright copper- colour.

The eye
is

of the ferruginous Duck, according to the same
person,

of a pearl-colour.

The Common Heron
rat (Mr.

will

Wigg).

sometimes attack and devour a Water-

July 24th, 1816, received this day at Yarmouth
a bird which I
suppose to be the Tringa islandica or Bed Sandpiper;
weight 2£ oz.,
length 9 inches, breadth 12 inches, bill
inch, and somewhat
curved ; all the tail feathers cinereous.

H

Mr. Downes, who has kept
Mr.

W igg

told

me

necked Goose killed

Bitterns, says that the eye is yellow.

that ho once had a specimen of the Red-

at

Yarmouth.

Mackarel are caught with hooks on Yorkshire
coasts, but not
nets.
Sometimes appear on the coast of Norway, and then

with

no Lobsters

are to be had, as the fishermen leave the
pursuit of

them for Mackarel. Mackarel in Norway are salted (Mr.
Awins).
The fish in the Baltic are very ordinary food (ibid.).
Bustards in confinement arc fed with meat.

The Merlin

like

is

the Peregrine Falcon in

miniature (Mr

Downes).
I saw a live Otter at Yarmouth.

When provoked it made a noise
somewhat like the hissing of a cat. It preferred Eels
to all other
fish, and was very fond of the lights of
Bullocks.
About the 18th of July an Auk, which I suppose
Razor-bill,

was washed ashore

a description of

to be

alive at

Yarmouth,

the

The following

is

taken July 26th, 1816 :-One channel in
the
upper mandible, but not white none in the lower
;
the
channel
;
close to the feathers, mouth yellow; head black,
with a rusty tinge;
a very narrow line of dull white from bill to
eye ; throat, back,'
and tail black ; a few white feathers among the black
ones' below
and behind the eye; lesser coverts dusky; secondaries
very dark, but
not black, and tipped with white quills not
it,

and vent white; irides
water, and got out of

grown

;

hazel; legs

and

a tub of water,

feet

;

breast, belly,

black; very impatient of

when put

into

it,

with great

haste.

August 14th, Mr. Youell informs me that the above bird
is in
high health, and ate one day a fish which weighed
three pounds.
It

still

continues

its

dislike to

water, and

never offers to drink.
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The white

feathers about

the auriculars and throat seem daily

increasing.
.

MaT 25th, 1818, Mr. Youell tells me that at the same time some
Tringa islcindica were killed, a Tringa
squatarola was killed
which he sent to Mr. Scales.
The Colymbus auritus was remarkably tame when taken,
and
plumed itself with great composure. The Avosetta has
a particularly harmless and meek appearance
(F. Youell).
The stomach
of the Spoonbill killed in
shells in

May, 1818, had abundance of Shrimp-

it.

Memoranda at end of calf-bound

A

female

Snowy Owl was

April 5th, 1814.

two

feet

A

;

Weight,

Jacob Astley

One now

each half an inch

spots

July 14th,

1818, was sent by Sir

in his possession agrees very nearly with that
‘

less.

Supplement,’ the length and breadth being

The

bill is

the tarsus barely two inches.

Hunt

Corbett,

and a quarter pounds; length,

has had two Bed-breasted Snipes killed the beginning
of

August.

;

to

to Corbett.

described in Montagu’s

long

five

Hornby

breadth, five feet four inches.

female Pochard killed

Hunt

sent by Mr.

book.

s

Fieldfare, killed in

upon the neck and

two and three quarter inches
Mr. Martin has got another.

J une, has

a greater

number

sides than one killed in the

of black

autumn, and

they are of a fuller black.

were large flocks of the Bearded Titmice at Burlingham
1819, Ht. [Hunt.]
Bramblings very abundant in
the winter of 1818-19.
One person shot many dozens of them.
I here

in February,

— Ht.

A

in length.

of

considerable difference in the bills of the great
Snipes
Two Spoonbills were seen at Cromer in the summer

1818.— Hunt.
The enlargement

in the trachea of the Golden-eye is
inflated
during inspiration and contracted during expiration.
Hunt.
Mr. Hardy says that the mules between Pheasants and
domestic
fowls carry their tails pointing to the ground
like Pheasants,

2G1
except

when alarmed, and then they

the same birds.

point them upwards like

March

10th, 1819.
Saw at Yarmouth a male Shoveller hatched
June under a hen by Mr. YouelL It had not attained its
full size, and was a short bird.
Hie head was green, and so was
the speculum on the wing there was also some faint blue
appearing
;
on the wing below the green of the head and neck was a white
collar; manteau was brown, and so was the back and
tail-coverts;
last

;

scapulars

principally white;

upper part of the breast mottled
with white and brown, the former predominating; shoulders red
chesnut ; belly the same ; legs pale orange.

Mr. Toucll
easily
leal,

tolls

me

that a wild Coot,

which had

its leg

broke,

became domesticated.

Also that he has had four young
about half-grown, which he kept till they were of full size.

Toung Thomas

me that they occasionally got young Teal at
Yarmouth, but that he never but once knew of young Pochards
told

killed there.

I

saw a Stork

at Mr. Harvey's of Yarmouth, killed at the same
time as Mr. Hunt’s.
Iho same person had a Cinereous Shrike,
killed February, 1819.

A

common

Snipe, killed at Acle in the

O. C. Oxenden, Esq., weighed five
Corbett.

autumn

of 1818,

and three quarter

by

ounces.

Mr. Hardy of Norwich says that he rears Pheasants in the
way
they are hatched by silky fowls, which are the
most careful mothers.
I hey are at first fed with a mixture of egg
boiled hard and grated, bread, hemp and canary seed bruised
; and
at the same time with gentles, procured by putting
Bream or
following

:

—

Horseflesh on a coarse sieve in the sun, which

is

soon fly-blown,

and the maggots fall through the sieve upon some coarse sand or
gravel, which in a day or two are cleansed and fit to be
given
to the Pheasants.
These gentles answer all the purpose of ants’
eggs.
TV hen the Pheasants are larger they are fed with Buckwheat and W heat mixed ; they are also fond of acorns, which are
bruised before they are given to the Golden Pheasants.
Mr. Hardy says that he has kept a tame Bustard for seven
ihe female Bustard which he has now got is become very
years.*
#
vol.

For Mr. Hardy’s tame Bustard see Stevenson’s ‘Birds
pp. 26 27

ii.

,

.

of

Norfolk/
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tame,

it eats the Plantain and
Dandelion which it finds among the
and can now digest Barley better than at first
some of the
;
Barley passes undigested, hut is picked
up again and devoured

grass,

by the

The same thing exactly happens with Pheasants,
they immediately pick up the corn which
passes through them.
bird.

October,

1819.
Mr. J. Scales informs me that when his
warreners find the young of the Stock Dove
in an old Rabbitburrow, they fix sticks at the mouth of
the hole in such manner
as to prevent the escape of the
young, but to allow the
to

them

feed

old birds

;

and when they

taken for the table.

He

are in

also tells

me

good condition they arc
that an Osprey was lately

caught in a steel trap on Mr. Hamond’s estate.
Bustards were seen together last summer on

Also that nineteen

the same gentleman’s

property.

Mr. Oldershaw informs

me that he was once shooting with a
was wounded and dived, that the time it
stayed under water was observed by a watch to
be twenty minutes
when it came up it gave a great gasp, then dived again,
but was
caught at and secured.
party,

when

a Coot

IX.

ENTOMOLOGICAL NOTES,
By

E.

1880.

D. Wheeler, M.A., Honorary Secretary.

Read 22nd February,

1881.

I he past season has been, in this district, anything but a prolific
one, from an entomologist s point of view
and this is the more
\
inexplicable, as the weather was, for the

unfavourable.

most part, by no means
Iho laws which govern the abundance, or otherwise

of certain local species, have yet to bo discovered.

2G3
Ihe year lias not, however, been without
interest,
added two species to our county list, and
produced

since

it

has

two or three

extremely local insects, in somewhat larger
numbers than usual.
Ihe novelties are one Noctua, Euperia
fulvago and one

Margarodes

Py rails,

,

As

unionalis.

to the former, I received the
following

communication from Mr. Crowfoot, of Beccles

of

(t

T
Is not

“

Mr

.

*

this

“ August 25th,
1880.

_

Ewpena fulvago new to the Norfolk list P
Upcher sent me a specimen which ho took

mouth

at

Tivetshall.

It

is

less

at sugar,

yellow than

on the 17th

specimens in

my

from Staffordshire, and has the markings
on the upper wines
b
darker and more definite.”
collection

This capture
is

one of

the

of considerable interest, as the

is

most

Moth

in question

known, being abundant in
Sherwood Forest and its neighbourhood, and
almost unknown
elsewhere in England.
The larva feeds on Oak and Birch, so that
there seems no reason why our county fauna
should
local

species

not be
permanently enriched by this species; at the same
time, judging
by the analogy of similar captures, the
probability

specimen was but a

is

that "the

straggler.

The second

species, Margarodes unionalis, is
an insect of such
extreme rarity that I only know of six or seven
British specimens,
all of which have been captured
on the coast, but in widely

different

localities, East, South, and
South-west.
The present
example was taken on Yarmouth North
Denes, June 19th. 1880.
It was at rest on a grass stem near the
edge of one of the ridges of
sand so much frequented by the littoral
insects.
Subsequent
search failed to discover more, and in all
probability the species is
not likely to be other than a great rarity.

On

the Continent

has occurred in Italy, Dalmatia,
Hungary,
Sicily, Spain, and South France; but from
a remark of the

M. Guenee I

it

infer that

late

it is

localities.

by no means common in any of
these

Having disposed of the

novelties, the interest of 1880
centres
where two rare insects were more than
usually
eommon. In May and the beginning of Juno
Meliana famine a
occurred at Ban worth and elsewhere in such
numbers as to raise

chiefly in the lens,

hopes of a

prolific season.

By

diligent work I secured over
thirty
specimens, and I hoard of one collector taking
at Horning more
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than that number in a single night towards the end of May.

When

Norfolk specimens previously taken

that all the

I add,

amount probably to less than a score, it will he seen that some
unknown cause must have made the past season an exceptionally
Last year I had the pleasure of

favourable one for this insect.
exhibiting, I believe, the

specimens bred in this country

first

numbers occurring in the

in spite of the

make any

say I was unable to

but

;

summer, I regret

early

to

further advance in our knowledge oi

the habits of the larva.

by such a commencement were quickly disappointed as the season advanced.
Nothing could be more
dispiriting than the absolutely blank nights later in June and

The hopes

throughout
swarming.
in

work

raised

July,

Many

may

ought

Our county
utter

its

Nonagria

species,

absence.

Many

been

month

brevilinea,

usually

species,

either exceedingly scarce or did not occur at

all.

instance Leucania pudorina, and stvaminea, not seen; and

Nudaria senex, and Lithosia muscerda, which
took ten and five specimens respectively.

usually swarm,

of
I

have

to

and Kanworth produced nothing worth record

was conspicuous by

common, were

insects

nights spent at the close of the latter

at Irstead

save three Sent a ulvie.

I

when

time

a

This state of things lasted through the summer, nor was

it till

September that any improvement took place then, indeed, most
insects were as scarce as ever, but one species, Nonagria cannce
;

,

appeared in some numbers
thirty specimens, as

work

in Norfolk.

;

and I secured in ten

work

j ust

many as I have taken in all my previous
I may add, that during July I devoted much

time to the elucidation of the
long puzzled me, but

nights’

my

life

success

history of this species,

which has

was purely

I failed to

negative.

breed a single specimen, and begin to suspect that in Norfolk at
least the larva must have other food plants than that attributed
to

it.

The paucity

of insects alluded to was even more

Cambridgeshire

Lens.

At Wicken, Mr. W.
dearth of

marked

II.

B.

Fletcher

during the month

an unprecedented
which he spent there, and in this spot there were no
reported

sport

in the

brilliant

exceptions.

To turn
Yarmouth;

to our coast, I
it

have already mentioned one capture

may bo worth

record

that

at

Agroiis ripen was
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unusually abundant at the
same time, while Mamestra albicolon
Leucania httorahs, and other
coast species were abnormally
J

scarce.

In the immediate vicinity of
Norwich
S °°. SUp ly of larvsc of the very

I

was successful in taking
plume, Pterophorus

local

lienigianus, J
feeding on Artemisia vulgaris.
thoso^ whose abundance in

This species is one of
our neighbourhood was discovered
by
G> I5arrett and 1 took **
freely with him some seven
or
eight years ago.
From that time till 1880, however, I
have failed
’

U

’

.

to find it

m any quantity,

capture elsowhero.

and know of no recorded instance of

its

Ihc reports of 1880 which reach
me from other counties are very
varied ; to some the season
has been a successful one, and
nowhere
do insects appear to have been
so scarce as in the Fens.
If I ,nav
hazard a guess I should attribute
this to the heavy floods of
1870
at a season when insects
were not prepared to withstand
them.

I he great Entomological
feature of the year, however,

is

the

undanco of lame of Acronyda
alni in the New Forest, on which
su jec
hope to bo able to communicate
some notes next meeting
°
from an eye-witness.

X.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES AND
OBSERVATIONS.

r

S

AB

T

LonMV
„
Lord t\ alsmgham

m
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-
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NORFOI K
-

-

1

to record the occurrence
of this
cones of Spruce-fir, gathered
in

™

requested

mre Hon, ini,.

Merton Park ahoTthe

ammylast.

W

Zh™
tv,,',

Lins interesting addition
to our Norfolk Insect
Fauna
for spec, mens of which I
am indebted to his Lordship, mar
be distinguished from Goodes
fen,,
Lin„„ the other British

by

zr\ andt rr
flattened
our,

and

colo,,r ’ a,ui

pale throughout.

lias

**

^

rZ2

G./errugineu is of a dull brown-red
the lateral margins of
the thorax flattened and
pale
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only on

it is not uncommon on Scotch Fir in the
have
hitherto
had no opportunity of searching for
I

hinder half ;

tlie

spring.

G. abietis myself, hut

appears to occur in fallen cones of Spruce-

it

in winter and spring.

fir

shire

Forres,

;

It has

Morayshire;

and,

been recorded from Worcesterin

cones

of Abies Dourjlasi,

James Edwards.

Pitlochry, Perthshire.

Geaster coliformis (Dickson).

The reappearance

of this rare

fungus in Norfolk, after a lapse of nearly eighty years,

remarkable;

and a few

particulars

connected with

is

very

may be

it

interesting to the Society.

On

my

the 25th September, 1880, I had brought to

house four

specimens, which had been found a few days before by Mr. Philip
Iiibgin,

condition

it

;

One specimen

Hillington.

at

was

in

rays,

which were ten

measured six inches across the

The inner peridium was nearly
less than forty-six ostiola upon it
some of
large and patent, others mere papules.
The
in number.

;

peridium was peculiar,
It

As

and had no

these openings were
colour of the inner

any other British Geaster,

if it

far as I

some

unlike

globose,

were covered by an extremely thin coating of silver
measured two inches across and was minutely tuberculated.

looking as
leaf.

and,

magnificent

can make out

is

it

supported upon seventeen pedicels,

some incomplete, and others, obviously the result of
the fusion of two or more pedicels laterally.
The other specimens
perfect,

were not in so good condition.

was torn
of

across,

numerous coarse

are

In the

largest the inner

exposing to view the capillitium
flat fibres,

branched

;

peridium

this consists

at their extremities,

On

the continuations of the pedicels.

which

the 14th October I

which these specimens were gathered; I
found several additional ones, but all more or less withered. They
were growing upon a hedge bank in a green lane (called the
visited the spot from

Swaffham

Itoad)

amongst a

large

clump of Nettles

;

there

growing with them four specimens of Geaster limbatus.
been suggested that Geaster coliformis
but we

have in Britain

also

It has

only the result of the

is

fusion of several individuals of some other

was

member

no other Geaster with

of this genus

;

a silvery, tuberculated,

inner peridium; and the mere accidental occurrence of Geaster
limbatus, which

is

destitute of those characters, in the vicinity of

Geaster coliformis, cannot bo

much support

to the

above assumption.
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found one specimen in an unexpanded
condition. At first si<dit 1
ook it for a specimen of some
Scleroderma, as it was scaly and°very
hard ; upon more careful
examination, however, the fallacy was
I

ispe

(

ec

8r >,m<
0

j

Now,

this

unexpanded specimen was attached to the
P rocess a ud, upon a careful examination of
specimens, traces of the same
structure were observable
.

>y a 100t ' like

)

.

ler

•

owing

to the habit

the plant has of vaulting itself
upwards by a

retraction of the rays, this

uring

i ie

time

on

this

peculiarity often escapes observation.

which elapsed between my seeing
the first
specimens and visiting the spot,
one other very fine specimen was
oum
y Mr. Ilobgin ; this, at the request of Lady Ffolkes,
has
been sent to the Eoyal Herbarium
at Kew.
This fungus was
found at Gillingham and
Earsham by Mr. Woodward about 17110
d
Norwich (Sowerby) about the same time.
It has not
>een found in Norfolk
since, until the present
specimens appeared.
It has been found in
England by Mr. Wollaston, about forty
years
ago,
Kent, and by him once since.—
C. B. Plowright.

“

m

Note
088 ey.

addition to

was

at

bud

1

occurrence of Sparassis crispa, Fr,
at
remarkable fungus is but a
comparatively recent
the fungus flora of Great
Britain.

I his

Didlmgton,
sent

Its first occurrence

near Brandon, in

1864-5, when Admiral

three fine

specimens of “this noble addition
to
t0
R° V J
BerkeI ° y
A few >*“» later, the
Lev
;
Haughton met with
it in Shropshire,
and brought specimens
o the Fungus Foray of
the Woolhope Club at
Hereford.
It has
been found
South-east Berkshire, and near
Tunbridge Wells
Lately it has been recorded
from three localities in
Scotland
Classed by Fries with the
Clavarei, it strikes the
most casual
observer as being very unlike
at first sight the other
members
of this order.
The ramuhe are compressed,
sinuous, and verv
in mate.
It usually is found
under or near Fir-trees, and in
the Cossey specimen I
notice a Fir-needle

W
ZTh

M

u°

-

-

m

indicate that

it

forms

no exception

which would seem

to

the general

rule.

to

The

Cossey woods have an almost
classical celebrity to the
mycologist
•

rom

the fact

noteworthy

lungg
bir

over

that

fungi

and

Sowerby found so many of his
rare and
them; for, in his work on
‘English
over again do we find the
words: °“In

in

Wllllam Jerningham’s plantations
at Cossey, near Norwich.”

2G8
Sowerby, however, never saw a specimen of Sparassis crispa, and
as he is hardly likely to have overlooked such a magnificent

member

we may
The

of the fungus kingdom,

not appear there

conclude

fairly

it

did

during his time.

present specimen was
found by Lord Stafford in October of this year (1880).
It
measured twelve inches in diameter and eight inches in height,

and bore out tbe quaint similitude

Schwamm

lable

in

it

C.

B.

of

clxiii.

Schaeffer

his

‘

Fungorum

“

:

who

vor,”

Bavarian

Her

gauze
figures

(17G2).

’

Plowright.

Note on Ergots.
(Ann.

of

uneben ein Baumgen

nicht

stellet

Sc.

M. Tulasne

Nat. 1853,

vol.

figures three species of Claviceps

t 3, 4, 5)
namely, C. purpurea
The two former have been frequently

xx.

microcephala, and nigricans.

;

met with in Great Britain upon various Gramineae, but the last-named
had until the present year (1880) only been found in the sclerotoid
state

upon Eleocharis.

In the month of October I collected a number

upon Eleocharis, at Moccas Park, Herefordshire, which
brought home and kept upon damp sand, under a bell glass, until

of Ergots
I

they developed their

examination

between
Heed).

it

I

have

and

C.

Now

Claviceps

any good

distinction between

C.

bound to say that as
with him upon this

far as

(p.

13)

find

to

fails

common

any satisfactory

microcephala and C. purpurea, and I

my

point.

The obvious

is,

that up to

known

to science,

inference
is

this species varies considerably in form, size, colour,

other characters, and

Glumacese.

— C.

that

it

am

observations have gone I quite agree

the present time only one species of Claviceps

and that

After careful

specific distinction

microcephala (the Claviceps of the

Wilson

Mr.

May, 1881.

in

failed in finding

ergotizes

indiscriminately

and in

various

B. Plowright.

Additions to the Norfolk Flora.

Three very rare plants

found in this county by Mr. A. Bennett, of Croydon, have been
exhibited at our meetings this year.
One, Cliara obtusa, Desv.,

new

Of the other two, both from
the neighbourhood of Brandon, Festuca ambigua, Le Gall., is new
from Filby Broad,

to the county,
local species.

is

to Britain.

and Veronica verna Linn.,

—H. D. Geldart.

is

one of our very rarest
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The publication of Ornithological Notes
for 1880

is

unavoidably postponed in consequence
of the continued indisposition of Mr. Stevenson.

A few

printed separately are
above, price

White-Marsham Correspondence
still remaining, and may be
had as

copies of the
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